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Abstract
This case study analyses the importance of Charles Begg & Co Ltd (Begg's) to the
social history of New Zealand and in particular discusses the issue of whether the
company acted purely for financial gain, or whether there was in addition the more
altruistic desire to provide the means by which New Zealanders could access the best of
European musical culture. The research concentrates on the period when members of the
Begg family were involved in managing the company, from 1861 to 1948.
To determine Begg's importance three strands of enquiry are followed. Firstly the
history of the company from 1825 until 1948 is charted. This history examines the
beginnings of the company, its widespread expansion and then assesses its success
financially. Secondly the goods and services the company offered and their importance
to New Zealand at the time is analysed. Thirdly there is an analysis of what Begg's
contributed to New Zealand on a purely non-financial basis.
The research involved perusal of a wide variety of archives, held both publicly and
privately, relating to Begg's operations. These include the few business records which
remain for Begg's, associated documents such as programmes of concerts and other
events, photographs and a broad variety of documents relating to musical and local
histories in New Zealand. All existing music published by Begg's was sourced and
extensive searching of newspapers was an important part of the research. Interviews with
past staff members and Begg family members were also undertaken.
The research found that Begg's played an important role in the development of a
musical culture in New Zealand. From its beginnings in 1861 the company kept New
Zealanders up-to-date with developments in Europe and elsewhere and provided
instruments and music to do this. At the same time Begg's promoted New Zealand
composition and products, fostering local talent and endeavour, thereby enhancing New
Zealand's growing national identity. Begg' s were substantial sponsors of musical
activities and competitions. They introduced several initiatives to improve the standard
ii

of musical education in New Zealand and encouraged all New Zealanders to participate
in musical activities. While operating as a successful business many ofBegg's activities
stemmed from a genuine desire to foster musical life in New Zealand, rather than being
purely profit driven. The research concludes that from 1861 to 1948 Begg's made a huge
contribution to New Zealand's musical life and played an important part in the country's
social history.
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Introduction

New Zealand has, and has always had, a rich and varied musical culture. Although
considerable research has been undertaken on performers, composers, groups, bands and
aspects of the various musical genres performed in New Zealand virtually nothing has
been written on the firms supplying the means and support by which these musicians
could practice their art, such as Charles Begg & Co. Ltd (Begg's).
In the early 1960s the manager of Begg's import division visited London and in the
course of his visit went one evening to dine with Begg's London representative, Bert
Rayment. On reaching the restaurant they saw the owner of a music business sitting
alone at a table. Joining him the talk naturally turned to the music trade. A few gins had
been imbibed and the wine was flowing. The Begg's London representative became
somewhat lyrical in his speech and addressed the other London based fellow. 'We in the
music trade are not just traders Mark' he slurred, 'we're purveyors of culture' . Mark
paused, his soup spoon halfway to his lips, as he gave his response '1 don't know about
you Bert, I'm only in it for the money' he said.'
This anecdote represents two possible ways of assessing Begg's contribution to New
Zealand's musical culture. Was the business simply there to make money, or was there
in addition the more altruistic desire to be 'a purveyor of culture' and to facilitate access
to European musical ideas and practices?
1 believe the latter assertion to be the correct one and in this case study 1 will analyse
the important role Begg's played in disseminating musical culture in New Zealand. It
will be seen that New Zealand was not the cultural wilderness that is often promulgated
but a vibrant and rich society and that Begg's played a major role in achieving this. With
far-sighted policies and innovative means Begg's enriched the cultural life of the country
for over 100 years and the musical culture New Zealand enjoys today owes much to
I

J. K. Begg, interview by the author, 25 June 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
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Begg's input. My research will show how Begg's contributed to New Zealand's
transition from being part of an empire to an independent nation through polices which
encouraged the development of New Zealand music. In order to analyse Begg's
contribution I have concentrated on three major strands of historical research to achieve a
full and thorough picture of the historical significance of this company.
The first of these is the 'trade' aspect of the business. A history from the business'
beginnings in Dunedin in 1861 will be charted.

Begg's was a family concern and I will

discuss the background of the founder, the importance of his wife to the business after his
death and the two major legal battles amongst his descendants which all helped shape it.
Juxtaposed with this was consistent expansion through the opening of agencies and
branches, the acquisition of existing businesses and diversification into associated
activities, all of which led to Begg's becoming a household name. By innovative means
Begg's promoted their products and services and from very early on saw their business as
very much a New Zealand, rather than purely a Dunedin, one.
Secondly the nature of the products and auxiliary services Begg'soffered will be
explored and set against the developments and needs of New Zealand at the time. This
will include examination of their original business of pianos and tuning and continue into
their expansion as retailers of all musical instruments, printed music, gramophones,
radios and other electrical appliances, as well as being music publishers, promoters of
overseas artists, sponsors of all kinds of musical activity, box office agents and
manufacturers of radios. It will be seen that far from merely responding to local demands,
Begg's vision and business acumen helped create a situation where they were providing a
conduit for the best of overseas musical culture.
Finally, and most importantly, I will analyse the concept of Begg's as a 'purveyor of
culture'. I will show how important Begg's was to the development of a truly New
Zealand musical scene, how it encouraged performers, composers and ensembles by
providing advice, donations, sponsorship and support for all the musical activities of its
customers, as well as providing the means by which they could access the same trends
and technologies as their contemporaries in other countries.
2

The period covered by my research is from the birth of the founder of the company in
1825 until the death of his grandson in 1948, as after this period management was no
longer in the hands of the Begg family. Chapter One (1825- 1874) examines the
background and training in Scotland of the business' founder, Charles Begg, his
emigration to New Zealand and the establishment of the business in Dunedin. Chapter
Two (1875 - 1896) looks at the role of his wife Jessie, who managed the business for
twenty-two years after Charles' death, before handing over the management to their sons,
Alexander and Charles. Chapter Three (1897 - 1908) deals with the period of Alexander
and Charles' joint management until the company was restructured following a legal
battle within the family. The period covered by Chapter Four (1908 - 1926) covers the
years leading up to Charles' death and Alexander's sole management, ending with
another legal dispute and a change from a private to a public company structure. Chapter
Five (1927 - 1948) charts the company's progress during the involvement of the
founder's grandson, Eric Begg and ends with his death. An important part of Begg's
business operation was music publishing and Chapter Six examines this aspect of the
enterprise in the context of New Zealand's social history.
James Belich has written that 'Visions of New Zealand as a cultural wasteland stretch
back from the 1900s to the whole nineteenth century, and forward into the twentieth
century'r' His observation sums up a long held belief that New Zealand was something of
a cultural wilderness, perhaps not in the first decades of its settlement but certainly by
1900.
Recent research, however, has shown that this was far from the case. Joanna Woods
reveals that this is not so in her work on the outspoken music critic Charles Baeyertz and
his journal The Triad (2008) and one only has to read any of the various society and
local musical histories to realize that indeed the cultural wilderness theory is inaccurate.'
David Murray's thesis on Signor Squarise, an Italian maestro brought to Dunedin to lead
the orchestra for the 1889-1890 New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition supports and
2 James Belich, Paradise Reforged: A History ofthe New Zealanders From the 1880s to the Year 2000
(Auckland: The Penguin Press, 2001), 326.
3 Joanna Woods, Facing the Music: Charles Baeyertz and the Triad (Dunedin: Otago University Press,
2008).
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affirms this view. 4 Signor Squarise chose to remain in Dunedin once the Exhibition had
closed and contributed hugely to the musical life of his adopted country. Murray's thesis
paints a vivid picture of a city with a very full and busy musical life, certainly not the
dreary backwater that has so often been portrayed. Despite this the importance of those
supplying the means by which this musical wealth was facilitated has been ignored and as
part of my research I will show that Begg's contributed significantly to the cultural riches
which Baeyertz, Squarise and others enjoyed.
Although there is a considerable amount written on various aspects of music in New
Zealand there are no histories of music retailers or publishers, let alone analysis of what a
particular business' contribution was to the musical life of the country. In 1997, while
discussing music publishing in New Zealand, Elizabeth Nichol wrote 'Most of the history
of music publishing and music publishers in New Zealand remains to be written ...
Arthur Eady (and its various off shoots), Charles Begg, and the Wai-te-ata Press are the
most important New Zealand music publishers, yet there has been almost no work on
either their company histories, or their publications'<
Perhaps this lack is due to some music historians' perceptions of the music seller as an
adjunct to musical activity rather than an active participant. In her 1994 article in

Crescendo Jill Palmer, at the time Music Librarian at the Alexander Turnbull Library,
outlined recent publications on the music history of New Zealand and made an
impassioned plea for further research into various aspects of New Zealand's musical
history and donations of archives from relevant organizations and individuals." In her
extensive list outlining where she saw the need for research there is no mention of
anything to do with any music vendor or publisher. Palmer concentrates solely on
performers and composers and this approach has continued to date.

4 David Murray, 'Rafaello Squarise (1856-1945): the colonial career of an Italian maestro' ( Ph.D. diss.,
University ofOtago, 2005).
5 Penny Griffith, Ross Harvey and Keith Maslen, Book & Print in New Zealand. A Guide to Print Culture
in Aotearoa (Wellington: Victoria University Press, 1997), 151.
6 Jill Palmer, 'Patterns and perspectives: fitting together the jigsaw of New Zealand's musical history,'
Crescendo 39, (December 1994): 22-25.
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The only book published on New Zealand music which deals with music retailers in
any detail is John MacGibbon's Piano in the Parlour: When the Piano was New

Zealand's Home Entertainment Centre (2007), where in a chapter entitled 'The Service
Industries' he examines not just Begg's but their major competitor the Dresden
Pianoforte Manufacturing & Agency Co. Ltd and other smaller retailers.?

Although

informative, the histories given are brief and contain no analysis of how important a
particular music seller was to the era or area in which he operated. In his piece on
Begg's, MacGibbon also gives a description of listings from a piano account book of
1914 - 1919, but no interpretation of what this meant in terms of New Zealand's musical
life is attempted.
In 2002 Philip Jane published a 'Survey of New Zealand Music Studies' which
concentrated primarily on research papers and theses from New Zealand universities. 8
He divided the 104 papers he identified into eight categories - bibliographic, Maori
music, regional history, music education, composers, cultural impacts and aspects,
popular music, and other studies. Of these 104 papers there are two which deal with
music published in New Zealand and none which deal with music sellers.

Interestingly,

he has categorized those relating to music published under 'other studies' rather than
'cultural impacts and aspects', another indication of how the role of firms such as Begg's
has been marginalised in the history of culture in New Zealand. 9
As identified by Jane, published music is one area where some research has been
carried out. Yu An Lee published a historical survey of publishers of New Zealand music
(2003) and Begg's is one of the publishers he discusses at length. However this is very
much a survey and there is little analysis involved. to

7 John MacGibbon, Piano in the Parlour: When the piano was New Zealand's home entertainment centre
(Wellington: Ngaio Press, 2007).
8 Philip Jane, 'Research Report: Survey of New Zealand Music Studies,' Context (Spring 2002): 24, 51-62.
9 Yu Lee An, 'The Publishers of New Zealand Music: A Historical Survey from 1840 to 2002,' (M.A.
thesis, University ofOtago, 2003) and Jean Clare Gleeson, 'Counting Time: A Content Analysis ofthe
Covers of the Popular Sheet Music Published by Charles Begg & Co Ltd,' (M.L.LS. thesis, Victoria
University of Wellington, 2003).
10 Yu Lee An,'The Publishers of New Zealand Music: A Historical Survey from 1840 to 2002,' (M.A.
thesis, University of Otago, 2003).
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The only area where any analysis of Begg' s contribution has been made is that of the
publishing and promotion of the national anthem God Defend New Zealand. In the past
ten years there have been two texts written on New Zealand's national anthem. Although
the first, by Max Cryer, Hear Our Voices, We Entreat: the Extraordinary Story ofNew

Zealand's National Anthems (2004) refers to Begg's as becoming 'a national icon' it
mentions their involvement with the music in a somewhat detached way, certainly their
importance or otherwise to its success as a national song is not explored.!! Not so Ashley
Heenan's work A History ofthe National Anthem (2004) which analyses Begg's
involvement in great detail. 12 Taking an almost vitriolic stance against the business
Heenan represents Begg's as a firm of money-grubbing traders not the least bit interested
in publication unless there was profit in it for them. Far from acknowledging that the
firm could have had an input into the huge success the anthem had before Begg's sold the
copyright to the government in 1940, Heenan is quick to point out every reason why this
is not so and presents a somewhat unbalanced view. The fact that this work comes under
the umbrella of the 'University of Canterbury Series of Bibliographies, Catalogues and
Source Documents in Music' does not enhance its very biased viewpoint.
Keith Maslen has researched and written on music sellers in nineteenth century New
Zealand.!3 In an article published in 2002 he looks at all sellers of sheet music, by far
the majority of which were not purely music sellers but booksellers, general merchants
and virtually any sort of trader. By searching local directories he has built up a list of
sellers in particular areas with dates of operation. Specialist music sellers such as Begg's
feature, but again there is no analysis of any particular business' contribution.
The only complete history of music in New Zealand is the authoritative work by the
eminent music historian John Thomson, The Oxford History ofNew Zealand Music

11 Max Cryer, Hear Our Voices, We Entreat: the Extraordinary Story of New Zealand's National Anthems.
(Auckland: Exisle Publishing Limited, 2004), 20.
12 Ashley Heenan, A History ofthe National Anthem, Number 11, Canterbury Series of Bibliographies,
Catalogues and Source Documents in Music (Christchurch : School of Music, University of Canterbury,
2004).
13 Keith Maslen, 'Music Selling in Nineteenth-Century New Zealand,' BSANZ (Bibliographical Society of
Australia and New Zealand Bulletin) 25, no. 3 & 4 (2001): 15-42.
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(1991). i4 Although this text makes several references to music dealers (incl uding
Begg' s) these are part of a wider discussion of music in New Zealand generally and no
specific history or examination of their contributions is made. However, this work does
serve as a useful background to the study of individual aspects of New Zealand's musical
history, most of which involved Begg's.
Rather than seeing the dearth of specific material on music sellers as an indication of
how important (or perhaps unimportant) they were it is more probable that it almost went
without saying that those businesses supplying musical products had an important role to
play. Many of the writings on New Zealand music, in particular regional histories and
histories of particular musical genres, mention retailers, in particular Begg's, in passing
and it is almost what they don't say which supports the argument that Begg's was a vital
piece in the musical patchwork of New Zealand.
The work by Jim McAloon (2002) on the well-to-do of Canterbury and Otago
illustrates the wealth that many colonial families achieved and the consequent ability of
these families to avail themselvesof the goods that Begg's provided.P These families
also operated in a society in which the European connection was very important and
Begg's ability to provide links with what was happening overseas were welcomed. In his
work on entrepreneurship in the latter part of the 19th and early part of the

zo" century

lan Hunter (2007) highlights a New Zealand society with plenty of entrepreneurs and
successful family businesses of which Begg's was undoubtedly one, a society whose
members were eager and able to avail themselves of the European culture Begg's was
marketing. 16
The present case study will lead to a better understanding of the cultural life of New
Zealand from 1861 until 1948. It will contribute to New Zealand's economic history as it
charts the rise of a major nationwide business which survived two world wars, a long
14 John Mansfield Thomson, The Oxford History ofNew Zealand Music (Auckland: Oxford University
Press, 1991).
15 Jim McAloon, No Idle Rich: the Wealthy in Canterbury & Otago 1840
1914 (Dunedin: University of
Otago, 2002).
16 ran Hunter, Age ofEnterprise: Rediscovering the New Zealand Entrepreneur 1880 -1910 (Auckland:
Auckland University Press, 2007).
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recession and the Great Depression. It will contradict the view that New Zealand was
lagging behind musical developments in other countries and argue that to the contrary in
many instances Begg's initiatives were ahead of those overseas. This thesis will enable
the place ofBegg's in New Zealand's social history to be recognised and reinforce the
claim that 'The Story of Music in New Zealand is the History of Begg's.' 17

During the period April to December 1943 Begg's ran a series of nine advertisements in the New Zealand
Listener outlining the history of music in New Zealand and Begg's role in that history, at the same time
looking to the future and what Begg's would offer New Zealand once the war was over. These
advertisements were titled 'Cavalcade of Music in N.Z.: "The Story of Music in New Zealand in the
History of Begg's"".'
17
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Advertisement from the New Zealand Listener 1 October 1943
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Chapter One
Charles Begg and the Foundations of the Business
1825 -1874
The business of Charles Begg & Company Limited (Begg's) became the largest
musical business in New Zealand's history, in the process contributing hugely to the
cultural and social history of the country. Far from being just another example of a
successful Scottish entrepreneur reaping the rewards of Calvinism and business Begg's
became a concern entrenched in all aspects of New Zealand's musical life reaching far
beyond its trade activities. Undoubtedly the input into the business by its founder,
Charles Begg, was a vital component in this success. Following his ambition for a better
life Charles abandoned the means of livelihood which had sustained his family for
generations and moved from a rural to urban environment where he learnt a trade which
would stand him in good stead, not only in his own country but in the one to which he
chose to emigrate. Seeking a better life for himself and his family he sold a successful
business in Aberdeen, again leaving all that was familiar to him and with a young family
emigrated to what was not much more than a shanty town in Britain's farthest flung
colony. Why he did this is unclear and the success of the business in the decades
following his death should not cloud the fact that for Charles Begg personally his life
would probably have been easier, and his business possibly more successful, had he
stayed in Scotland. Like so many others, however, he chose to emigrate, probably
relatively ignorant of the environment to which he was going.
On reaching Otago he quickly adapted to the different trading parameters and society
within which he was expected to operate and through hard work and determination built
the foundations of a business house upon which his successors could develop and extend.
This business, although modelled on his Aberdeen concern, incorporated those colonial
components necessary to make it a success in what was a completely different type of
society. Like so many merchants who started businesses which were to become
10

household names in New Zealand there was an element of luck involved, most notably
that his arrival coincided with the discovery of gold in the very part of New Zealand to
which he emigrated. As a result of the wealth that came from this Charles was able to
develop a business dealing in what were luxury goods, now very much in demand from
within the community in which he was operating. Although circumstances forced him to
enter into a business partnership towards the end of his life this was short-lived and the
business he left to his heirs was his alone. The threads of Charles' ambition, hard work, a
willingness to chance his hand with emigration, his ability to adapt to the life he found in
Dunedin and the good fortune that the gold rush created all combined to create a canvas
upon which he was able to paint the business he had envisaged when he left Aberdeen.
Without this solid foundation none ofBegg's subsequent achievements, whether for
financial profit or in support of New Zealand's musical life would have been possible.
Charles Begg was born on 4 July 1825 in the parish of Aboyne, where the Begg
family had lived for around two hundred years.'

Charles' father William married

Charles' mother Margaret Hunter, some time before 1819. William had been married
previously and already had a son John born in 1815. William and Margaret Begg had
eleven children - nine sons and two daughters. Charles was their third son, and the first
to survive infancy.' The first seven children were all born while the family lived and
farmed at 'Walternaldie' (where their father had also been born) which was on a hill
within what is now the Glentannar Estate. Around 1832 the family moved across the Dee
River to 'Corryvrach' in the Glenmuick parish. 'Corryvrach' was a small settlement,
including an inn, on the drovers' route from Paisley to Edinburgh at the foot of Mount
Keen overlooking the river.

Earning a living from the windswept land would have been

much more difficult than at 'Walternaldie' but the Begg family continued to farm the
land and look after their flock of sheep.

Statutory Marriages 168/02/0115 Charles Begg and Jessie Milne. www.scotlandpeopL~~gov.uk. Accessed
10 November 2007 and Memoriam written by Rev John G Mitchie, 1897 In memoriam of William Begg,
Farmer, Knockenzie, Dinnet, Aberdeenshire. Begg family archive, Scotland.
2 There was also Peter born 1819, William born 1820, Mary born 1823, Isabella born 1829, James born
1830, Peter born 1831, Robert born 1833, David born 1836, Williambom 1838, Jonathan born 1841 and
possibly another daughter, Jean.
11
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This was the background from which Charles Begg came, a life of agricultural
subsistence, where one's livelihood depended on the vagaries of nature and the whims of
an absentee landlord. Life would have been hard for the family but Charles obviously
received an education of some kind. Although there are no existing records for schools in
either the Aboyne or Glenmuick parishes we do know that education was certainly
available. School buildings were often little more than huts with very basic equipment,
but most schoolmasters were university graduates and good teachers and education
obtained by pupils ranged from those who barely achieved literacy to those who went on
to higher education, including university.'
Charles obviously had a degree of ability, and although brought up to farming,
decided to leave Aboyne in 1841 and follow in the footsteps of his older (half) brother,
John, to the city of Aberdeen. 4 At the time John Begg was working as a porter and
living with their aunt, Janet Milne, and her family at an inn she ran at 11 Harriet Street. 5
Charles joined him there.f
By 1841 Aberdeen was a substantial city with a population of around 60 000. 7 Its
early growth had been shaped by its location and with the coming of industrialization in
the nineteenth century natural resources, such as fishing and granite were able to be more
fully exploited. The growth of agriculture, fishing, textiles and quarrying relied on
markets far from Aberdeen and this led to the improvement of the harbour and the advent
of the railway."

Aberdeen's isolation from the main commercial centres of Scotland

resulted in it developing a somewhat self-contained economy and the city was able to

3 Information supplied by the Aberdeen & North East Scotland Family History Society in a letter to the
author dated 15 August 2008.
4 'Advertisements' Otago Witness, 2 November 1861,4 'CHARLES BEGG, Pianoforte Maker and Tuner,
from Scotland', where Charles Begg claims to have '20 years practical experience in the manufacturing and
tuning' of pianos. From this it is reasonable to assume that he came to Aberdeen around 1841 as a boy in
his mid teens.
5 Census 1841 168/0A 03110A 013 www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk. Accessed 18 May 2008.
6 Census 1851 168/0A 035/0A 084 www.scotlandspeople.gQYJJK. Accessed 10 November 2007.
7 W. Hamish Fraser and Clive H. Lee (eds), Aberdeen 1800-2000 A New History (East Linton: Tuckwell
Press Ltd, 2000) 48.
8 Terry Brotherstone and Donald J. Witherington (eds), The City and its Worlds: Aspects ofAberdeen's
History since 1794 (Glasgow: Cruithne Press, 1996) 212.
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develop a unique commercial structure with its own banking and insurance institutions.
These played a major part in financing the development of the region."
In a city that was developing so rapidly the importance of the growing middle class
increased. The middle class saw the piano as a symbol of respectability and status and
their wives and daughters were keen to acquire proficiency on it. By the time of Queen
Victoria's accession to the throne in 1837, Britain was 'consumed by piano fever'.!" The
piano had developed from the square piano of Regency times to various upright models,
including the cottage piano which fitted more easily into a parlour, and developments in
the process of manufacture had made it affordable for a greater proportion of the
population
Pianoforte making in the 1840s was not a new venture for Aberdeen. The
manufacturing of pianos had commenced there in 1807 and continued until the 20 th
century.!'

Although in the first quarter of the 19th century the piano manufacturing trade

was dominated by London makers there were piano manufacturers not only in Aberdeen
but also in Edinburgh and Glasgow at that time. 12 Charles was obviously a young man
with ambition and looking for a way to establish himself in the city. We do not know
why he decided to enter the pianoforte manufacturing industry, but later evidence of his
entrepreneurial nature would indicate that he could see this was a trade with great
potential. There is no doubt that the mid nineteenth century was a good time to become
involved in pianoforte making and in 1841 Charles entered into an apprenticeship for
both manufacturing and tuning pianos with the Aberdeen piano maker, John Marr."
Apprenticeships for piano making and piano tuning were quite separate and it was
common for each to take five to six years, with the apprentice being legally bound to his

Brotherstone, 213.
10 Gill Green, History of Piano Tuners. http://www.uk-piano.org/history/piano-tuner-history.html.
Accessed 8 May 2008.
11 Michael Spiller, 'The Regency Piano Trade in Aberdeen,' The Galpin Society Journal vol. 32 (May
1979): 115.
12Spiller, 115.
13 Based on an advertisement advertising two pianos made by Charles Begg 'late of John Marr which can
be seen at Robert Brown's establishment' Aberdeen Journal, 20 June 1849,4.
9
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master by a document of indenture. 14 Obviously there were areas of overlap between the
two disciplines which enabled Charles to complete both apprenticeships in eight years.
Jim McAloon has asserted that all the successful men in Canterbury and Otago had in
common an adherence to the Calvinist values of sobriety, thrift, and deferred gratification
and Charles certainly exemplified this. I S It seems evident from subsequent reports of his
activities in Otago that he was extremely hardworking so perhaps this work ethic enabled
him to finish the combined apprenticeships in an unusually short time.
By becoming proficient in both trades Charles equipped himself for a working life in
the manufacturing, servicing and retailing of pianofortes. There was probably no better
time to do this. The British Empire was at its height with colonies all over the globe.
The middle classes at home, who were synonymous with the industry and trade which
was benefitting from and supporting this expansion, were keen to acquire the trappings of
the landed and leisured class who they sought to emulate. The pianoforte was one of
several luxury products that were seen as essential commodities for members of, and
those aspiring to, the middle class. Whether it be at home or in the colonies the
pianoforte held a special place. There is evidence of this when one considers that several
of the pianos Charles made in Aberdeen before he emigrated ended up in New Zealand. 16
Doubtless others were also taken to different countries as prized possessions.
By 1849 Charles had completed his training and decided to branch out on his own. In
August 1849 he announced in the Aberdeen Journal that he had opened for business at 8
Black's Building, Aberdeen. 17 Three years later the business was expanded to provide a
selection of pianofortes from London Manufacturers. He also had' a variety of other
Instruments always on hand' and offered tuning and repairing of pianofortes' in Town
and Country' .18 By 1854 having outgrown Black's Buildings, or perhaps desirous of a
more salubrious address, Charles moved his business to 150 Union Street in the centre of
14 Pianoforte maker apprentice indenture document dated 1851 supplied by Bill Kibby-Johnson, Piano-Gen
website owner, United Kingdom.
15 Jim McAloon., No Idle Rich: The Wealthy in Canterbury & Otago 1840-1914 (Dunedin: University of
Otago Press, 2002), 27.
16 One of his pianos, manufactured in the 1850s, is in the Otago Settlers Museum in Dunedin.
17 'Advertisements', Aberdeen Journal, 22 August 1849,4.
18 Aberdeen Directory 1852-53,295.
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Aberdeen, where his old employer, John Marr had moved to number 218 in 1846. [9
Another piano maker, Wood & Co, was at 213 Union Street. Nor were these the only
piano makers in Aberdeen at that time. The Aberdeen Directory for 1854-55 also lists
James Javie, John Irvine, Logan and Co, James McBeath and William Simpson as piano
makers and/or tuners. At this time Charles' business involved not only the manufacture
and sale of pianofortes but the sale of 'violins, flutes, flutinas, accordions, &c' as well as
'music in sheets, instructions, exercise &c'. Orders from the country could be supplied
and music was ordered every Saturday." This was obviously a music shop as well as a
manufacturing operation. By 1860 Charles had expanded again, opening a workshop in
Union Wynd, a side street off Union Street, and by 1861 he was employing nine men,
including his brother David, and manufacturing 35 pianos a month in his workshop."
In the Aberdeen Directory for 1860 Charles advertised cottage and semi-cottage
pianofortes, manufactured by him. He also had for sale grand, semi-grand, grand square
and cottage pianofortes made by the 'best London makers only' and harmoniums made
by Alexandre of Paris, offered a tuning and repair service and boasted that he was
receiving new music weekly. The nature of his business is reflected in the 'Piano-forte
and music saloon' label appended to it. This is much more than just an artisan selling his
own wares. 22
On 19 July 1855 at the age of30 Charles married his cousin Janet (Jessie) Milne who
had been born in 1832 in Aberdeen.r' He had gone to live with her family when he went
to Aberdeen but at the time of his marriage he was living in Crown Street. One of the
witnesses, Al Knowles, listed as a clerk, was a member of the piano making Knowles
family, indicating either a tight-knit group of likeminded artisans, or some other link with
the Knowles - perhaps Charles' interest in piano making had come through some
connection with the Knowles family. The couple went to live in a house owned by
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22 Aberdeen Directory /860-6/, 362.
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Jessie's brother, Alexander, at 41 Dee Street." On 8 September 1856 the couple had a
daughter, Janet, and then a son William on 12 July 1858.25 Unfortunately William died
of infantile convulsions on 19 February 1859.26 Later that year, on 5 September, another
daughter, Isabella, was born. 27
By the age of 35 Charles appears to have achieved a measure of success. His business
had grown substantially and he was now employing nine men and producing several
hundred pianos a year." He was affluent enough to employ a domestic servant and had a
'saloon' (retail establishment) in the hub of Aberdeen's commercial heart.

29

Given this apparent success we can only conjecture as to why Charles decided to
emigrate; By the mid nineteenth century, in all parts of Great Britain, emigration was an
acceptable alternative to people from very diverse walks of life. 30 In Scotland there was
no perception of emigration as exclusively a way to escape poverty, in fact quite the
contrary. The Scots had long been a people who had left their native land for the chance
of a better life and during the nineteenth century the proportion of the population doing
so increased markedly. New Zealand was not the only destination they chose but it was
certainly a popular one. Between 1853 and 1880 Scottish emigrants who went to New
Zealand accounted for 12% of Scots emigrating overseas and around 1860, before the
gold rush, there was a huge increase in the proportion of emigrants to New Zealand. 3 l
Around the time Charles emigrated the Provincial Councils were conducting their own
immigrant recruitment operations and the Otago Provincial Council ran advertising
campaigns and employed agents to encourage emigration.

Contrary to the popular

image of the Scottish emigrant as a crofter driven off his land by the Highland Clearances
Information supplied by Aberdeen City Archives based on Valuation Roll for Aberdeen 1855-56.
Statutory Births 168/020692 and Statutory Births 168/020534. www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk.
Accessed 10 November 2007.
26 Statutory Deaths 168/020112. www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk. Accessed 10 November 2007.
27 Statutory Births 168/020663. www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk. Accessed 10 November 2007.
28 Charles Begg & Co Ltd. Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-1911,4. It was not uncommon for a small
manufacturer to use the actions manufactured by larger firms. In view of the fact that Charles used other
manufacturers' actions, namely Broadwood, in New Zealand it could be assumed that he was also doing
this in the latter years of his production in Scotland.
29 Census 1861 168/02013/02022 www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk. Accessed 10 November 2007.
30 R. McClean, 'Scottish Emigration to New Zealand, 1840-1880: Motives, Means and Background' Ph. D.
diss., University of Edinburgh, 1991, 435.
31 McClean, 16,31.
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Charles Begg (1825 -1874 )
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a large proportion of emigrants came from urban areas at the centre of economic change
and studies show that in the middle decades of the nineteenth century more craft workers
(like Charles) were leaving the UK than later on in the century.32
Charles was obviously ambitious and in the class bound society of Aberdeen of 1861
may have felt constrained in what he could achieve. In many sectors of the Scottish
economy there were too few opportunities for social mobility, relative to people's
perceptions of opportunities outside Scotland so if one was desirous of this the only
viable alternative was to emigrater" All this would have added to the attraction of
emigration, and in particular emigration to New Zealand. The draw to New Zealand was
obviously enhanced by the situation of his older brother, John. John had emigrated from
Aberdeen to Ballarat, Australia in 1852 and finally settled in Napier, New Zealand in
1855. In his years in Aberdeen John Begg had risen from a porter to running a cooperative store in Dee Street, Aberdeen. It would appear that he was successful in New
Zealand because his death certificate states his profession as 'gentleman'.34

Whether

or not his reports of the new colony were the reason Charles decided to emigrate can only
be speculated on, but obviously favourable reports from the far off colony coupled with
the emigration drive at home would have had a positive effect. Whatever the reason, by
29 February 1861 Charles was advertising his stock for sale and stating his intention to
'move abroad,.35
On 11 July 1861 Charles, Jessie and their two small daughters Janet and Isabella, set
sail on the Robert Henderson from Glasgow, bound for Otago as intermediate or steerage
passengers.

The list of immigrants' occupations lists two 'wrights' of which Charles

would have been one." In many ways the Beggs were very typical of Scottish emigrants
of that time as the demographic characteristics of Scottish emigrants to New Zealand
showed a strong association with the declared occupation of the family breadwinner.

McClean, 106, 308.
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34 New Zealand Death Certificate Napier, 59, 1902, Folio No. 1902!l575 Ref No. 8.0128344, Department
of Internal Affairs, Wellington.
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Skilled artisans such as Charles, mechanics and other tradesfolk tended to travel with
young, small families. 37
The Begg family's departure from Scotland coincided with the discovery of gold in
Central Otago and the Dunedin that the Robert Henderson arrived at on 8 October 1861
was a vastly different city from that of six months earlier. On 4 June 1861 Gabriel Read
announced he had discovered an extensive field of gold in the district traversed by the
Waitahuna and Tuapeka rivers in Central Otago." By the end of June 1861 gold-fever
had seized the inhabitants of Dunedin and Otago and enthusiasm had spread throughout
New Zealand and across the Tasman to the Australian statea.'" By the time Charles
arrived Dunedin had changed considerably from the sedate, conservative outpost of the
Free Church of Scotland founded by Cargill and Burns, to a bustling centre acting as a
conduit to, and serving the outlying gold prospecting areas.
The circumstances were ripe for the establishment of prosperous businesses. During the
1860s over 21 million pounds worth of gold was found in Otago.l'' This and the
thousands of immigrants who rushed to the diggings enriched the province and Dunedin
became a bustling, wealthy city. As well as the riches of the goldfields Scottish and
Victorian capital flowed into it.

Many new companies were formed and grew rapidly.

In November 1861 the first daily newspaper for the colony, the Otago Daily Times,
commenced publication. Most of the Australian banks and a few British ones established
branches in Dunedin and in 1863 a group of Dunedin capitalists subscribed sufficient
capital to found the Bank of Otago." Dunedin's population grew from 1,700 in 1858 to
18,500 in 1874.42 The discovery of gold had transformed Dunedin from a muddy village
of weatherboard shacks and open sewers to the leading city of the colony.t'
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In 1861 musical life in Dunedin was already well established. The settlers had
continued such of the musical traditions of their old home in the new as they could and
music was an important part of religious and secular life. With the huge influx of money
and population following the discovery of gold the demand for musical activities and
entertainments increased and a more diverse musical life resulted. In 1861 Dunedin
already had a Music Hall and in 1862 two theatres were opened, the Princess and the
Theatre Royal with performers visiting regularly from Melbourne.
All this activity obviously increased the demand for musical instruments and music.
For several years prior to 1861 there had been general shopkeepers who supplied
instruments and music, as well as a host of other goods. From an early date a settler
could even buy a piano from a local merchant, although these were usually secondhand. 44 In 1860 Edward Gibbon Wakefield had written that 'a remarkable and suggestive
feature of the houses is the great number of pianos and harmoniums. There is probably
no country in the world where a musical instrument worth from ten to forty pounds is so
common an accessory to the home even among the poor classes' .45 The timing was ideal
for the establishment of businesses by specialist musical dealers and craftsmen who could
service the instruments they were selling.
Charles set to work tuning pianos immediately, something he no doubt relished after
months of inactivity aboard ship. He had brought a stock of four pianos with him and by
early November 1861 was advertising in the Otago Witness that he had commenced
business as a pianoforte maker and tuner and anyone wishing to purchase a piano, or
leave an order for tuning, could do so at Mr Hill's cabinetmaker, Rattray Street." His
advertisement also refers to the number of pianos he had already supplied to Otago before
his arrival, indicating that the reputation he earned in Aberdeen would have stood him in
good stead among the colonists.

44 Margaret Campbell , Music in Dunedin: an Historical Account of Dunedin 's Musicians and Musical
Societies from the Founding ofthe Province in 1858 (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd, 1945), 20.
45 Edward Gibbon Wakefield, New Zealand after Fifty Years, 34 as cited in R. D. Arnold The Country
Child in Later Victoria New Zealand Australasian Victorian Studies Association: Conference Papers 1982
(Christchurch, 1983).
46 Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 186/- 19/1, 6 and Otago Witness, 2 November 1861, 4.
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In 1862 Charles leased land from John Logan and erected a 'pianoforte warehouse' at
21 and 22 Princes Street. 47 His establishment was opposite the Theatre Royal and his
stock included the pianos he had brought with him from Aberdeen. Charles was not the
only music seller establishing a business at this time. Another pianoforte maker, Alex
Telfar, had a business in Rattray Street and in 1861 George West, who played an
important role in the musical life of the city, opened a shop in Princes Street selling
pianos, music and a wide variety of other musical instruments." Despite this competition
Charles' business seems to have flourished and expanded rapidly, reflecting the buoyant
economy. With money pouring in and banks and other services being established a new
wealthy merchant class emerged and, as in Aberdeen, this group was keen to have the
trappings of success, among them a piano, which of course required maintenance and
music to play on it. There was a direct steamer service between the South Island and
Melbourne so new music was readily available for eager performers.
Charles rapidly expanded his tuning activities, firstly undertaking all the tunings
himself and later employing tuners. 49 He became a well known figure throughout Otago
with his tuning kit and was said to be possessed of such a practised ear that he could
distinguish between the different pitches (continental, philharmonic, and medium) and
tune a piano to any of these without the aid of a tuning fork. 50 In October 1868 he began
his twice yearly visits to Oamaru to tune, regulate and repair any pianos requiring
attention. A prospective customer could leave their details at either Messrs Finch & Co
or Bennett & Nixon, Northern Hotel and he would give these orders his 'immediate
attention' .51 The advertisement he placed for this service also boasts 'all the New and
Standard MUSIC' and no doubt he took a selection with him. By June 1871 Charles had
expanded his tuning business into Timaru and surrounding districts, completing the initial
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rounds of tuning himself and then in December of that year sending a Mr Lucas to
represent him in the six monthly cycle of tunings.Y
From April 1864 Charles often referred to his establishment as the 'London Pianoforte
and Music Saloon' presumably to stress the fact that he was now an agent for the English
Collard and Collard pianos as well as his own and also to stress that he sold printed
music. 53 The boom in piano manufacture and sales had led to an increased demand for
music and the invention of lithography had enabled music to be more cheaply produced.
Charles had probably been selling imported sheet music for some time before this as new
music was in constantly in demand but the business' new title ensures that the customer
is aware of this. By 1865 Charles was selling concert grands, bichorda grands, grand
square and cottage pianofortes, some of his own making and his agencies had extended to
include Broadwood and Sons, J & S Hopkinson, and Kirkman and Son. 54

He also

offered a tuning, regulating and repair service and advertised that church and parlour
organs (harmoniums) were tuned, refitted or procured on commission and 'everything
else in the music trade' was for sale. 55 In addition he took pianos on exchange and hired
them in town and country. 56 There does not appear to have been any difficulty importing
pianos. In 1862 the value of musical instruments, chiefly pianofortes, imported into New
Zealand was £13,485 and in 1863 more than £20,000. 57 There was obviously a huge
demand for what had become an essential item in many homes and an important asset in
the social life of a community.
Of course Charles was still manufacturing his own pianos from New Zealand and
imported woods. In 1864 he displayed two cottage pianos with rosewood cases in his
shop with the Otago Witness applauding the 'initiation of another new industry which
should be productive of profit to those engaged in it' and assuring their readers that the
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pianos 'compare favourably in tone and appearance with the importations of London
makers' .58
On 12 January 1865 the New Zealand Exhibition opened in Dunedin. The Exhibition
was a creditable achievement for the newly settled province. A magnificent Exhibition
building was erected in Great King Street to house a wide range of displays and the
exhibition attracted 800 exhibitors from around the world.i" There were over 1600
exhibits of which around 1100 were New Zealand made. Musical items included a band,
recitals on the pianoforte and organ, performances by the Dunedin Philharmonic Society
and the highlight was a concert by Lyster's English and Italian Opera Company. The
Exhibition was open for 102 days and attended by over 31,000 people.i" It was an
amazing feat for Dunedin to organize and host such an event and a good reflection of the
buoyant business life of the city, as well as the colony.
Charles was ajudge in two classes (Furniture and Upholstery), as well as an entrant in
the Musical Instruments class at the Exhibition. 61 He entered two pianos, a Collard &
Collard cottage pianoforte from London which won him an honorary certificate and a
piano of his own construction (apart from the action which was made by Broadwood of
London) manufactured of New Zealand woods. The case was of Otago rimu and the
string board and sounding board of Swiss pine. The jurors, found it 'deserving of the
highest commendation', solid and well-constructed and the workmanship throughout
'very creditable indeed,.62 Charles' piano won a bronze medal 'For Piano Manufactured
by him in New Zealand, and of New Zealand woods' .63 In their report the jurors
commented that the study and practice of music had become such an essential part of
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education that musical instruments were more necessities than luxuries and drew
particular attention to the desirability of pianofortes."
Although he had achieved success with the piano displayed at the Exhibition without
veneer cutting machinery Charles had to construct the pianos he made in New Zealand
with solid timber on the ends and sides. He found this unsuitable and in 1867 decided to
relinquish manufacturing and devote himself to the importation and sale of pianos and
musical instruments generally.f
The procurement of church organs was also an ongoing part of the business. The
early Presbyterian settlers were against any musical accompaniment to hymn singing in
church at all. In particular they had a special loathing for the organ which they viewed as
a 'Papist instrument', but this changed gradually and of course other religions did not
have this prejudice. In 1867 St Joseph' s Catholic Church celebrated the arrival of its new
organ with a varied programme from the choir. The organ was built in Victoria but
Charles assembled it and' it is not only highly creditable to him, but somewhat
remarkable, that not a single hitch or cipher occurred while it was played'v'" Over the
next few years organs for many other churches were supplied, among them St Patrick's
church in Burkes Pass and the Wesleyan Trinity Church in Dunedin. Charles continued
to diversify and by 1867 was hiring out pianos as well as selling them. He was also
supplying other instruments and at a meeting of the Oamaru Rifle Rangers in October
1867 he was asked to submit a quotation for supplying instruments for their drum and fife
band/" In May 1871 Charles published a 'Catalogue of Vocal and Instrumental Music'
which he offered free on application and in the following year he was boasting 'Music
forwarded to any part of the colony' .68
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Charles Begg's steady rise was not altogether unhindered. On 2 April 1867 the
citizens of Dunedin awoke to the news of a large fire having swept through Princes Street
destroying all in its path from the Octagon to Moray Place. Charles' premises smoked
for a while then burst completely into flames and were utterly destroyed. Newspaper
accounts of how much stock he lost vary, but all agree that his stock was not insured
although the building was. 69 His competitor George West had insurance for his stock of
£1,000 and the Otago Witness reported that the estimated value of West's stock was
between £3,000 and £3,500. 70
Needless to say the building erected to replace that containing Charles' premises was
constructed of sturdier stuff than previously, being built in brick and stone. With the
way the street was placed all premises in the block were three storeys high at the back,
except for Charles' which in addition had below the ground level a workshop 9 feet high
and a store of7 feet high." It was a most impressive building and 'will excel any other
blocks to be found in this Colony, and will hardly be exceeded by anything in Australia'.
By the end of August Charles had moved his stock in and his business was operational
once more. 72
During this time Charles' family continued to grow. A son, Charles, had been born in
December 1862 but died in 1864. Three daughters followed: Margaret (1863), Mary
(1865) and Elizabeth (1869) and finally Alexander (1871) and Charles (1873). The
family initially lived in a two roomed house in Dowling Street but later moved to Smith
Street where Charles had purchased land and built a larger house.r'
It is difficult to say how extensive his business had become. He obviously employed
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and Timaru in 1871) and as Charles travelled tuning himself there must have been
someone working in the shop.i" His wife Jessie Begg is a somewhat shadowy figure at
this stage but given the role she played after Charles' death it is highly likely that she was
involved in the business in some way from an early date.
All evidence points to the business being successful, expanding and diversifying.
Charles was obviously heavily involved in the retail side of Dunedin's musical life and he
also became involved in ways which had no financial reward for himself or his business.
How much of this was motivated by his desire to establish himselfin the community and
ensure that his business would continue to be supported and grow it is difficult to say.
Undoubtedly supporting local musical endeavours would have generated the goodwill
necessary to foster business but he seems to have coupled this with instances of help
where there would have been little likelihood of financial gain. There are several
examples of Charles doing all he can to facilitate music making. In 1863 the Dunedin
Volunteers were keen to have a band, arguing that no regiment was complete without one
and it was a 'splendid agent in recruiting' .75 In September 1864 this came to fruition
with the new lieutenant C. Kirkcaldy forming a band, assisted by Charles Begg, who also
provided them with rooms to practice in.76 In 1866 a society was organized among the
citizens of Dunedin for the Study of Classical Orchestral Music. Charles offered his
premises for meetings, which were really rehearsals, as the members strove to provide
'what has been so long wanting in the concerts of Dunedin - an efficient instrumental
orchestra'v'" In addition Charles frequently lent pianos for community events free of
charge. He did this at 'Readings given in aid of the funds of the Benevolent Institution'
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in Oamaru in August 1867 where musical items were also given, and at the second endof-year function for the Girls' High School in 1872 and no doubt there were others."
In June 1873 Charles entered into partnership with the pianist Alfred Anderson.

One

can only wonder why he did this. He was already suffering from the bowel cancer which
was to kill him so he may have been trying to establish some security for his family, or he
may have needed the capital which Anderson brought to the business. Whatever the
reason Alfred Anderson seems an unlikely choice of business partner. Reading the
newspaper reports of his activities prior and after the partnership it is hard to view him as
a likely match for the hard-working, probably somewhat dour, Northern Scot. Born in
1848 in Tasmania to Jewish parents (his father was a 'professor of music' and had music
shops in Sydney and Melbourne) he studied the piano before joining his father in his
music business." The Duke of Edinburgh visited Sydney in 1868 and after hearing
Alfred play gave him an honorary appointment on his personal staff, advising him to go
to England, where he studied at the Royal Academy. In the early 1870s he returned to
Australia and began touring as a professional pianist. From 1865 to 1870 several
compositions of Alfred's were published by his father's firm and judging by newspaper
reports he was well known in New Zealand by the time he undertook his first tour there
in 1873. One would have to wonder not only why Charles entered into partnership with
him but why Alfred was interested in the partnership. He had a successful career as a
concert pianist and in Melbourne family connections to a business of the same type as he
was entering into in Dunedin. It seems to have been a rather spur of the moment decision
for both parties. Alfred Anderson was performing as a pianist in concert in New Zealand
in late May 1873 and a month later the business was a going concern.f" Whatever the
reasons for it the partnership was formed. The business was known as 'Begg &
Anderson' and Anderson seems to have been responsible for organizing touring groups,
'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 16 August 1867, 11 and 'Advertisements,' Tuapeka Times, 19
December 1872,5.
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continuing his travelling life with visits to Melbourne to make arrangements for musical
artists to tour Otago, while Charles continued to operate in much the same way as
before." Alfred also composed while in New Zealand and Begg & Anderson published
at least one composition by him - The Sunbeam Galop, dedicated to Mrs lames Smith of
Dunedin, in September 1874. 82
During the course of the partnership several overseas performers were brought to
Otago under the umbrella of Begg & Anderson. Alfred visited Melbourne in September
1873 and made arrangements with the Royal English Opera Company to open a season at
Christmas 1873.83 AlIen's English Opera Troupe visited Dunedin in March under
engagement to Begg & Anderson for twenty-four nights, with bookings available at Begg
& Anderson' s premises, the beginning of Begg' s box office which was such an integral

part of its business in the twentieth century. 84

Madame Arabella Goddard arrived

around the end of September for a tour, again organized by Alfred Anderson under the
auspices ofBegg & Anderson." No doubt this was a very lucrative part of the business
as musical entertainment played an important part in the social life of Otago.
The partnership between Begg and Anderson lasted just over a year ending with a
deed of dissolution dated 6 October 1874.86 No doubt Anderson had by now realised the
extent of Charles' illness and was reluctant to assume total responsibility for the business,
preferring to return to Melbourne and resume his career as a pianist. Charles died on 21
December 1874 and was buried in Dunedin's Northern Cemetery. As it turned out
Anderson himself did not have long to live. In December 1875 hejoined the popular

There is an advertisement for his tuning services in the North Otago Times, 9 September 1873, 3.
Music by Alfred Anderson; published by Begg & Anderson, Dunedin 1874. Unfortunately no known
copies of this piece exist.
83 'Advertisements,' New Zealand Tablet, 20 September 1873,3.
84 'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 27 January 1874,2 and 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 21 February
1874,17.
85 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 12 September 1874,14.
86 Evidence of Alexander Begg as contained in 'Deputy Registrar's Report' Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors
(DAAC/Dl40/141/2541) Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
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singer Mme llama de Murska's company as pianist. Later that month Alfred married her
and just three months later on 22 March 1876 he died from tuberculosis.Y
Although not quite the success story that was the case with so many emigrants'
businesses, by the time of Charles' death the foundations of a solid business had been laid
upon which his heirs could build. Charles was typical of many successful Scottish
entrepreneurs who settled in Dunedin in that he had limited capital and arrived after 1860
but essentially Charles' success lay in the success of the future business, rather than the
business as it was at the time of his death/" Despite various setbacks Charles had been
able to successfully transplant his training and business background in Aberdeen to
Dunedin where in addition to the musical warehouse on Princes Street he had built up a
reputation for his tuning services throughout Otago, South land and southern Canterbury.
He had also expanded to supply music and instruments throughout New Zealand.
Charles' support and activities in the musical community had led to donations of practice
rooms, time and instruments all of which had benefitted the local population. As Otago
and New Zealand moved from a British based settler society to one which saw itself as
separate from, but still closely allied to, Britain. Begg's adapted to ensure it was
supplying the requirements of this new society. In some cases this was in line with
developments and ideas current in Europe at the time and Begg's was committed to
supplying these to the New Zealand public. In addition, however, Begg's also met the
demand for homegrown input in the musical scene, promoting local composers and
musicians and encouraging industry through the small manufacturing operation it had in
Princes Street. Begg's business was now firmly rooted in New Zealand and set to expand
and flourish further in the years to come.

87 1876 Deaths in the district of South Melbourne in the Colony of Australia, Schedule B. Downloaded
from Victoria Births, Deaths and Marriages site, www.bdm.vic.gov.au
88 Jim McAloon, 'Scots in the Colonial Economy' in The Heather and the Fern: Scottish Migration & New
Zealand Settlement Tom Brooking and Jennie Coleman (eds) (Dunedin: University of Otago Press, 2003),
93.
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Chapter Two
Jessie Begg and the Expansion of the Business
1875-1896
The twenty-one years following Charles' death were crucial ones for Begg's and the
success the company enjoyed during this period and beyond can be directly attributed to
his widow, Jessie. Her courage, initiative and hard work in what initially must have
seemed an incredibly daunting situation enabled the company not just to survive but to
flourish in a period of economic downturn for New Zealand subsequently labelled the
'Long Depression' (1879-1896).1

Although Jessie was assisted by Charles' trustees and

the managers she appointed, ultimate responsibility for the success ofBegg's was hers.
The company Charles had established had all the hallmarks of a business well suited to
the colonial economy. It was a small family firm with an ability to undertake commercial
activity on limited funds, had an organic management structure and speedy decisionmaking capabilities.' Of course the success of this approach rested on the decisions made
being appropriate for the business and the conditions it was operating in at the time and
Jessie had responsibility for all these decisions. Although other people were involved in
the management of the company Jessie had overall control and once the financial
instability she had inherited had been corrected she initiated a programme of rapid
expansion through agencies and branches. This policy carried a considerable risk when
one considers the economy at the time but the locations for these were well chosen. Her
success, however, was aided by the important place that the piano had come to assume in
New Zealand's cultural environment and the public's eagerness for access to the culture
of Europe.
In addition to surviving in a time of financial difficulty for the country the business
also had to contend with the emergence of a major competitor during this time which not
only opened their head office in the same city as Begg's but followed this with an
Keith Sinclair, A History ofNew Zealand (rev. ed.) (Auckland: Penguin Books Ltd, 2000),382.
ran Hunter, Age ofEnterprise: Rediscovering the New Zealand Entrepreneur 1880-191() (Auckland:
Auckland University Press, 2007), 5.
I
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aggressive policy of expansion throughout the country. Begg's reaction to this
competition was to consolidate their existing position in the market, rather than trying to
compete head on with a business house which had far greater financial resources behind
it. All these policies and strategies contributed to the success of the company. By 1896
Jessie was able to hand over the management of the company to her sons, confident that
Begg's was financially successful and firmly established in New Zealand as a respected
and solid business.
The business that Jessie inherited was virtually insolvent. 3 The stock was valued at
approximately £1,400 and debtors owed the company approximately £1,714 but the
business had debts of £2,683. 4 Accounts filed with the Stamp Office show the amount
Charles had invested in the business as £1,264 but this included proceeds from life
insurance policies of £1,000 which had been paid immediately into the business to
provide liquidity.' There was little equity in the business at all with lack of insurance for
the fire in 1867, the ill-conceived partnership with Alfred Anderson (Charles Begg still
owed Anderson money at the time of his death) and Charles' increasingly ill-health all
contributing to this state of affairs. 6 However Jessie evidently gave no thought to selling
or closing the business.
Jessie Begg was a woman of great determination and considerable ability. Born in
Aberdeen in 1832, her father, an innkeeper, died young. Her mother, with five young
children to provide for, continued to run the inn in Harriet Street where Jessie was living
when Charles Begg came to Aberdeen in 1841. Little is known of Jessie's early life but
she obviously received some education and her brother, Alexander, completed a Bachelor
of Arts degree at Aberdeen University. Obviously competent she may well have had
considerable input into the Aberdeen business and was apparently as committed to
immigration to New Zealand as her husband.
3 Charles had left the business to his wife on the condition that if she married it would revert to their
children. Probate of Charles Begg, 1875, (DAAC 9073 D239/22), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
4 Probate of Charles Begg, 1875, (DAAC 9073 D239/22), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
5 'Deputy Registrar's Report', Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors (DAAC/D140/141/2541) Archives New
Zealand, Dunedin, I.
6 'Accounts and Affidavit' Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors (DAAC/DI40/141/2541) Archives New Zealand,
Dunedin.
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Jessie Begg Surrounded by Begg's Dunedin Staff and Families at a Staff Picnic
c1911. Jessie Begg is in the centre dressed in black.
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In 1874, with her husband dead, a struggling business on her hands and seven young
children to provide for and educate Jessie had to find a way of rescuing their means of
livelihood. Being brought up in what were undoubtedly very straitened circumstances
and then struggling to make ends meet for many years after Charles' death she lived
frugally and was very careful with money. In the early years of her widowhood as well
as being managing director of the business she also ran a boarding house at her home in
Smith Street. 7 It was said that she would do anything to help anyone in trouble, provided
that it did not mean financial assistance.f This was understandable given her background.
Strong Calvinist values appear to have supported an enterprise culture and this was
certainly the case with Jessie who was very involved with Dunedin's first Presbyterian
Church, First Church. 9 She was said to have had a 'great sense of justice' and her
obituary in the Otago Daily Times described her as 'one of the 'mothers ofIsrael' whose
'influence for good will live after her' .10 Jessie appears to have had a close relationship
with members of staff and maintained strong links with staff members, even after her
day-to-day participation in the business had ended. She can be seen in the staff picnic
photograph of 1911, fifteen years are her retirement, celebrating fifty years of Charles
Begg & Co, a tiny, white-haired lady, still very bright and alert, surrounded by the staff
and their families with musical instruments very much to the fore.

ll

Although no research has been undertaken on colonial New Zealand businesswomen
there are many similarities between Jessie's role and that of the 'she-merchants' of
colonial America who were mainly widows involved in the retailing of British imported
goods to meet the demands of the colonists.i ' These women often built up large fortunes
and established business empires. Jessie's role as a businesswoman and entrepreneur,

Wises's New Zealand Directory for 1878.
J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 25 June 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
Hunter, 21.
10 Reference made in relation to her by one ofthe lawyers involved in the family dispute. Wishart & Ors v
Reid & Ors (DAAC/Dl40/14l/2541), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin and 'Obituary,' Otago Daily Times,
26 June 1914,6.
11 Photograph of Staff Picnic c1911. WaIter James Sinton: Papers (ARC-0426)MS-1226/092, Hocken
Library, Dunedin.
12 Patricia A. Cleary, "'She merchants" of Colonial America: Women and commerce on the eve ofthe
Revolution', PhD diss., Northwestern University, USA, 1989.
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although not unique in colonial New Zealand was certainly unusual. In his survey of the
rich in Canterbury and Otago Jim McAloon identifies several widows who carried on
successful businesses after their husband's death and subsequently bequeathed large
estates to their children. As has been seen however, Begg's was not financially sound
when Jessie took it over, and far from merely continuing to operate what was already a
profitable business she faced the considerable challenge of making it so. That she did
this can be seen when comparing her later wealth against McAloon's criteria. The
amount she gifted to her children some years before her death constitutes nearly six times
the level of legacy McAloon used as a means of categorizing the 'wealthy' .
Charles had appointed three trustees: - Jessie Begg, John Reid, and John Reith. John
Reid was to play a vital role in assisting Jessie and her sons with the management of the
business over the next thirty years. Like the Beggs he was from Aberdeen and had been
at various times chief draughtsman in the provincial survey department, a storekeeper,
gold buyer and a forwarding agent. Around 1870 he entered into partnership with J. W.
and George S. Duncan as land surveyors, civil engineers and estate agents and when
George Duncan left the business in 1885 John Reid carried it on as John Reid & Sons
until his death in 1912. 13 John Reith was a stationer and bookseller in partnership with
John Wilkie. Among other things they published Reith & Wilkie 's Provincial Almanac
and Directory for 1872 in which Charles Begg took a cover advertisement. 14
It was apparent to Jessie and the other trustees that they needed a manager to run the

business on a day to day basis and on 15 March 1875 George Junior Browne accepted
this position.l" It is unclear whether Browne had worked in the business before Charles'
death, or ifhe had any prior connection with the Begg family. Originally from Aberdeen,
he came to New Zealand around 1874 with his brother Benjamin, who also worked for

13 G. H. Scholefield (ed,) A Dictionary ofNew Zealand Biography (Wellington: Department of Internal
Affairs, 1940),220.
14 Unfortunately the only existing copy of this Almanac, held at the Hocken Library, Dunedin, is without its
cover, but the index reveals this information.
15 'Deputy Registrar's Report', Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors (DAAC/Dl40/141/2541), Archives New
Zealand, Dunedin, 11.
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the company as a piano tuner." In Scotland he had been an upholsterer but there was a
certain overlap between the furniture and piano manufacturing trades so perhaps this
background helped him secure the position. After a few months working as an employee
Browne made a further commitment to the business with an agreement to invest £2,000
in November 1875. On the back of this agreement 'there was a statement that the value
of the stock fittings and property referred to in agreement was £2,750' .17 From this time
onwards the business became variously known as Charles Begg & Co, Chas Begg & Co
or C. Begg & Co.
On 18 April 1878, some three years after his appointment as manager, George
Browne's involvement with the Begg business entered a personal dimension when he
married Charles and Jessie's eldest child, Janet.
February 1879.

18

Their only child, Mary, was born on 3

The rest of the Begg family continued to live in Smith Street. From

March 1875 a new era began for the company with Jessie as managing director, ably
advised by the other trustees and George Browne as manager. From this period on the
business capitalised on the innovations of the preceding years and moved into a period of
substantial growth. The development of the piano in the first half of the nineteenth
century had had a cascade effect which was only beginning to be fully felt in New
Zealand at this time. 19 In the more established society that was now emerging the readily
available upright models, which fitted into an ordinary domestic environment, were seen
as a means of linking the colonial home to the European culture that had been left behind.
Coupled with this was the perception of the piano as an indicator of social status. From
the 1860s the piano became a symbol of respectability and upward mobility that was
within reach ofa widening range of people.i" Far from ownership being confined to the
middle class it quickly moved to the lower middle class and by the 1870s the skilled
16 Benjamin Browne died at Naseby on 22 August 1875. His death certificate (Folio No. 1875/935 Ref
No. 8.0078130) lists him as a piano tuner, but as the 1871 Scottish census listed him as a bank clerk it
could be that he had not served a full apprenticeship as a piano tuner and merely had some rudimentary
training as a result of his brother's position. He is mentioned on a plaque in the Begg family grave at the
Northern Cemetery, Dunedin.
17 Evidence of Alex Begg as outlined in Deputy Registrar's Report 'Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors'
(DAAC/D I40/141/254 I) Archives New Zealand, Dunedin, It.
18 Death certificate ofMary Kellas, nee Browne. Register of Deaths No. 3480837 CE (UK).
19 Hunter, 166.
20 MacGibbon, 29.
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working classes were 'stepping onto the piano wagon in increasing numbers'<' In the
late 1880s Arthur Clayden in his Handbook to New Zealand wrote that the piano or organ
was heard in every home. 'The English lord who took the farmers to task for allowing
their daughters to play pianos would be appalled here. He would find a piano in his
coachman's home, and his stable-boy's sister would be heard playing opera music by the
hour. ,22 The widespread ownership of pianos among all classes indicates not only the
relative wealth of the New Zealand working class at the time but the less rigid class
structure that existed compared with Britain.
In support of this demand by all classes for pianos Begg's always had 'between
twenty and thirty by different makers of known reputation' for sale and these were from
all over Europe, among them Allison, Broadwood, Chappell, Collard and Collard, Erard,
Brinsmead, Kirkman, Lipp, Sohn, Ibach, Wagner and Ronisch.v' Such was the popularity
of pianos, and the numbers imported that before establishing a store in Moray Place
Begg's was sometimes compelled to hire cellars in different parts of the town for
temporary stores, such as that belonging to Mr Moodie, crockery dealer in Rattray
Street." This increased demand for pianos led in turn to other related demands. There
was a greater need for piano tuners to carry out regular tunings and a workshop for piano
repairs. There was also an increased demand for music to be played on these pianos.
Pianists wanted up-to-date popular music as well as the classical repertoire. In addition
local compositions reinforcing the uniqueness of the colony, as well as ties with Britain
were published. New Zealanders wanted to feel they were a part of European culture and
a section of New Zealand society was prepared and able to pay for this. All these strands
contributed to a demand from the consumer for goods and services which Begg's
provided. This was in contrast to a general downturn in the New Zealand economy
during this period and it enabled Begg's to prosper and expand.

MacGibbon, 29.
Arthur Clayden. A Popular Handbook to New Zealand (London, 1886),213 as quoted in 'The Country
Child in Later Victoria New Zealand' by R. D. Arnold in Australasian Victorian Studies Association:
Conference Papers 1982, Debenham and W. Slinn (eds), (Christchurch, 1983), 1-15.
23 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 2 August 1879,25.
24 Begg's Monthly Magazine, vol 1. no I. (November 1928) 2, MISC-MS-1167, Hocken Library, Dunedin.
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Perceiving the huge untapped piano market among the less well-to-do in the late
1870s Begg's negotiated with several firms 'to manufacture a Cheap Piano for the
Colony that will possess a bright pure tone' .25 The result of this was the Ward piano
which could be purchased at the very reasonable price of £50 and was also available on
time payments. The North Otago Times for October 1878 advertised, for the first time, a
five years warranty with each instrument and purchase for two guineas a month, 'so that
all classes may acquire a really high-class instrument without feeling the cost' .26 In
order to increase piano sales still further Begg's introduced the system of 'time
payments', or 'hire purchase' for pianos and other instruments. This method of payment
had first been used as a means of selling Singer sewing machines in the USA in 1856 and
Begg's were the first company in New Zealand to offer it. 27 The ability to pay for a
large, luxury item such as a piano over a period of time greatly increased sales, making
pianos accessible to a larger number of people again with the resultant flow on effects for
the business of tuning and sheet music requirements. In 1879 one hundred Ward pianos
were on their way to New Zealand in fulfilment of a single order by the company, an
indication of the success of the innovative practices of the businessr"
Associated with the sale of pianos was the extensive tuning, repair and polishing
business. 29 Tuners usually visited an area on a six-monthly cycle and clients could pay a
yearly subscription of £2 2s per annum for two tunings. With the large number of pianos
being sold, and the tendency of these pianos to need tuning on a more regular basis than
modern pianos, tuning was an important part of the business. After a rough voyage on
board ship or a hard life in the country a piano often needed significant repairs and the
piano workshop occupying the large cellars under the entire ground floor of the building
in Princes Street was kept busy. It was here also that harmoniums, popular in homes and
for accompany church singing, were made with cases of stained kauri and bellows of

'Music: Charles Begg & Co's Circular,' Otago Witness, 17 May 1879,25.
'Advertisements,' North Otago Times, 4 October 1878,4.
27 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 4 August 1888, 2 where it is stated' ... we were the first to introduce
the Hire System into New Zealand'.
28 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 2 May 1879,3.
29 As Benjamin Brown died in Naseby one can assume he was there to tune pianos. An advertisement for
tunings in Lawrence appears in the Tuapeka Times, 16 August 1876, 2.
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kauri and New Zealand sheepskins.i'' Second-hand, as well as new, pianos were for sale
and pianos could be 'exchanged', under a form oftrade-in. 3 1 In the late 1880s there was
always a full size Bechstein grand piano in the shop which was hired out to all the
principal concerts and balls held at the Garrison Hall.

Piano stools, cabinets for storing

music and of course a wide selection of music were available. Music teachers could
leave their 'terms and particulars' at Begg's, for potential students to view.
The supply, tuning and repair of organs for local churches had also become an
important part of the business. A new organ installed at St Luke's Anglican Church in
Oamaru had the 'finishing touches put to it' by Begg's Mr Lucas before the celebratory
concert. In Dunedin the Moody and Sankey Organ imported by Begg's for the
Temperance Hall was first played during a concert organised by Herr Schott, a prominent
musician and also one of Begg' s composers. In 1881 Begg' supplied an American organ
to St Patrick's Catholic Church, South Dunedin. 32
Brass bands continued to be a large part of New Zealand's musical life, playing at
outdoor concerts, regattas, annual Caledonian games, race meetings and rugby and
cricket matches. They could be hired for holiday excursions or special celebrations. 33
The number of brass bands increased rapidly and Otago alone had more than 50 in the
1890s.34 During the 1880s brass band contests began in New Zealand along the lines on
which they operated in England and this provided a huge impetus for the band
movement. 35 The contests took many forms, regional, South and North Island and
national and Begg's supported them all. In June 1895 Begg's donated a Besson's silver
plated B-flat cornet for the Band Contest to be held in Timaru. 36 In March 1897 the West
Coast Brass Band Contest Committee received a letter from Begg's intimating that they
were presenting aB-flat Besson cornet and case to be competed for in an upcoming
'Advertisements,' Otago Witnes,s 3 May 1879, 10
One example of this is that ofMrs C. G. Moore advertising in a weekly advertisement in the North Otago
Times during 1877 and 1878.
32 North Otago Times. 26 May 1876,2, Otago Witness, 13 November 1875, 10 and New Zealand Tablet, 9
September 1881, 16.
33 J. M. Thomson, The Oxford History ofNew Zealand Music (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 58.
34 MacGibbon, 30.
35 Thomson, 58.
36 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 6 June 1895,2.
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contest." These were substantial donations and show the commitment Begg's gave to the
band movement in New Zealand.
Outfitting a brass band was not a cheap undertaking and such was the excitement of a
new set of instruments that when the instruments ordered for the Queenstown Band
arrived from Boosey and Co in 1888 they were immediately put on display in Begg's
window" The New Zealand Musical Monthly, a periodical published in Balclutha from
1888 to 1890, which focus sed on brass bands and carried numerous, large advertisements
for Begg's - instruments for sale, instruments available on hire purchase, music and
instrument repairs with an emphasis on 'military band instruments'v" Begg's was also
mentioned extensively in coverage of items they gave, in part because of the participation
in the band movement of David Wishart, a Begg employee.l"
Begg's continued to act as a booking agent for various overseas performers as diverse
as the Royal Italian Opera Company and 'Clifford's celebrated mirror of the world
picture show', and also brought out artists under their own management. 41 This was not
always successful. When MIle de Murska visited Oamaru in May 1876 audiences were
poor and Begg's suffered a financial Ioss.f However Begg's continued to see promotion
of performers as an integral part of their business.
Initially things continued as before, with the retail and manufacturing business
operating in Dunedin and piano tuners from Dunedin visiting outlying areas. These
tunings had always been an integral part of the business and the area covered was very
soon extended. A cost effective means of expanding the business, and one which a
variety of businesses used, was to operate agencies in suitable locations. Charles Begg
and his tuners had visited many small towns for some years before his death. An
advertisement would be placed in the local paper alerting the community to the fact that a
'Advertisements,' Grey River Argus, 4 March 1897, 2.
'Music in Dunedin,' New Zealand Musical Monthly, July 1888,9.
39 'Advertisements,' New Zealand Musical Monthly, June 1890, ii.
40 'Correspondence,' New Zealand Musical Monthly, May 1888,2 on Mr Wishart's qualifications to act as
ajudge in a forthcoming contest.
41 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 20 October 1877, 7 states that tickets for the Royal Italian Opera
Company are available for sale at 'Mr Begg's musical saloon'.
42 'De Murska in Oamaru: Second Concert,' Otago Witness, 22 May 1876,2.
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tuner would be visiting soon and asking for orders to be sent to an address in that town.
The person receiving the orders was often a bookseller and stationer. Sometimes a tuner
would bring a selection of the latest music with him for sale and it was only one step on
from this for the stationer or bookseller to become an agent for the company."

In July

1875 Reith and Wilkie, stationers, opened a branch in Timaru under the management of
George Small. 44 In November 1875 John Reith (Charles' trustee) left the Reith and
Wilkie partnership and went into partnership with Mr Small in Timaru and it was this
business which became Begg's first agent in 1875.45 They advertised their agency on 22
November 1875 and said that they were 'prepared to supply the public of Timaru and
surrounding districts with Pianos, Harmoniums, and other Musical Instruments at
Moderate Prices' as well as music." The partnership was short-lived and with its
collapse the agency passed to P. W. Hutton, who had taken tuning bookings before and
during Reith & Small's agency.47
The new technology which had enabled meat to be transported to Britain had meant an
increased wealth for South Canterbury and for the port and town of Timaru. Eager to
expand, Begg's saw an opening in Timaru for a branch to supply the musical goods
which the increasingly affluent members of that community demanded. Closer to
Dunedin than Christchurch for Begg's, it was a means of establishing a presence in
Canterbury." In addition in Timaru in 1885 there were no retailers dealing specifically in
musical goods, although general stores, such as Huttons, had musical items as part of
their stock."
Therefore in early 1885 Begg's Timaru branch or 'saloon' was opened in the Theatre
Buildings, Stafford Street with W. 1. Huggins as manager.

50

William Huggins was a

43 An advertisement in the Timaru Herald for 9 April 1875, 1 states that the tuner, Mr Litolf'will have a
large selection of newest Music for sale while in Timaru'.
44 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 2 July 1875,2.
45 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 5 November 1875, 1.
46 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 22 November 1875, 1.
47'Advertisements,' Timaru Heral,d20 March 1876,3.
48 Cyclopedia Company, 224. Begg's entry refers to Timaru as 'their Canterbury branch'.
49 This is based on Wise's New Zealand Directories for 1885 and 1886.
50 The first mention of the Timaru branch is in the Timaru Herald for 21 March 1885, 1 when 'the piano
is... lent for the occasion by Messrs Begg and Co from their Timaru establishment'.
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violinist and keen bandsman. He was to serve as manager in Timaru for nearly forty
years, eventually dying at his desk on a Saturday afternoon after the shop had closed."
His son (Frank Sargant Huggins) also worked for the company, training as a piano tuner
in Dunedin and subsequently being in charge of the piano tuning department at the
Wellington branch.

The Timaru branch offered all that was available in Dunedin, albeit

in a more limited range and promised that 'country clients can rely on their orders being
dispatched with Promptness and Despatch'. 52 By 1887 the Timaru branch had a resident
tuner, Mr Hathaway, who would undertake a single tuning for 12 shillings and sixpence,
a reduction in the amount charged when the tuner had to come from Dunedin.
Mr Huggins seems to have been an enterprising individual, innovative, enthusiastic
and dedicated.53 There was always a good selection of pianos on sale - in 1890 always a
stock of at least 30. 54 From 1888 music was available through a circulating library, as
had been launched in Dunedin in 1883 (for £1 a year a subscriber could select four pieces
of music from a catalogue and quarterly lists of music which he could exchange
monthly) and music was also available 'on approval' .55 The business in Timaru was
successful and in January 1893 it expanded by taking over the adjoining ShOp.56 The size
of the stock can be seen by an advertisement for a 'regular music sale' which consisted of
3000 pieces of sheet music and this was obviously only the sale stock - the regular stock
would have been much larger. 57 In late 1897 the premises were again extended and

'Obituary,' Timaru Herald, 11 August 1924.
'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 9 September 1887, 2.
53 Special mention was made of his abilities in Alex Begg's first report to his fellow directors when it was
said 'The Timaru branch has done magnificently during the past year and altogether the business of the
branch shows that the manager Mr Huggins deserves special praise and I would recommend some special
recognisance be allowed him'. MSY-5435 Begg Reports, 4. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
54 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 2 March 1891,2.
55 'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald 23 November 1888, 2 and' Advertisements,' New Zealand Tablet, 16
November 1883,26. An advertisement in the Timaru Herald ono May 1892, 1 asks 'Those of our clients
who have not yet returned our cases (used in carrying 'Music on Approval' in) to please do so this week.'
On 18 July 1899 Begg's Timaru advertised that they would send a customer music in a flat portfolio,
subject to the following conditions - two clear days allowed for selection, all music that became soiled or
damaged had to be paid for. Patrons were expected to purchase at least 25% of it and if no pieces were
purchased a charge of one shilling would be made for the use of the music. Timaru Herald, 18 July 1899,
1.
56, Advertisements,'Timaru Herald, 30 January 1893, 1.
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renovated and the branch continued to flourish. 58 This was due in part to the efforts of
Mr Huggins who at all times extolled the virtues of his employers. In one advertisement
from 1886 he stated grandly' It is our intention that every instrument sent out of our
warehouse shall be a permanent testimonial to the excellence of our importation' .59
In Oamaru a different type of agency was created with the opening of a music saloon
in Thames Street in June 1876. Waiter Carncross, a stationer, had acted as a booking
agent for Begg's tuners for a time before this and when he took premises in the newly
built Waitaki House, a 'large and well lighted show room 17 x 35 feet in the front part of
the building was taken by Messrs Begg and Co to be used as a pianoforte showroom and
to supply the public of Oamaru with their musical requirements at 'Dunedin prices'. 60
Piano tuners continued to travel up from Dunedin and bookings were left with Mr
Carncross.
Although Waiter Carncross was the 'agent' for Begg's the newly opened Oamaru
premises were more in the nature of a branch than an agency." There were separate
premises for Begg's stock of pianos and other goods and the stamp which survives on
music sold around this time supports the assertion that the Oamaru establishment was
considered in a different light to other agencies ('Charles Begg & Co, Dunedin &
Oamaru, Musicsellers'). Things did not continue to go well in Oamaru. Waiter
Carncross over-reached himself financially and in July 1877 his business was taken over
by Mr Flett, who now acted as Begg's agent and ran the piano showroom. However in
October 1877 Mr Flett left Oamaru and from this time Begg's ceased to have a
showroom but reverted back to their old style of agency with M. A. Jones, piano tuner,
acting as agent.
Citizens in other parts of the Dominion were also able to avail themselves of Begg's
selection of instruments and music. An advertisement in the Wellington Evening Post of
'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 22 December 1897, 1.
'Advertisements,' Timaru Herald, 18 May 1886, 2.
6o'Mr J. H. Milligan's New Building 'Waitaki House', North Otago Times, 21 April 1876,2.
61 This is reinforced by music published by Charles Begg & Co at this time which is labeled 'Princes St.
Dunedin, and at Thames Street, Oamaru'. Once the show room changed the address on the music reverted
to just the Dunedin one.
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22 March 1876 offered free postage for music purchased and instruments delivered in

Wellington at Dunedin prices. It also advertised Begg's third catalogue of vocal music
and a new book of designs, which contains' descriptions and prices of all the important
makes ofpianos,.62
In the years since the fire in Princes Street in 1867 the business expanded considerably
and larger premises were soon required in Dunedin. The more commodious music saloon
which resulted was opened in November 1877. In his address at the opening John
Bathgate, the prominent businessman and politician, spoke of the early beginnings of the
business and lauded its current position, expressing' his sense of pride and gratification,
as must the citizens of Dunedin, at the onward march of civilisation evinced by such a
room,.63
Although little evidence exists of his business practices George Browne appears to
have been well regarded in the Dunedin community and was undoubtedly a keen
businessman/" Sadly, on 9 March 1880 at the age of31, he died. During his five years
as 'managing partner' the business had grown. 65 Agencies had been created in Timaru
and Oamaru and the Dunedin premises had been expanded, George Browne's death must
have been a cruel blow, not only to his wife and daughter, but also to Jessie Begg, who
once again would have to shoulder full responsibility for the business.
Although various individuals were employed subsequently as manager none of them
ever had a financial involvement or assumed the position that George Browne had held
and Jessie remained completely in control. Once again, the death of a principal meant a
period of financial instability for the company. At the time of his death Browne had over
£5,000 invested in the business and in accordance with his will this was repaid with
interest to his estate by instalments over the next fourteen years.i" There was obviously

'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 22 March 1876,3.
'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 1 December 1877, 19.
64 After his death the Otago Witness for 13 March 1880,21 stated 'My musical readers will hear with regret
of the death of Mr G J Browne (of Begg and Co), who was a most courteous box office keeper'.
65 George Browne was so described in an advertisement in the Otago Witnes,s 29 May 1880, 28.
66 'Deputy Registrar's Report' attached to Probate of George Junior Browne, 1880, (DAAC/9073/36 709),
Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
62
63
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never any intention of Browne's investment in the company being retained by his widow
and family to provide an ongoing income for them. In the light of subsequent events it is
highly likely there were conditions attached to his investment and that Jessie, and perhaps
John Reid, were keen that the ownership of the company should remain strictly within the
family. Initially, however his death meant that Janet Browne was a major shareholder in
the business, albeit declining, in conjunction with her mother.
The first manager appointed to Charles Begg & Co after George Browne's death was
Edmund Ackroyd, who commenced his duties during 1880.67 However, sometime before
April 1883, David Wishart was employed by Begg's. He came to New Zealand around
1876 and in 1881 was appointed the first bandmaster of the Dunedin Garrison Band,
formerly the No 1 Battalion Band. 68 He was at one time conductor of the Dunedin Naval
Band, a position he held until 1891. He was also conductor of the Dunedin Amateur
Orchestral Society and taught music.i"
David Wishart probably began as a shop assistant in Begg's but by 15 May 1885, the
date of his marriage to Janet Begg, widow of George Browne, he was manager and Mr
Ackroyd no longer worked for the businessr"

It seems that Wishart's marriage to Janet

secured him the managership of the business, probably because of her strong financial
stake in it. Their marriage was short, with Janet dying nine months later on 15 February
1886 of tuberculosis. In a somewhat unusual move, given the large family she was
leaving behind, Janet and George Browne's daughter, Mary, was then taken back to
Aberdeen by her father's sister, Agnes Browne.
George Browne's death had caused cash flow problems for the company which
resulted in a huge piano sale being announced shortly after on 9 April 1880, offering a

'Deputy Registrar's Report' Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors (DAAC/DI40/l41/2541), 13 Archives New
Zealand, Dunedin.
68 Based on his marriage and death certificates and on Campbell , 62.
69 Cyclopedia Company, 223; Campbell, 52 and 97.
70 Based on Evidence of Alex Begg as contained in 'Deputy Registrar's Report' Wish art & Ors v Reid &
Ors (DAAC/Dl40/141/2541), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin and Marriage Certificate ofJanet Browne
and David Wishart 15 May 1885 (Folio No. 1885/1749 Ref. No. 20080132).
67
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selection of250 pianos at 20% reductions." It is interesting to note the number of pianos
the company had in stock at the time - another indication of how the business had grown
since Charles' death. Although traditionally seen as a time of hardship in New Zealand
the 1880s and 1890s do not appear to have been difficult times for Begg's. Innovative
retailing practices such as the introduction of time payments and music lending libraries
had enabled the business to continue to thrive. Dunedin was the most important port in
New Zealand with its imports almost equaling the total exports from the whole of the
South Island and Begg's imported instruments and music were meeting a demand for
non-essential items which appears to contradict the Depression theory."
Competition in the music retail business in Otago continued to increase. The Wises
Directory for Dunedin for 1875 lists three music dealers - Charles Begg, Lewis Solomon
and George West and the Wise's New Zealand Directory for 1878 lists a total of nineteen
nationwide. Although with the increase in population and prosperity competition was
fierce there is no evidence to suggest that any of the other Dunedin music dealers
embarked on an expansion policy such as Begg's until the arrival of the Dresden Piano
Company (commonly known as 'The Dresden') which was to become Begg's most
formidable competitor both in Dunedin and nationwide. Founded in 1884 by David
Benjamin (he changed his name to Theomin in 1885) who through his wife was
connected to connected to many of Dunedin's wealthy Jewish families, such as the
Hallenstein, de Beer and Brasch families, 'the Dresden' opened its doors just along from
Begg's in Princes Street. 73 It quickly became a much bigger concern than Begg's
growing rapidly via agencies and branches and early on establishing a presence in
Wellington almost as large as the one they had in Dunedin.
Obviously the two businesses were well known to each other. There is evidence of
agencies switching from the Dresden to Begg's and vice versa, Begg's employed the
71 'Advertisements,' New Zealand Tablet, 9 April 1880 until 17 September 1880. 'Great cash sale of
pianofortes, In consequence of the death of their Managing Partner (Mr G J Brown), Chas. Begg & Co.
Have to announce a Bona Fide Clearance Sale of their immense Stock of Pianos, etc, the largest in New
Zealand .... '
72 Hunter, 44.
73 Elizabeth Nichol, 'The Dresden Pianoforte Manufacturing and Agency Company Limited - a pioneer of
New Zealand music publishing' Crescendo No 75 10-15 and Cyclopedia Company, 226.
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composer Lionel Cox whose work had been published by the Dresden, and there was a
lot of friendly rivalry between the two business houses. One instance of this took place
around 1889 when an oared boat race between the two companies was suggested as a
number of employees in both firms were keen sailors. Training was intense with Begg's
crew meeting at the wharf at 6am and at 5pm each day. Both Jessie's sons, Alex and
Charles, were keen yachtsmen and were members of the crew as well as Messrs Fraser,
Brundell and Watson. Begg's coxswain was Lionel Cox. The contest created a lot of
interest around Dunedin, with a large crowd on the wharf to watch the end of the race.
Begg's took an early lead and won by half a dozen lengths."
The Dresden and Begg's first competed on a business level at the New Zealand and
South Seas Exhibition of 1889-90 which was held to celebrate fifty years of British
sovereignty and provide an injection of money and confidence into Dunedin to combat
the economic depression.f The Exhibition was attended by over 625,000 peopleestimated to be almost 18,000 more than the European population of New Zealand and
aimed to build better relationships between New Zealand, the Australian colonies and the
South Pacific islands.i" Begg's had a large exhibit of pianos, organs and other
instruments and 'a young gentleman being present, who from time to time plays upon
them'.77

To attract the wandering passerby they also had toys playing musical

instruments and once inside the display the visitor could view such musical curiosities as
a score and letter of Mendelssohn, autographs of Berlioz and the famous violinist
Joachim and 'other interesting manuscripts of present and past composers"." Twelve
pianos from different manufacturers were on display, including Begg's own 'Exhibition
Model' made in London especially for them. The Exhibition was a perfect launching
stage for this new piano which was very reasonably priced at £38 and of course available
on hire purchase. The' Exhibition Model' became very popular and by 1905 Begg's
Begg's Monthly Magazine, 2 and newspaper cutting (unnamed and undated) from MISC-MS-0949
Hocken Library, Dunedin.
75 David Murray, 'Fitchett's Fallacy and Music at the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition, Dunedin,
1889-1890' The New Zealand Journal ofHistory vol. 42, no. 1 (April 2008): 42.
76 John Mansfie1d Thomson, 'Sight and Sound: Exhibitions & New Zealand Music 1865-1940,' Music in
New Zealand no. 16 (Autumn 1992), 34.
77 'Exhibition Notes,' New Zealand Tablet, 24 January 1890,2.
78 'Exhibition News,' Otago Witness, 7 November 1889,28
74
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were boasting that they had sold in excess of 500 in Otago alone.

79

Begg's also displayed

harps, cabinet organs, organs, military band instruments, wood and brass, and a collection
of string instruments, including some old violins. They gained awards for their pianos,
organ and band instruments.f''
In addition to the displays of products there was an entertainment side to the
Exhibition, and this included a musical programme. As part of this a 'Grand Band
Contest' was held in March 1890 in conjunction with the exhibition and arranged by the
Music Committee. SI It was advertised as 'the greatest band competition ever organized
in the Southern Hemisphere' attracting 14 South Island and two North Island bands. As a
prize for the solo competition on the euphonium Begg's donated a euphonium for the
winner valued at £20. S2
After Janet's death David Wishart continued as manager and on 14 July 1887 married
Janet's younger sister, Isabella. He remained as manager ofBegg's until 1892 when
William Nicolson, who had previously been company secretary assumed the managership
and Wishart left the business and set up in practice as a homeop (now called a
homeopath). S3 In March 1896 Jessie Begg, by this time sixty-four years ofage,
relinquished the management of the business in favour of her two sons, making them
joint managers and undertaking to pay them each a salary of a quarter of the net profits of
the business after allowing interest on the total amount of capital.i" At the same time
William Nicolson left the company.ss
Alex Begg (known in the family as Alec) was the older of Charles' two surviving sons.
He attended Arthur Street School for a brief period but does not appear to have attended
secondary school, instead being sent to work for and possibly apprenticed to, a
79

Cyclopedia Company, 224.
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New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition Dunedin 1889-90 Official Catalogue ofthe Exhibits (Dunedin:

Exhibition Commissioners, 1889),79.
Otago Witness, 16 January 1890,21.
82 'The Exhibition: Notes,' Otago Witness, 16 January 1890,21.
83 Begg's Monthly Magazine, 2. Information on David Wishart's occupation based on directory entries,
affidavits and advertisements.
84 Murray, 52.
85 Evidence of Alex Begg contained in 'Deputy Registrar's Report' Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors
(DAAC/D 140/ 14112541), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
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cabinetmaker- the closest thing to a piano manufacturing apprenticeship that could be
found in Dunedin at the time. 86 He worked there for three years and then in 1887
became involved in the business, working in the piano repair department and helping
move pianos and so forth. 8?
The younger of the two sons Charles was a quieter and more reserved person than his
ebullient brother." Educated at Arthur Street School (1881 - 1884) and Otago Boy's
High School (1886 - 1889) he then entered the business as junior assistant to Mr Manson,
who was in charge of the sheet music department. 89
Around 1900 Alex assumed the title of managing director and Charles that of
manager.f" Although the titles would indicate that Alex was the more senior this was not
so - Jessie had created them managers equally and they were always paid the same salary.
In terms of day-to-day management of the business this probably fell to Charles, who
among other things provided a stable counter to his brother. Alex took a more dilatory
and far broader approach, while obviously maintaining a keen interest in the piano
manufacturing aspect of the business.

Jessie doubtless understood the personalities of

both her sons and endeavoured to settle the management of the company in such a way as
to continue its success.
During this period Begg's had continued to play an important role in New Zealand's
musical and cultural life. With their importation of new instruments, music and
promotion of touring performers they had enabled New Zealand to access the music of
Australia, Europe and the USA. In addition their music publishing activities had helped
develop composition in New Zealand and enhanced the uniqueness of these compositions.
Begg's had also contributed in practical ways to the encouragement of music, making
their rooms available for practices by musical groups, such as the Philharmonic Society
Alex was a witness at the wedding of Isabella Begg and David Wishart on 14 July 1887 (Folio No.
1887/2372 Ref. No. 8.0132593) and their marriage certificate has 'Alex Begg, Smith St., Cabinet-Maker'.
He also said he had spent three years learning cabinet making for the purpose of the business in Affidavit of
A. M. Begg 'Petition for Winding Up', (DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
87 Begg's Monthly Magazine, 2.
88 'Obituary - Mr Charles Begg' Otago Witness 19 July 1916.
89 Begg's Monthly Magazine, 2.
90 Wise's New Zealand Directory for 1901.
86
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in Oamaru and the Private Motet and Glee Society in Dunedin. 91 Jessie Begg had
undoubtedly been an essential part of these developments and had ambitions to position
Begg's as a nationwide business. Her drive and business acumen had enabled Begg's to
prosper financially as well as make a valuable contribution to the society in which they
operated. The company was now firmly established as a vital part of the musical
landscape of New Zealand.

'Advertisements,' North Otago Times, 17 July 1876,3 and 'Dramatic & Musical,' Otago Witness, 8
February 1879, Il.
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Chapter Three
Continued Growth and Family Friction
1896 -1908

In 1896 Jessie Begg's sons Alex and Charles assumed management of Charles Begg
& Co and in 1908 the business became a limited liability company. During this twelve

year period Begg's continued their policy of expansion, embraced new technology and
weathered a legal dispute within the family. As well as the granting of several agencies
three new branches were opened, two in the major cities of Wellington and InvercargiII
and one in Waimate, which opened as a sub-branch of Timaru. The establishment of an
office in London was an important development, reinforcing Begg's connection with
Europe and facilitating access by the company to the elements of European culture that
New Zealand was so eager for. The lengthy trip to Australia, the United Kingdom and
Europe by Jessie's son Charles was also a reflection of the desire of the company to keep
up-to-date with what was happening overseas and ensure that they and New Zealand
were a part of it.
As well as continuing its policy of expansion the company also began to diversify
from its original business in order to embrace new technology. A major technological
development during this period was that of recorded sound and Begg's quickly saw the
potential of the new medium, an innovation which again created a cascade effect with the
branches not only selling phonographs and gramophones but all the various accessories
needed to play music on them. The 'talking machine' became a large part ofBegg's
business with alterations to shops to accommodate phonograph parlours, specialist staff
employed and extensive advertising and promotion undertaken.
Against this background of expansion and diversification the structure of the company
was altered and put on a more formal basis following a prolonged dispute among family
members. As is the case with so many family businesses once management and
ownership became part of the wider family, rather than just that of the founders, the
51
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personalities involved were unable to act with one accord regarding the path the business
should take. While overall control of the company had remained in the hands of Jessie
Begg any rivalries and disagreements had been contained. Once she passed management
to her sons, however, this was no longer the case and major legal wrangling began. By
1908 a new company had been formed which had no outside involvement at all, the Begg
family were completely in control both as directors and managers.
Although the company was now under the management of her sons, Jessie's influence
was very much felt and the company continued to operate in the same way as it had while
under her direct control. Jessie had waited until she felt Alex and Charles were
experienced enough to assume management and as they were her two youngest children
this meant that she had been in sole charge for twenty-two years. Her sons were still
quite young - only 23 and 25 years old but both had had considerable experience
working in the business. Despite this it is apparent from the events which took place
after her death that Jessie continued to exert considerable influence on the way the
business was managed and controlled any family disagreements regarding this. The
Begg daughters seem to have been somewhat dominated by their mother with two
remaining unmarried, one marrying her sister's widower and the other a cousin. Perhaps
Jessie Begg did not allow them the freedom that her sons apparently enjoyed. The
dynamics in the family appear to have been uneasy from the time David Wishart came
into it and did not improve as time went on, eventually leading to the restructuring in
1908.
It is probable that David Wishart was pushed out of the company by Jessie Begg and
John Reid for a variety of reasons, among them concern regarding his ability.' After his
departure from Begg's he and his wife Isabella struggled financially and in November
1896 they instigated legal proceedings in which they claimed that as beneficiaries under
Charles Begg's will they wanted that will to be interpreted and the estate to be

I In an affidavit sworn by him David Wishart comments that he does not believe what the trustees have
said. 'Affidavit of D Wishart' dated 7 December 1898, Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors
(DAAC/Dl40/l4l/2541), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
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administered by the Court. 2 Isabella's claim was as a child of Charles Begg and David
Wishart's as the widower of Charles Begg's daughter, Janet.
Doubtless the Wisharts took this action as a result of dissatisfaction over the
agreement Jessie Begg had come to with her sons whereby they would manage the
company in return for a quarter of the profits each. With the writ issued relations
between the Begg family and David Wishart collapsed completely, the family aghast at
the effrontery of his claim that as Janet Begg's widower he was entitled to a share of the
estate.

Thereafter he was regarded by the rest of the family as someone who had been

so greedy as to want two slices of the family cake, putting his claim before that of Janet's
orphaned daughter, Mary. They saw him as a man completely without morals and what
other members of the family later referred to as the 'devil incarnate'. The issue of his
right went to trial in the Supreme Court in Dunedin which ruled that Janet's right to a
share was indefeasible and that as a result her widower did have a claim. 3 Horrified, the
trustees took their case to the Court of Appeal, which upheld the judgment from the
Supreme Court." The case received nationwide newspaper coverage which must have
been an embarrassment to the family and doubtless did nothing to alter their opinion of
(Mr) Wishart.
As a result of this action it was decided that the company needed to be put on a more
formal footing and in April 1898 John Reid, began to take the steps necessary to form the
business into a limited liability company. He instructed Barr, Leary & Co, Agents and
Accountants to ascertain the value of the business (including goodwill) at Charles' death
and how much of the current capital and assets represented profits that had accumulated
since then. In the period since 1874 the business had flourished and Jessie Begg had left
all profits in it.
Barr, Leary & Co produced a report in June 1898 and on 29 January 1899 David and
Isabella Wishart issued further motions seeking an enquiry by the Deputy Registrar as to
2 'Affidavit ofMr W G Riddell' and 'Writ of Summons' Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors,
(DAAC/DI40!l4l!2541), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin in which it is stated 'Mr and Mrs Wishart are
not too well off. .. '.
3 Peter Spiller, New Zealand Law Dictionary 5th ed. (Wellington: Butterworths, 2001), 140.
4 Wishart and Another v Reid and Others NZLR [1897] 39-43.
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whether Jessie Begg was entitled to the whole or any part of the profits that had
accumulated since Charles' death, what the total value of the business was including
goodwill, how much of this belonged to Charles' estate and how much to Jessie, the
value of the shares or interests of the Wisharts and what was the value of the real
property, shares, furniture and effects belonging to Charles' estate. The same day another
summons was issued by the Wisharts asking the parties concerned to show why the
goodwill of the business did not belong to Charles' estate.i
On 30 January 1899 the Deputy Registrar issued his report which found that the value
of Charles' estate in 1874 was £1,628 and including his properties and the goodwill of the
business in 1899 it was £2,268. Isabella Wishart was entitled to one seventh interest of
these amounts and David Wishart, one third of one seventh. The Wisharts received cash
sums as settlement. The residual value of the business at the time, £22,475, belonged to
Jessie Begg. The Wisharts subsequently withdrew the two latter causes of action."
On 14 March 1899 Charles Begg & Company was incorporated under the Companies
Act 1892 (Certificate ofIncorporation 99/l2) and a Statutory General Meeting was held
on 7 July 1899. The new company was made up of35,000 fully-paid up £1 shares.
Jessie Begg retained the majority of these (22, 475), all the children other than Isabella
received 556 shares and in addition Alex and Charles received shares in lieu of money
owed to them for salary (bringing their shareholding up to 1,370 and 1,530 respectively)."
John Reid and Colin Gordon (who was now a trustee in place of John Reith) had 1,016
(in trust) and 100 shares respectively. The directors of the newly formed company were
John Reid (chairman), Jessie, Alex, Charles and Margaret Begg. 8

5 'Summons,' 29 January 1899, Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors, (DAAC/D140/141/2541), Archives New
Zealand, Dunedin.
6 'Minutes of Resolutions to be passed re settlement of action Wishart v Begg's Trustees', Begg's Reports
MSY-5435, 20, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
7 'Accounts and Affidavit' 22 September 1897 in Wishart & Ors v Reid & Ors (DAAC/D 140/141/2541)
Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
8 Based on subsequent returns under The Companies Act 1882 filed from 1904-1908 in which the directors
remain unchanged. (DAAB/9055/42f390), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
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Over two years of legal wrangling had obviously been costly to the business
financially and the family emotionally, but the business does not appear to have suffered
unduly; it was a case of business as usual with expansion continuing.
Between 1896 and 1908 three branches and a London office were opened. Given that
New Zealand was just emerging from the Long Depression this was a remarkable
achievement for the company and an indication of their position in New Zealand.
Musical pursuits were seen by all classes as an essential part of life and musical
instruments, accessories, services and music were in great demand. Begg's new branches
were a response to this. By now the company was a well established business and traded
on this longevity with such statements as 'the oldest and leading music sellers in atago
and Canterbury', 'the old-established music warehouse' and 'head centre for music and
musical instruments' all of which reinforced the firm's image of stability and integrity."
The branches charged Dunedin rates so the music loving public could avail themselves of
instruments and music on the same basis as those in what many regarded as the musical
capital city of New Zealand. lo
No evidence has been found of an agency operating in Wellington prior to 1897, but
there were advertisements in the Evening Post for Begg's as early as 1876. 11 No doubt
it was essential for any business hoping to expand to have a presence in Wellington, the
head of government and geographically the centre of the country and the growing volume
ofBegg's' North Island business made this imperative.v' In 1897 Begg's took over the
Music Warehouse of Salvatore Cimino in Willis Street. 13 Mr Cimino sold pianos,
organs, other instruments and music and taught the piano, violin, cornet 'and any other
brass instrument' in rooms upstairs.

14

He was heavily involved in Wellington's musical

life, playing, conducting and teaching, including forming and acting as bandmaster for
the Otaki Maori Brass Band, in gratitude for which his entire family were made honorary
Timaru Heral.d 15 December 1893, 1 and 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 18
December 1907, 18.
10 Cyclopedia Company, 224.
11 'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 22 March 1876, 3.
12 Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-/9/1, 24.
13 First reference to it is Evening Post, 3 August 1897,6.
14 'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 4 March 1898, 1.

9, Advertisements,'
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members of the Ngati Raukawa tribe. IS Begg's retained Cimino as manager and
commenced their business in Wellington with Mr Cimino and two other staff members. 16
Initially the branch did not go particularly well when compared with Timaru and later

Invercargill.i" The shop was small and there was a great deal of competition in
Wellington with eight other music retailers, including the Dresden which had opened
there in 1894. 18 Things did improve, however, and plans were made to purchase a
suitable site and build bigger premises in Manners street."
Messrs Erskine and Whitmore, booksellers and stationers in Dee Street operated as
Begg's first Invercargill agent from 1881.20

By 1891 Wesney Bros were their agent, a

position they held until September 1900 when Begg's established their own branch in
Esk Street, under the management of 1. C. Allan." Closely allied with Dunedin in its
Scottish heritage, Invercargill was a likely choice for a branch as the community was of a
very similar nature to that of Dunedin. Mr Allan was replaced by George Augustus Carr
around 1903, who had worked for D'A1maine's (musical instrument makers) in London
before coming to work for Begg's in Dunedin in 1900.22
In 1907 Begg's opened a branch at Queen Street, Waimate, probably taking over an
agency which owed them money.r' Waimate was not a logical place to expand to and
the branch was of a different nature to that of others opened during this period as control
of it was from Timaru and not Dunedin, it appears to have operated as a sub-branch of

Information supplied via email from Belinda Cimino, descendant of Salvatore Cimino, 24 May 2009.
Begg's Jubilee Souvenir /86/-/9//, 22.
17 Begg's Reports MSY-5435, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
18 Stone's Wellington, Hawke's Bay and Taranaki Directories for 1896-9.
19 Begg's Reports MSY-5435, 67. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
20 Southland Times, 27 April 1955, 13 article on new Begg's shop opening in InvercargiII has copy of
advertisement for Erskine & Whitmore as Begg's agents.
21 First advertisement appears in Southland Times, 1 September 1900,2.
22 Begg's Reports MSY-5435, 6, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
23 It was referred to as 'Main Street, Waimate' on a pamphlet on pianos issued at the time, presumably to
stress its central location, but Waimate has never had a Main Street and Begg's advertisements in The
Waimate Advertiser give the address as Queen Street, The Waimate Advertiser, 4 May 1908.
15

16
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Timaru. 24 The branch was operated on a day-to-day basis by a 'representative' - G.
Lupton for 1907 - 1909 and 1909 and H. Moore for 1910 and 1911.

25

In 1904 Begg's established an office in London, to facilitate the increasing business
they were undertaking in Britain and Europe and appointed William Elmer as their
London manager.f" He went to London from Begg's Dunedin but before coming to
New Zealand had had fourteen years experience with Metzler & Co of London who were
instrument manufacturers and music publishers.t William Elmer was the perfect
manager for the London office as he was extremely familiar with both the company he
was representing and the companies he was negotiating with. An office was set up in
Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement in the City of London, with (Mr) Elmer and an
assistant working there.
Making contracts and cementing relationships with suppliers were essential for the
success of a business like Begg's which relied so heavily on imported goods. As well as
opening an office in London it was also felt necessary that a Begg family member be sent
to meet suitable representatives and agents of the firms Begg's were dealing, or hoped to
deal with. Thus for a nine month period during 1905 and 1906 Charles Begg, manager of
the Dunedin business and a company director undertook a business trip to Australia,
Great Britain and the Continent, spending a lot of time in France and Germany and
visiting manufacturers and suppliers of instruments and music.
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There is evidence of many Begg's agencies operating during the late 19 and early

zo" centuries and these are listed in Appendix A, Agencies.

It will be seen that apart

from Mataura the South Island agencies found were all operational by the turn of the
century and the beginnings of the agencies in the North Island followed the opening of

This assumption is based on figures attached to reports ofthe managing director which do not mention
Waimate as a branch and also the fact that Mr Huggins paid the rates on the land of the site that Begg's
occupied Waimate Borough Council Rate Book 1908-1910, Waimate Historical Museum.
25 Wise's New Zealand Directories for 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910 and 191 I.
26 Reference to the London office being opened 'in accordance with the Minutes of Directors of 10 August
1904' in Begg's Reports MSY-5435, 43, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
27 'Letter from W. Elmer to Messrs Charles Begg & Co' dated 16 November 1903 in Begg's Reports MSY5435,32. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
28 'Personal Notes from London' Otago Witness, 25 April 1906, 34.
24
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O'Hara's Music Warehouse, Begg's Agent in Wanganui from 1905
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the Wellington branch in 1897. Doubtless there were others. The entry for Begg's in the
Otago volume of the Cyclopedia a/New Zealand states that 'Messrs C Begg and Co have
agencies in all the leading towns of New Zealand'.2 9 One would imagine that this means
Auckland and Christchurch at the very least, but no evidence of an agent in either place
has been found to date.
Although some of the businesses acting as agents were purely musically oriented,
most, particularly in the early years, were not. For Begg's the advantage of using agents
was that products could be sold on commission, without the attendant overheads of
premises and staff. In this way not only were they selling instruments and music
profitably, but they were also extending their coverage in an area without huge financial
outlay.
The Napier agency resulted from a family connection. In 1896 Frank Lockyer came
to Dunedin from Australia and began working in Begg's where he met Jessie Begg's
niece, Helen Begg, daughter of John Begg, Charles' brother who had emigrated to New
Zealand in 1855. They married in September 1896. Frank Lockyer continued working
in the Dunedin premises until 1901 when he and his wife moved to Napier and he opened
a music shop of his own in Browning Street, becoming Begg's Napier agent/"
Agencies within a town seemed to have changed regularly as businesses came and
went, or perhaps just changed their allegiance (from the Dresden to Begg's and vice
versa). Naturally some agencies were more successful than others, and managing the
agencies could have difficulties. In 1906 George Smith, a joiner and by then the agent in
Ashburton, was charged with embezzlement and forgery after stealing over £550 from
Beggs.'!

Dunedin continued to be the largest part of the business and it was now also a head
office, supplying and supporting the branches and agencies. By this time Begg's was
also supplying other music retailing business throughout New Zealand. A large
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Cyclopedia Company, 224.
Ibid., 359, 362.
'Embezzlement,' Hawera & Normanby Star, 17 March 1906, 8.
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collection of invoices relating to Collier & Co of Wanganui show that they purchased,
music, bagpipe chanters and other assorted musical items from Begg's over a period of
many years from the 1880s onwards.Y The size of the operation and the number of staff
in Dunedin increased and in 1900 the business purchased the Princes Street properties
they occupied for the sum of £6,000. 33 As well as the shop there were also the extensive
store rooms that had been opened in Moray Place. 34 The Timaru branch continued to
grow and in 1902 the current premises were vacated and the business moved to the corner
of Stafford Street and the Arcade 'where the lease of a very central building had been
secured. 35
The New Zealand International Exhibition of Arts and Industries held at Christchurch
from 1906 to 1907 was conceived by Premier Richard Seddon to promote the emerging
identity of New Zealand, as illustrated by the participation of New Zealand troops in the
South African war and the success of the 1905-06 Rugby Tour of Britain and Arnerica.i"
As well as the usual exhibits, the Exhibition offered an extensive musical programme,
including an orchestra led by Alfred Hill and the famous Besses o'th'Barn, a workingclass band of around thirty-six players from a small town near Manchester. Begg's
entered a wide range of instruments in the Exhibition and won several prizes. 37 Among
those featured were a large number of pianos and a big display of brass band instruments.
These two groups reflected the two dominant strands of music-making for Edwardian
New Zealanders. The piano was seen as a social and sociable centre for home
entertainment and brass bands provided rousing music at every type of community
gathering and generally helped foster a community spirit.

32 The Sheet Music Archive of New Zealand, Wellington has a large collection of invoices from Messrs
Charles Begg & Co to Colliers Music Company (uncatalogued).
33 Begg's Records. MSY-5435, 3, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
34
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Wise's New Zealand Directories.
Begg's Jubilee Souvenir /86/-/9//, 26.

Jean Sharfe, 'The New Zealand International Exhibition at Christchurch in 1906-08,' History Now vol. 1,
no. 2, (October 1995),28.
37 Begg's won gold medals for their collective display of musical instruments as well as a 'cello, set of
tubular bells, mandolins and violins. They also won silver medals for a Schiedmayer boudoir grand piano,
colonial-made pianos, a Chappell baby grand piano, Casson pipe organ, viola, violins, accordeons,
concertinas and a mandolin.
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Among the exhibits Begg's sent to Christchurch were two pianos of particular interest.
One was the piano made by Charles Begg of New Zealand woods and shown at the
Exhibition in 1865. Begg's had purchased this and presented it to the Otago Early
Settlers' Association in 1904 where it was available in the gallery for members to play
on. 38 The other in a reversion of the business to its roots was a piano claimed to represent
'the latest thing in piano manufacture', with a frame made of Puriri. It was made largely
by 1. Flint under the supervision of Alex Begg with his brother-in-law lames Kerr
undertaking the polishing." By displaying the old and the new pianos Begg's was
proclaiming itself to be an innovative dealer backed by a long-standing reputation and
tradition. The newly made piano was also an indication of the renewed interest by
Begg's, no doubt as a result of Alex's influence, in piano manufacture. As well as these
locally made pianos several imported upright and grand pianos were also exhibited.
One ofBegg's major suppliers, Besson & Co of London had already exhibited the
large display of brass instruments now at Christchurch at the St Louis International
Exhibition in 1904. On Begg's advice they declined to have these judged after an
irregularity in the selection of the judge for this section but the company's willingness to
send a display such as this to New Zealand is a good indication of the business that
Begg's was doing in brass band instruments at the time. Begg's were a major supplier of
instruments for the brass band movement and continued to provide encouragement by
way of prizes. The two major makes of brass instruments were Boosey and Bessons,
both of London. Begg's sold Boosey instruments and held the sole agency in New
Zealand for the 'Protoype' brass instruments of Besson.l" In August 1908 they ordered a
complete set of silver-plated and engraved Class A 'Prototype' instruments for the
Timaru Garrison Band from Besson's London valued at £750, which the Otago Witness
was sure would be 'the finest set of band instruments in New Zealand,.41 At the same
time they cabled for four Besson plated and engraved instruments for the Napier City

'A Relic of the Early Days: First Piano Manufactured in New Zealand,' Otago Witness, 30 November
1904,39 and 'Otago Early Settlers' Association,' Otago Witnes,s 7 December 1904,34.
39 'Passing Notes,' Otago Witness, 7 November 1906, 4.
40 Begg Reports MSY-5435, 5, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington and Cyclopedia Company, 225.
41 'Band Column,' Otago Witness, 9 September 1908, 68.
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Band to the value of £110. 42 The Begg-Besson Challenge Shield was donated, to be
awarded for one year to the band securing the highest number of aggregate points for
music in the selection and quickstep competition." In 1900 Begg's gave a gold mounted
baton to the conductor of the band winning the Begg-Besson Challenge Shield, and in
1907 they donated a drum-major's staff for the West Coast Band Contest. 44
The range of pianos stocked continued to be large and new names and models were
constantly being added. In 1905 Begg's were sole agents for four English makes of
pianos - John Brinsmead and Sons, Collard and Collard, Monington and Weston, and
Munt Brothers; three German makes - C. Bechstein, Schiedmayer and Soelme and Fred
Thurmer and two American reed organs - the Estey and the Kimbal1.45 These were only
the sole agencies - they also sold other makes and dealt in second-hand pianos as well.
At the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition of 1889-1890, the Otago Jubilee
Industrial Exhibition of 1898 and the International Exhibition of 1906-07 more than half
ofBegg's entries related to pianos."
As well as the sale of pianos the tuning and repair of them was still a big part of the
business. Piano tuners were in such demand that Begg's had to bring them in from
overseas as well as train their own and they continued to be a valuable part of the staff,
with the branches employing resident tuners. There was a discount offered for regular
tuning. In 1902 the Wellington branch advertised a single tuning for 7s and 6d; twice per
year 12s 6d and three times per year for 16s 6d. 47 Piano repairing was a very skilled craft
and the piano workshop as well as making various components ofBegg's own pianos did
a considerable amount of piano repairs.
In addition to pianos and brass instruments a wide range of other instruments were
sold. In their entry in the Cyclopedia ofNew Zealand (1905) Begg's boast that they are
sole agents for Venetian violins, English violin strings, Bohemian woodwind instruments,
42
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'Band Column,' Otago Witness, 9 September 1908, 68.
'Solo Competitions,' Tuapkea Times, 21 October 1905, 3.
Hawera & Normanby Star, 10 October 1900, 2 and Taranaki Herald, 19 November 1901,2.
Cyclopedia Company, 225.
Otago Witness, 31 March 1898, 27.
'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 31 December 1902, 6.
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London bagpipes and Italian mandolins. They also have something for 'every section of
the music loving public' and for aspiring string players there is the 'Student's' speciaity
violin, with bow and case complete for £1, 'a marvel in value and price' .48
With the invention of the phonograph and gramophone the nature of music changed
forever. There was now a means by which people could hear music performed by world
famous performers such as Melba and Caruso in their own homes and New Zealanders
eagerly embraced the new technology, in much the same way as they did later with the
radio and movies. The 'talking machine' appealed to everyone, not just musicians and
Begg's quickly grasped the importance and value of the new inventions. They were early
suppliers of the new machinery and this led to a whole new area of business for them. As
well as selling the players there were the cylinders and discs to play on them, the needles
which required frequent changing and various other accessories. The fact that everyone
could 'play' one meant that Begg's customer base was suddenly extended to include a
whole section of the community who had not previously been involved in music. Their
early advertisements for the new technology stressed the appeal the new technology
would have for non-musicians 'Perhaps you "don't know music" - you "can't play"?
Well, it doesn't matter a bit! ,49 There was also an emphasis on the huge variety of music
available: "Thousands of Records at 2s each - Sentimental, Comic, Patriotic, and Sacred
Songs, ... Everything, almost, you can think of, including Chinese Songs! ,50 By 1906
this area of the business had grown to such an extent that a special department for
gramophone and phonographs was set up in the Dunedin premises.i ' A phonograph
parlour enabled a prospective customer to hear a recording before purchase, but also
provided an opportunity for customers who did not own a machine to hear a recording for
a small fee. A recording played on a phonograph was often included in concerts at the
time, warranting equal billing with live items in the programme. In 1907 spectators at a

Cyclopedia Company, 225.
'Advertisements,' Tuapeka Times, 11 May 1907, 4.
50 'Advertisements,' Tuapeka Times, 11 May 1907,4.
51 Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-1911, 20.
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boxing match at the Princess Theatre, Dunedin were able to listen to a number of musical
items 'given on a Columbia graphaphone' which Begg's lent. 52
In a letter to directors in November 1907 Alex Begg informed them that for the period
December 1906 to October 1907 turnover in the 'Talking Machine Department' had been
£2,899 in Dunedin plus £642 for the branches, making a total of £3,544,53 By May
1908 the turnover was £4,269 and for the year May 1908 to May 1909 the increase in
turnover was £2,046,54
Begg's continued to operate as a booking agent in the places it had branches and for
all types of performances, not necessarily musical.f They still managed artists, such as
Herr Albert Friedenthal, the world renowned pianist who gave recitals in Dunedin in
1904,56 They also continued to support music in the community -lending pianos,
donating countless prizes, acting as a reception point for entries for the Trinity College of
London music exams and holding details of teachers to be passed on to enquiring pupils,
generally acting as a 'clearing house' for music in the comrnunity.Y As a focal point of
musical activity in a city or town they were in touch with what was happening musically
in their area and very much a part of it.

Otago Witness, 30 January 1907, 58.
Begg Reports MSY 5435, 98. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
54 Begg's Reports, 126.
55 For example North Otago Times, 22 July 1881,3 and Evening Post, 20 June 1898,5 acting as a box
office for the eight series of popular concerts at the Skating Rink.
56 'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 13 April 1904, 40.
57 New Zealand Tablet, 12 September 1884, 19 they lent a piano for a concert by St Patrick's Brass Band,
Dunedin. Evening Post, 1 September 1897,6 lent a piano for John McGlashan's Annual Orchestral
Concert. Evening Post, 7 June 1898, 6 lent Bechstein grand piano for the concert ofHugh J Emmett.
Evening Post, 2 April 1898, 6 lent a piano for a dance in the Vogeltown School Hall. The Otago Witness,
30 April 1891, 19 donating a gold medal for solo singing in the Solo and Sight-Singing Competitions to be
held in November 1891. Otago Witness, 24 October 1895,3 donated two medals for the musical contest in
connection with the Juvenile Exhibition one for piano solo for children under 12 years of age and the
other for a cornet solo for all ages. Timaru Herald, 18 September 1897, 2 offered a prize of £ 1 to the
candidate gaining the highest marks in pianoforte playing in the junior and primary divisions. Evening
Post, 2 December 1898, 4 gave two gold medals - one to St Mary's Convent for the highest mark in
pianoforte playing in the senior division, Trinity College and the other for St Francis Xavier's Academy.
Otago Witness, 14 October 1903,73 Dunedin Competitions Society - silver challenge shield. Otago
Witness, 9 October 1907, 53 medal for senior division theoretical examinations in Trinity College of Music
diplomas. Evening Post, 2 March 1904, 6.
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As is still the case today musicians were attracted to working in an environment
dealing with music and, as has already been seen, many ofBegg's staff were very
involved in the musical life of the community they worked in. In 1901 the Duke and
Duchess of Cornwall visited the Dominion and a signal was sent to Dunedin to announce
their landing at Auckland. As the signal was received flags were flown, bunting hauled
up and a 21 gun salute fired, with a crowd gathered in Princes Street and around Custom
Square. Alas no band had been organized to play God Save the King but on 'Messrs
Charles Begg and Co's balcony ... eight or 10 of the employees formed themselves into a
band, and taking up a position on the balcony, played the National Anthem. Rousing
cheers were given as the flags all around were hoisted' .58
In 1903 one of Begg' s piano tuners was returning to Dunedin by train. Noticing the
distinctive bag tuners always carried, a rather down-at-heellittle man approached him
and in a cultured English accent began talking to him about music. The conversation
developed and the little man asked the tuner where he worked and ifthere was likely to
be ajob going there. The tuner told him to come in the next day and see the manager.
When the tuner apprised Alex Begg of the impending visit he exploded 'We don't want a
tramp in here! I'll soon get rid of him'. The 'tramp' duly arrived. At the time piano and
music salesmen were expected to sightread a piece of music for a prospective customer.
Alex selected the most difficult piece he could find and set it on the music stand. The
player tossed it off with ease so Alex hastily selected another. This time the little man
looked at the piece for a few moments, handed it back to Alex and then played it from
memory. Alex was astounded and employed him on the spot. The little man was Baxter
Buckley and he was to take the musical world of Dunedin by storm.
Born in Lancashire, Baxter Buckley began his musical career with Max Meyer in
Manchester. He then studied in Berlin (1893) and Leipzig (1894), was under Rubenstein
(one of the most famous pianists ever) in 1895 and had Nozkoroski as one of his tutors.
He had studied and played duets with the famous pianist Mark Hambourg, who was
astonished to rediscover him in New Zealand when he toured there. After studying he
58 'Landing of the Duke and Duchess at Auckland. How the Signal was Received in Dunedin. Royal
Salute and General Flag-Hoisting,' Otago Witness, 19 June 1901,47.
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travelled extensively and came to New Zealand in 1903. Baxter Buckley's first recital
was in Begg's piano showroom on 2 September 1904, although he had played as an
accompanist before this. 59 Such was his success that before long no musical matron
could have an afternoon tea or other social gathering without having Mr Buckley to play,
and no piano could be bought from Begg's without the intended purchaser having Mr
Buckley run up and down the keys. Baxter Buckley only worked for Begg's for a year
or so but in that time created such an impression that he was still being remembered half
a century later. 6o He remained in New Zealand for the rest of his life, later settling in
Wellington and becoming a favourite of Bayertz who avowed there was no pianist equal
to him in New Zealand. 6 1
In 1908 Charles Begg & Co was restructured again when Jessie Begg gifted her shares
to her (living) children. Doubtless John Reid's resignation as chairman and as a director
at this time influenced this decision. The new company had paid up capital of £70,000
based on a value of £53, 127 plus Jessie's profits of £2,800. Her profits were divided
equally between her six living children. In addition Margaret and Mary had additional
shares directly from Jessie which gave them 10,596 each, Isabella and Elizabeth had
10,230, Charles had 12,272 and Alex 11,936 (continuing the ratio they had in 1899).
Mary Browne had 4 I90 - her share of Charles' estate due to her through her late mother,
Janet Begg. Jessie Begg remained as a director, along with Margaret, Mary, Charles and
Alex Begg. 62
John Reid had resigned his chairmanship and directorship in September 1907. In his
letter of resignation he urged Alex Begg, by then Managing Director to look for a suitable
man who he could appoint as Chairman, with good business capacity and a capable grasp
of finance who Alex could and should consult at all times on important matters (outside
Volume 1 and Index to Volume I MS-I226/001 and MS-I226/002, Hocken Library, Dunedin and
Otago Witness, 25 May 1904, 57.
60 Information supplied by Margaret Gardiner, May 2008. Miss Gardiner had been told of it by Jimmie
Himburg who worked for Begg's at the time. Waiter Sinton in his articles in the Evening Star recounted
the same story, no doubt from the same source.
61 The Triad, vo!. 21, no. 2 April 1912. 'I still assert that sous toutes reserves Mr Buckley is our foremost
pianist'.
62 It would appear that Elizabeth Kerr was never a director and Isabella Wishart only became one in 1922
after the death of her sister, Margaret.
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the mere daily routine of the business) and with whom he should also consult as to the
business he should bring before the Board for deliberation and instructions.r' This
indicated a level of concern on the part of John Reid regarding the future management of
the business. However the advice was not taken and in due course had severe
implications for the business and the family. The new company was established with
Jessie, Alex, Charles and Margaret Begg as directors and Alex and Charles as joint
managers. The Begg family were now completely in contro!' John Reid died in 1912.
He had been a true friend to Charles, Jessie and her family and without doubt his sound
business acumen and thoughtful approach to the business had played a major part in its
success.
The business continued to operate under the management of Alex and Charles Begg.

In October 1900 Alex married Emily Hodder and in 1903 they had a daughter, Jessie
Milne Begg who suffered from an intellectual disability." As time went on Alex
eschewed the strict work ethic of his parents and became something of a 'man about
town'. In 1913 he divorced his first wife and in 1914 remarried a divorcee with two
children. On her death (in 1930) he married again and then in 1939 at the age of 68 he
and his wife, who was the same age as his daughter, adopted a nine year old boy. The
Begg family became increasingly scandalized by his behaviour.
Charles Begg married Katherine Ann Kerr Fraser (Dolly) in 1898 whom he had met
when she came to work in Begg's sheet music department. Dolly was a niece ofRobert
Erskine, Begg's first agent in Invercargill and a talented pianist, violinist and violist.
Charles and Katherine Begg had two children, Charles Eric (known as Eric), born 2
March 1899 and Lorna Isobel born 7 September 1901. They built a house at 2 Smith
Street over the road from Charles' mother and sisters, using the McGills, builders who
had come from Aberdeen with the Beggs on the Robert Henderson.
Jessie Begg and her three unmarried daughters, Margaret, Mary and Elizabeth,
continued to live at Smith Street and be involved with the business. Mary frequently
Begg's Reports MSY-5435, 92. Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
Based on the fact that Jessie Milne Begg's death certificate states she died at Cherry Farm, Dunedin.
Folio No. 1990/4162 Ref. No. 2009/3925.
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helped out in the sheet music department and she, Jessie and Margaret were directors.f
In 1899 Elizabeth Begg married James Kerr of Timaru. 66 His father (John Kerr), Charles
Begg and Jessie Begg were all first cousins.i" James Kerr later came to Dunedin and
worked in Begg's Dunedin branch.f His younger brother, Charles Begg Kerr, had begun
working for Begg's as a youth and was appointed Company Secretary in 1901 after the
existing secretary was caught stealing/" Elizabeth's two sisters Margaret and Mary
remained unmarried and living with their mother in Smith Street.
Under Alex and Charles Begg's management Charles Begg & Co Ltd had continued
to grow and was now firmly established as a respected and valued part of New Zealand's
musical life. From 1894 until 1900 total sales increased 87% from £11,145 to £20,827.
From May 1902 to May 1903 the net profit increased by £2,638 and for the year April
1907 to May 1908 by £3,228. The business had maintained its focus on the more
traditional aspects of music, but at the same time embraced new technologies and
innovations. It had maintained and strengthened its ties with the 'Old Country' and
continental Europe with the opening of a London office, but in its method of operation
was very much a colonial business. The Begg family itself had been through a very
difficult court case and relations within it were not good with the majority of the family
ranged against Isabella and David Wishart, a situation which was not to be resolved. A
positive outcome of the court case had been the restructuring of the company on a more
formal basis with a board of directors and share allocations. As the Edwardian age drew
to a close it must have seemed to the directors that the financial difficulties and other
challenges of those earlier years were well behind them.

Begg's Monthly Magazine, 2.
Marriage certificate of James Kerr and Elizabeth Warwick Begg, 30 March 1899, Reg. No. 1899/972
Ref. No. 9-0079037.
67 Charles' father William, Jessie's mother Janet and John Kerr's mother Margaret were brother and sisters.
68 Based on directory entries.
69 Begg's Reports MSY-5435, 9, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.
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Chapter Four
Growth, War and Company Restructure
1908 -1926
By 1908 Charles Begg & Co, now a limited liability company under the management
of the directors and Alex and Charles Begg, was well-established and profitable. Over
the next few years New Zealand would undergo enormous change as it weathered the
four years of World War One and then the effects of the aftermath coupled with a
worsening economy. During this period Begg's had to accommodate the needs ofa new,
very different public. With the advent of war the popularity of German goods
plummeted and German pianos were no longer available or desired. In contrast the
purchase of British goods was almost considered a patriotic gesture. The war had
implications for printed music too. Publishing in Germany was no longer possible and
there was a huge demand for patriotic songs, both from overseas and those composed
locally. Once the war was over the soldiers returning and the people at home were eager
for things to return to 'normal' and more than ever sought recreational diversions such as
music, the gramophone and later the radio. The new technologies became increasingly
important and with the advent of the radio Begg's diversified again to include their sale
and service.
Begg's growth continued to be steady, with five new branches opened and staff
numbers increased to 200 by 1926. 1 The opening of a branch in Christchurch in 1920
meant Begg's now had a presence in three of the four major cities in the country and was
another important step in their expansion policy. The manufacturing operation was
substantially expanded during this period moving from a workshop in the basement of the
Princes Street premises to a specially built factory. Although Dunedin was still the major
branch and head office the city's position within New Zealand had begun to wane and it
was vital for the company to develop in other areas to maintain its position in the market.

I

'Affidavit of A. M. Begg' dated 2 December 1926, Petition for Winding Up, (DAAC/D349/21246/269

2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin, 2.
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No doubt in part as a response to this Begg's were very involved in the 1925-26 New
Zealand and South Seas Exhibition which was held in Dunedin and stressed the
importance of New Zealand's place in the Empire and the promotion of local industry.
During this time the Begg family's involvement in the business changed. With Jessie
no longer managing director, the day-to-day management was in the hands of her sons
with overall direction from various family members on the Board. As the company
expanded the family's management on a daily level lessened, particularly after Jessie's
death in 1914 and Charles' in 1916. As with many expanding companies the expansion
resulting from the innovations the company was promoting led to the middle
management of the company assuming more irnportance.i This coincided with the
managing director, Alex, spending less and less time managing the business. Despite the
business' success, relations between the directors were far from harmonious, particularly
after the deaths of Jessie and her son Charles. From this point on the other directors'
point of view was virtually disregarded by Alex Begg who seemed to consider the
company his own personal fiefdom and ignored any board decisions he disagreed with,
while at the same time spending very little time managing the business in a practical
sense. By 1926 the difficulties between Alex and the other directors had reached such a
position that family members felt they had no option but to enter into another legal
dispute, resulting in the company structure again being changed from a private to a public
company, with a board completely made up of non-family members.
From July 1908 until the end of 1926 five branches were opened at Oamaru (1909),
Nelson (1910), Ashburton (1916), Christchurch (1920), Rangiora (1924) and three were
closed - Waimate (1911), Ashburton (1924) and Rangiora (1926). Agencies were still an
important part ofthe business. The Jubilee booklet published in 1911 lists agencies in
Gore, Milton, Ashburton, Blenheim, Gisborne, Palmerston North, Masterton, Hawera,
Napier, Kumara, Dannevirke 'and other places'<

As had happened previously agencies

came and went.
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Dunedin Premises in 1911
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The business was constantly changing and there were ongoing developments in the
branches and agencies. In 1909 Mr Meldrum' s agency in Oamaru was in serious
financial difficulty and to preserve their investment Begg's took over the business, from
this date on operating it as their Oamaru branch. An established member of the firm
lames (Jimmy) Himburg, who had started his career in the Timaru branch in 1891 at the
age of 11, was sent from Dunedin to manage the branch. 4 The managership changed
frequently in Oamaru which was never as successful a branch as many of the others, nor
particularly large operating with a manager and staff of three in 1911. 5
In 1910 another Begg agency, a music business owned by Mr A. Martin in Hardy
Street, Nelson, was in a position where Begg's was owed a considerable amount of
money, and again Begg's were compelled to take over the business to protect their
investment. They then operated this shop as their Nelson branch, enlarging the building
at the rear and renovating it.

A. L. Desgranges was appointed the first manager and

remained until 1913 when W. 1. Brundell, who at the time was head tuner in Dunedin,
transferred there as manager. He managed the Nelson branch until his retirement in 1933,
having served Begg's for 46 years." By 1921 new premises in Trafalgar Street had been
entered into and the branch appeared to be doing well. 7
The directors had long felt that their Wellington premises were inadequate and had
begun to negotiate for land in Manners Street as early as 1907. 8 In 1910 Begg's
purchased the freehold of land there with the intention 'to build a handsome four storey
music warehouse and shop on the property' using a Dunedin architect and builders, the
old Begg family friends of McGill and Son. 9 Four stories high, the building fronted
Manners Street but stretched back to what is now Bond Street where there was a cart
dock and access to the lift and wholesale department. The entire top floor was occupied
by the wholesale stock of instruments and music and workshops for repairs. There was a

'Fifty Year's Service Mr J F Himburg Honoured,' Otago Daily Times, 16 September 1941.
Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-1911, 22.
6 'A Record of Service: Mr W. T. Brundell's Retirement,' Otago Daily Times, 23 September 1933.
7 'Chas. Begg & Co Diamond Jubilee,' Otago Daily Times, 8 October 1921
8 Begg's Reports MSY-5435, 67, A1exanderTurnbul1 Library, Wellington.
9 'The Begg Building: New Premises in Manners Street,' Evening Post, 22 December 1911, 2
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hall for gramophones off the piano showroom and six rooms were set aside for music
teachers to use as studios.l" The building cost £20,000 to erect and heralded a huge
expansion in business. I I By 1913 there was a stock valued at £25,000 and a staff of
thirty-three (a substantial increase from 15 in 1911) which included the travellers who
went around to the smaller towns. By now Wellington was becoming the centre of
Begg's wholesale business and the Wellington branch was calling itself 'The musical
emporium of Wellington'. 12 S. H. Homer, who had been in charge ofthe music
department in Dunedin, was transferred to Wellington as manager to coincide with the
opening of the new premises. 13 As in other branches social life around the branch
flourished. An annual 'social' or ball was inaugurated in 1912, which ninety-five couples
attended and friendly rivalry with the Dresden Piano Co continued in various ways such
as a football match played between the Wellington branches of the opposing business
houses on 7 September 1912. 14
In early 1911, presumably due to poor profitability and with branches now operating
in Oamaru and Timaru, Begg's closed their Waimate branch and the manager, H. S.
Moore, went to work in the Timaru branch. IS The Waimate premises were then sold.
The choice of Waimate as the location for a branch was one that had been forced on the
company and evidently was one which was not a success. By the time Begg's opened
their branch there, Waimate's importance to the local farming community, which it had
been established to support, was lessening as improved transport facilitated access to the
larger towns of Oamaru and Timaru. The closure of the branch reflected the declining
importance of smaller towns as the century progressed and Begg's decision to

10 This area was sizeable. In 1912 Begg's wrote to the Town Clerk seeking permission to use it as a small
Concert Chamber and stating it could seat between 200 and 250 people. 'Licensing hall - C. Begg and Co'
00233:226:1912/1692, Wellington City Archives.
11 'Chas. Begg & Co., Ltd,' Evening Post, 21 January 1913, 15
12 'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 25 January 1913, 15.
13 Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-1911,22.
nd
14 Photograph titled 'Begg's 2
Annual Ball 31.5.1913', Private Collection and 'Women in Print,' Evening
Post, 20 August 1912, 9. 'Late Telegraph,' Evening Post, 6 September 1912, 8
15 Based on directory entries and Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-1911 which makes no mention of a
Waimate branch.
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concentrate their efforts elsewhere was indicative of the changing roll of New Zealand's
smaller towns at this time.

16

In October 1911 Begg's celebrated its golden jubilee and the business could only be
described as successful. As well as the head office in Dunedin there were branches in
Timaru, Wellington, Invercargill, Oamaru and Nelson and an office in London. In
addition to this there were numerous agencies throughout the country. Eighty-five people
were employed, and of these 85 ten had been with the firm for over 20 years and one for
more than 35 years.l ' There was a strong tradition in Begg's to promote staff within the
company and most of the branch managers had worked in the business for some time
before they were appointed manager. In this way they had a solid knowledge of the
music trade and the company they were working for. As well as continuing their original
business of piano selling, tuning and repairing Begg's also sold a wide range of other
instruments, printed music, gramophones and phonographs. They were the largest
publisher of sheet music in New Zealand and played a very prominent part in New
Zealand's musical scene. To celebrate the jubilee a souvenir booklet was issued to
customers and others which gave a history of the firm and contained photographs of each
branch and its staff. A staff picnic was held in Dunedin. 18

David A. Hamer. 'Towns in Nineteenth-Century New Zealand,' New Zealand Journal ofHistory 13 no.
I (April 1979), 8.
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Dunedin Staff Picnic c1911 Walter lames Sinton: Papers (ARC-0426)MS-I226/092, Hocken Library,
University ofOtago.
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Business as at 8 October 1911 19
Date of Opening

Number of Staff

Dunedin

1861

43

Timaru

1885

7

Wellington

1897

15

Invercargill

1900

7

London

1904

2

Oamaru

1909

4

Nelson

1910

8

Branch

The outbreak of the First World War resulted in a huge surge of patriotic feeling in
New Zealand, greater even than that occasioned by the Boer War. Begg's rose to the
challenge early and only ten days after the outbreak of war, on 14 August 1914, the

Evening Post announced that Begg's would give leave on half-pay to any employees who
went to the front and would reinstate them on their return. Three Wellington employees
had already availed themselves of the offer. Begg's also supplied two pianos for the use
of the garrisons in the local forts. 2o
Begg's could well have benefitted from the misfortune of their major competitor's
name during this period. Even though it had no connection with Germany other than that
of importing German goods (as did Begg's), 'the Dresden' immediately suffered from the
anti-German feeling that swept New Zealand. In January 1915 it announced a change of

19

20

Begg'sJubilee Souvenir 1861-1911.
'Funds for the War,' Evening Post, 14 August 1914,2.
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name to the Bristol Piano Company (where its founder, David Theomin hailed from) and
protested its British roots and allegiance.i'
In 1916 Begg's expanded their Canterbury base by opening a branch in Burnett Street,
Ashburton which they moved to East Street in 1922. As with Waimate the branch came
under the overall management of Mr Huggins of Timaru and was run by a
salesman/manager, H. S. Moore (who had previously managed Waimate) and a 'lady
assistant'. Despite being profitable Alex closed the branch in 1924 and Mr Moore
returned to Timaru once more. 22 There has been no evidence found of an agency in
Christchurch prior to 1920, perhaps because of the strength of the existing music
businesses there. In 1920, however, Begg's opened a branch there with the acquisition of
the established firm of Milner & Thompson which had premises at 2 I8 Manchester Street.
Horace Milner was retained as manager and the premises were substantially renovated in
1924. Following the closure of the branch at Ashburton in 1924 one was opened in 1925
at Rangiora, again with a salesman/manager (B. 1. Lamb) and a 'lady assistant'. 23 This
branch operated for only fourteen months, closing in 1926.
The Dunedin, Invercargill and Timaru branches continued to expand. The Dunedin
premises underwent extensive renovations and in 1925 there was a large addition to the
gramophone parlour.i" New premises were moved into in Esk Street, Invercargill with 'a
feature of the building being the provision of one of the best pianoforte salons and
gramophone parlours in the dominion'. The Timaru branch continued to grow steadily.
In 1924 Mr Huggins, who had managed the branch since its inception, died and was
replaced by H. S. Moore who had already managed the Waimate and Ashburton branches.

MacGibbon, 72.
Affidavit of Alexander Milne Begg, 2 December 1926, I, 'Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D3491212461269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
23 Stone's Canterbury, Nelson, Marlborough and Westland Directory for 1925.
24 'Chas. Begg & Co Diamond Jubilee' Otago Daily Times, 8 October 1921.
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The London office continued to play an important part in the success of the business.
During the First World War the premises were bombed in the Zeppelin raids and had to
be relocated to Royal London House, Finsbury Square.r"
In 1921 Begg's celebrated their diamond jubilee in Dunedin with a function and
musical soiree in their rooms attended by the mayor (who sang two songs) and other
notable persons." By now there were additional branches at Ashburton and Christchurch.
It was at this time that Begg's announced its intention of donating a grand piano for the
planned Dunedin Town Hall. 27
Pianos and organs remained a major part of the business. In 1908 Begg's had a
number of sole agencies for these instruments, primarily from Britain and Germany.
With the advent of the First World War everything German became anathema to the New
Zealand public and the popularity of the British pianos soared. Although few records
remain for Begg's the Piano Stock Book for Otago and Southland between April 1914
and October 1919 gives an interesting snapshot of the piano business of the time. During
this period Begg's sold 1,237 pianos and organs of68 identifiable brands of which over
90% were pianos. Of these brands many were German and would have been stock in
hand or second-hand pianos.

For the period October 1914 to September 1915 333

instruments were sold, all but 52 on hire-purchase. Two hundred and sixty-eight pianos
were so Id in 1916 and 221 in 1918. 28 As late as 1918 there were sti Il German brands
listed. The biggest seller in the book was Charles Begg & Co's own brand with 73 being
sold. Piano manufacture had assumed a growing importance for the company.
Understandably, given his training, it was a particular interest of Alex Begg and he
poured resources into its development. The pianos Begg's 'made' were not entirely
constructed in New Zealand

the keyboards and actions were imported from overseas.

Ibid.
'Chas. Begg & Co. Diamond Jubilee Celebrations' Otago Daily Times 12 October 1921.
27 Ibid.
28 MacGibbon, 68.
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Piano and Gramophone Factory, Filleul Street, Dunedin, early zo" Century
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For some years the company had operated a piano factory in premises rented in Moray
Place, Dunedin. 29 They later purchased a site in Filleul Street and in 1919 erected a store
and factory on it for the purpose of manufacturing pianos and gramophones.i''

Various

models of piano were manufactured, including one named after the local politician and
Minister of Industries and Commerce, Charles Downie Stewart, the' Stewart'. This
model (£88 in 1926) became very popular with several hundred manufactured and was
sold from Whangarei to the Bluff.
In 1924 in a reversal of previous New Zealand exhibitions Begg's had exhibited at,
where the largest part of their displays was imported goods, Begg's sent a piano of their
own manufacture to London for the Empire Exhibition held at Wembley. This illustrated
the increasingly global nature of their business. By May 1926 there were between 40 and
50 men employed in the Filleul Street factory and Alex had plans to expand further.'!
Phonographs continued to be in great demand and Begg's continued to introduce
phonograph parlours into their shops and extend phonograph departments. Phonographs
were gradually eclipsed by gramophones and by 1909 Begg's were claiming they
specialized in gramophones, the 'highest class talking and singing machines' on which
artists such as Melba, Patti, Caruso and others could be heard at their Phono Studio. 32
Sales of records increased substantially. In the Timaru branch a customer was allowed to
borrow three records 'on appro' so long as one was purchased by the end of the week. 33
By September 1909 Begg's was advertising in the Otago Witness that they had
'thousands of phonograph records at Is each', a catalogue was available and all types of
music could be purchased. 34 As with instruments Begg's had various sole, as well as

29
30
31

32
33

34

Begg's Jubilee Souvenir 1861-1911, 20.
Dunedin City Council Building Permit 4226, 1919 for a factory.
Letter from Alex Begg to Downie Stewart, 25 May 1926 (MS 985-12/5), Hocken Library, Dunedin.
'Advertisements,' Evening Post ,21 August 1909, 16 and 27 August 1909,8.
'Oral history ofClarrie Blackmore' OH 1998/CB, South Canterbury Museum.
'Advertisements,' Otago Witness, 22 September 1909
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Phonograph Department, Dunedin Branc h, 1911
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shared agencies and was constantly alert to the changes in the new technology and the
requirements of the listening public.

35

Concerts of recorded music continued to be popular and were a good way of marketing
the new machines and promoting recently imported records.i"

By 1925 it was said that

nearly every household in New Zealand owned a gramophone and by this stage portable
gramophones were also for sale so you could listen to music wherever you went.

37

In the

same way that Begg's constructed the cases for pianos they did the same for
gramophones and the factory in Filleul Street fulfilled both these functions. Sole
agencies for gramophones (the Cheney) and records (His Masters Voice) were also
secured.
Over 1911 Begg's ran a series of advertisements extolling the gramophone, one even
containing a poem celebrating its merits. 38 Gramophones were able to supply 'all the
music of the world', 'bringjoy, they enabled you to 'take your summer music with you'
and could be used 'by the silvery sea'. 39 Readers should' give a gramophone for
Christmas' as 'the charm of good music will do much to brighten the holiday season' and
you could have 'a first-class concert every evening during the holidays'. 40 The
phonograph and gramophone enabled popular music to spread more quickly and this
must have had an effect on sales of sheet music also, creating more demand from those
who wanted to play the pieces for themselves.

35 For example Begg's had the sole agency for Cheney gramophones which came in a variety ofbeautifuIIy
carved cabinets such as the Queen Anne period model and the Early English period model. They were
also agents for His Master's Voice. Programmes relating to the Dunedin Orchestral Society, MS-I226/049,
Hocken Library, University ofOtago.
36 'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 6 July 1910,8.
37 John Mansfield Thomson, The Oxford History (if New Zealand Music (Auckland: Oxford University
Press, 199I) 165 and advertisements appearing in New Zealand Truth throughout 1926.
38 'Advertisements,' Evening Post, 22 February 1911, 8.
39 Advertisements appearing in Evening Post, 7 November 1917,2, Evening Post, 15 November 1917,2,
Evening Post, 15 November 1917,2 and Evening Post, 4 December 1917, 2.
40 Advertisements appearing in Evening Post, 10 December 1917, 2, Evening Post, 19 December 1917, 2
and Evening Post, 24 December 19I8, 2.
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Another technological development was that of the pianola or player piano, which
became popular during the 1920s.

41

The pianola user pedaled a series of bellows and in

so doing drew in air through the holes in the paper roll, using hand levers below the
keyboard to control speed and dynamics.f The playing of a live pianist was recorded on
the roll and reproduced through the pianola when operated by the pianola player. Often
the rolls were recorded by virtuoso pianists and in many cases the composer himself.
Like the piano the pianola was a significant piece of furniture and often had a very
elaborate case. The piano rolls were in great demand and themselves housed in 'cabinets
indistinguishable from those which already housed the family glass' .43
The advent of radio facilitated the spread of popular music in particular even further.
Radio was first transmitted in New Zealand in November 1921. 44 Begg's began selling
radios early on and they were among the first, if not the first, to use radio sponsorship.
The staff member responsible for promoting phonographs and gramophones in Begg's
Wellington branch seems to have had a very original approach. In 1923 Charles Forrest,
one of the first people to run a radio station in New Zealand was operating a very small
station which became known as 2YB in Wellington. He was friendly with the manager
of the record department in Begg's Wellington branch who came to him with a proposal.
The manager wanted Mr Forrest to say just one line, frequently, on air. This line was
'Yes we have no bananas'. He was to say nothing else and not mention Begg's name at
all. Much to the bemusement of his listeners Mr Forrest carried out his commission with
numbers of people commenting to him about it. After a week or so Begg's put a big
banner up in its shop window stating 'No bananas on sale here'. The campaign was a
huge success with copies of the record Yes We Have No Bananas from the hit Broadway
show Make It Snappy achieving huge sales. 45 Interestingly Begg's largest competitor,
now renamed the Bristol Piano Company, did not become involved in radio selling,

41 The Dominion, 2 April 1921, II has an advertisement announcing Begg's sole agency for Pianola-Piano
and the Vocalion.
42 Thomson, 166.
43 Thomson, 167.
44 Bryan Staff and Sheran Ashley, For the Record: A history ofthe Recording Industry in New Zealand
(Auckland: David Bateman, 2002), 24.
45 Very Early Radio in New ZealandTk 2 of3 T950, Sound Archives of New Zealand.
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although it continued to sell phonographs and gramophones. These two were still the
major music retailers in New Zealand.
The 1925-26 New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition held in Dunedin was the biggest
and most international staged in New Zealand to date and was intended as a 'symbol of
New Zealand's spirit, typifying the resources, enterprise and progress of the Dominion' .46
It indicated the social change taking place in the country flowing on from the First World
War and was designed to reinforce to New Zealanders and others that New Zealand was
the equal of any other nation." The overriding aim of the Exhibition was to strengthen
the bonds of Empire but also to reinforce New Zealand's attempts to assert itselfas a
separate identity." The largest building in the Exhibition was devoted solely to
promotion of New Zealand's secondary industries in part due to the desire of the Dunedin
Manufacturers' Association to educate the public mind about the possibilities of local
industry and to facilitate the breaking down of the widespread bias in favour of imported
articles.Y This was something very dear to the heart of Alex Begg who was anxious to
increase the capacity of the Filleul Street factory. For the Exhibition Begg's constructed
a special piano with an oak case and iron frame. Each piano had a round brass plaque on
it with the words 'Specially manufactured for the 1925-26 New Zealand and South Seas
Exhibition, Dunedin' impressed into it. The frame had been specifically made for the
company and had 'Begg' within a lyre motif (a symbol the firm used frequently) molded
into it. The design of the case was relatively simple and its straight lines and lack of
excessive ornamentation had an Art Deco look to it.

46 J. M. Thomson, 'Sight and Sound: Exhibitions & New Zealand Music 1865-1940' Music in New
Zealand (Autumn 1992): 39.
47 Stephanie C. Lamond. "'The merry mix up": a social history ofthe New Zealand and South Seas
International Exhibition, Dunedin, 1925-1926'. B.A. (Hons) diss.,University of Otago, 1989, 52.
48 Lamond, 96.
49 Dunedin City council E3 Town Clerk's Files 1925. I1 June 1925 as cited in Lamond, 65.
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New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition Festival March, 1925
85

Various committees were formed to cater for aspects of the Exhibition, among them
the Music Committee. Begg's were well represented on this with Thomas Ritchie, the
manager of the Dunedin branch, and Alex Begg being two of the eleven members. Other
members included the leaders of Dunedin's two amateur orchestras and Dr V. Galway,
the first lecturer in music at the University of Otago.i" The Music Committee was
responsible for providing musical entertainment for the duration of the Exhibition
including arranging for an orchestra, band or both. The Committee resolved to organize
the appointment of a permanent orchestra and an honorary chorus of 400 to 500 members
as well as imported and local bands." Although not their first choice the committee
engaged the Band of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders who were a highlight of the
exhibition's entertainment and enjoyed huge popularity. They were a 39 piece band
made up of brass, reed and pipe sections and performed twice daily during the entire
duration of the Exhibition at 3.00pm and 8.00pm. Several of the bandsmen enjoyed their
time in Dunedin so much that after their return to the UK they came back to New Zealand
to live. One of these was Albert E. Rayment (Bert) who had met Eric Begg at the
Exhibition and was offered a job in the Dunedin shop selling radios. This he commenced
in 1927 after his return to Dunedin. Thus began a career of almost forty years with
Begg's, which saw Bert Rayment later working in the Auckland and Palmerston North
branches before going to London during the Second World War to run the London Office
after William Elmer's death. 52
As well as exhibiting, manufacturing a special piano and participation on the Music
Committee, Begg's also published three compositions relating to the Exhibition. The
first was a special edition of God Defend New Zealand given to every member of the 400
strong amateur choir which sang at the opening ceremony. They also published two
original compositions, Dunedin! The Exhibition Fox Trot (music by Dave Burt and Tom
Anson and words by George Wycherley) and the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition

Festival March written by the American 1. S. Zamenick, with words by Chas G. Smeaton.
50 Official Record ofthe New Zealand and South Seas International Exhibition Dunedin 1925-1926
(Dunedin: The New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition Company, Limited, 1926).
51 Lamond, 86.
52 Information supplied by Mike Rayment, October 2009.
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The Exhibition was very successful with over 3,200,000 people attending.r' Begg's had
entries in the Second Industries category of pianos and gramophones - some of their own
manufacture and others for which they were agents."
The success of the company can be seen in the profits which increased from £4,197 in
1909, to £10,496 by 1916 and in 1925 to £13, 458. 55 On 31 March 1925 the balance
sheet of assets held by the company after payment ofliability stood at £158,588. 56
It was always the intention of Jessie Begg that ownership and management of the

company should remain firmly with the Begg family; it was after all a private, family
business. She had appointed her two sons joint managers in 1896, the only shareholders
were her children or their children, and all directors after John Reid's retirement were
family members. Alex Begg was always the more dominant, or perhaps domineering, of
the brothers and assumed the role of managing director in 1900, while his brother,
Charles, became manager of the Dunedin operation, although they were viewed as equals
by the other directors. 57 It was Charles who went to Europe to negotiate with overseas
suppliers, and he seems to have been a steadier, more reliable person than his brother,
well liked and respected by the staff. 58 It appears that it was he who, by steady
application and sound business practice, made good, beneficial decisions on behalf of the
business while his brother assumed a more public role. Alex was definitely a man about
town, a womanizer and a drinker, possibly also a gambler. Undoubtedly it was concerns
about Alex which had led to John Reid urging him to include an outside businessman on
the board after his own retirement and how right he turned out to have been. While Jessie
and Charles Begg (the younger) were involved, the business could continue as before,
with their more measured and stable approach no doubt counteracting Alex's flamboyant
management style and exerting some measure of control on his activities.
Thomson, Music in New Zealand, 8.
Official Catalogue New Zealand & South Seas International Exhibition Dunedin 1925-1926 (Dunedin:
New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition Co Ltd, 1925) 89.
55 Affidavit of A. M. Begg, 3 December 1926 'Petition for Winding Up', (DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88),
Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
56 Ibid.
57 Affidavit of Mary Jane Begg, 29 November 1926. Petition for Winding Up, (DAAC/D349/21246/269
2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
58 'Obituary - Mr Charles Begg,' Otago Witness, 19 July 1916.
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In January 1914 Jessie Begg died followed two years later in July 1916 by her
youngest son, Charles. Management of the company was now solely Alex's and the
directors now numbered only three - himself and two of his sisters, Margaret and Mary
Begg. Mary Begg had worked in the business and continued to take a keen interest in it,
but it doesn't appear that Margaret Begg ever had any practical experience of it. Two
ageing spinsters were no match for the worldly Alex who never missed an opportunity to
point out that he had 'made the company and could do what he liked with it' and either
bullied them into agreeing with what he suggested, or just did what he wanted
regardless.i" From the time of Charles' death in 1916 Alex was completely in charge and
although nominally major decisions were made by the directors jointly he basically did
whatever he wanted whether they agreed with him or not.
Margaret Begg died in 1922. With Margaret's death there were only two directors,
Alex and Mary, and at this stage two other family members were made directors. The
first of these was Isabella Wishart, whose husband David had recently died (in (921).
The Begg family had always blamed David Wishart for the upheaval within the family
and with his death Isabella was once more welcomed back and acceptable as a director.
In addition from the date of David Wishart's death the shares which Isabella had received
from Jessie Begg in 1908 were in her name and not held 'in trust' as they had been
previously, presumably to protect interference from her husband. 6o The other was
Charles' son and Alex and Mary's nephew, Charles Eric Begg.
Charles Eric Begg, known as Eric, was born in 1899 and was the older of Charles and
Katherine Begg's two children. Like his father he attended Arthur Street School (until
1911), where he won a scholarship to Otago Boys' High School which he attended from
1912 to 1916. In 1916 he was awarded a University National Scholarship." He studied

59 Affidavit of Charles Eric Begg, 30 November 1926,4, 'Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D349/2 I246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
60 Summary of Shares and Capital Charles Begg and Company Limited Original Company No 1908/12.
Charles Begg and Company Limited Original Company No 1908/12 'Stripped Documents', 1909-1932,
(DAAB/9055/D95/24d), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
61 Admission, Progress and Withdrawal Register Arthur Street School 1881-1885 Arthur Street School
Records (ag-164) Hocken Library, University ofOtago and Otago Boys' High School Old Boys' Register
1863 -1938116,275.
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for a LLB at Otago University, graduating in 1921 and being admitted to the bar the same
year. 62 In conjunction with his studies from mid 1919 to mid 1921 he worked for Messrs
Irwin & Irwin, solicitors and Messrs Adams Bros, Solicitors.

In July 1921, against the

wishes of his mother, he entered the employ ofBegg's and began work in the
Gramophone Department, eventually being placed in charge of it.63 In 1922 he was
appointed a director of the company. Although Alex Begg later claimed that Eric was
only employed by Begg's due to his influence this seems unlikely." More probable is
that Eric became an employee because of concerns within his immediate and extended
family about what was happening to their livelihood and that once involved in the
company he gained a full realisation of what Alex was doing and set out to curb it. His
directorship was a means of doing this and no doubt nomination for it came from Mary
Begg, as she and her sisters had been concerned for many years about Alex's
management. With Eric on the board Alex did not find it so easy to completely disregard
his fellow directors' wishes.
One of the major concerns of the directors, and the whole Begg family, concerned
money Alex had taken from the company without the permission of the other directors.
The Begg family had always treated the company as a bank with regard to the money
they received from dividends, and in the case of Alex and his brother Charles, their
salaries. Money was paid into an account for them held by the firm, and they made
withdrawals as they wished. This had been a long standing practice and one which all
shareholders used. 65
From the date of incorporation of the company, 6 July 1908, Alex owed money to the
company rather than the other way around. In 1908 this amounted to some £870 and
over the intervening years to 1926 this amount steadily increased until he was indebted to
the company for over £13,324 (which was virtually the same amount as the company's

62 Affidavit of Charles Eric Begg, 30 November 1926 (DAAC/0349/2I246/86), I, Archive of New
Zealand, Dunedin.
63 Ibid., 1.
64 Affidavit of Alexander Milne Begg, 2 December 1926,4, 'Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D349/2 1246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
65 J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 20 January 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
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annual profit for 1925).66 None of this money was withdrawn with the consent of the
other directors. Needless to say his fellow directors became increasingly unhappy with
his indebtedness and his obvious indifference to their objections. In November 1922 Eric
Begg, his mother Katherine Begg, his sister Lorna Williamson (all three having received
equal parts of Charles Begg the younger's shareholding) and his aunts Mary Begg and
Isabella Wishart consulted a solicitor and instructed him to demand from Alex Begg
'some satisfactory settlement' regarding his debt.
Following legal advice and after a letter had been sent to Alex regarding their
concerns, a resolution was put to the next directors' meeting that no further withdrawals
could be made by Alex by way of salary, directors' fees, dividends or any other account
pending settlement of the negotiations. Needless to say Alex did not take this well,
losing his temper, swearing and creating such a scene that the meeting broke up in
disorder without the motion being put. Over the next four years the other directors, no
doubt led by Eric Begg, endeavoured to regain the money which Alex had borrowed and
prevent him from getting any more but on every such occasion he became violent and
abusive telling the Directors to 'shut up' and alleging that he had made the business and
could do what he liked with it.
Alex became more and more stubborn in his management of the business and over this
time enacted several major managerial decisions without the approval of the other
directors in some cases going directly against Board decisions. In 1924, without warning,
he closed the profitable branch in Ashburton and on his own initiative opened a branch in
Rangiora, which he also closed after fourteen months. Contrary to a Board decision
regarding renovations to the Christchurch branch he placed the gramophone department
on the second floor rather than the first or ground floor. He then installed a lift (valued at
£1,000) in the Wellington branch without any consultation whatsoever. Alex was always
very eager to increase the size of the piano factory in Filleul Street and, again without

Affidavit of Charles Eric Begg, 30 November 1926,2,3 and Affidavit of A. M. Begg, 3 December 1926,
'Petition for Winding Up', (DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
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Board approval, ordered £1,000 worth of plant to do this. 67 This order was cancelled by
Eric Begg much to Alex's chagrin.

Eric felt that too many resources were being poured

into the factory and that it would be more profitable if the company concentrated on
importing, rather than manufacturing pianos.

In 1922, without the other directors'

approval, Alex had used company money to buy a Paige motor car for his own use (at a
cost of £500) and then sold it to the company for £450 in 1924 for use in the Rangiora
branch, for which it was completely unsuitable. The car was sold by the company for
£50 sixteen months later.
Eric alleged that in the time he had been working for the company the managing
director had attended the Princes Street office on average not more than an hour and a
half a day and was unacquainted with most of the details of the work done. He said that
in all material respects Thomas Ritchie, the Dunedin manager appointed after Charles
Begg's death in 1916, was managing the entire business, not Alex. Thomas Ritchie was
from Aberdeenshire and had trained as a piano tuner there before emigrating to Dunedin
in 1906 where he was employed by Begg's as a pianotuner. By 1911 he was in charge of
the piano department, before being appointed manager of the Dunedin branch in 1916
and in 1920 travelled to Europe on behalf of the company. He was well known in
Dunedin's musical circles, played the piano and organ and conducted many students'
capping concerts. 68
Eric also claimed that Alex attended directors' meetings and interviewed travellers
and agents while in a state of intoxication/" Mary Begg supported these claims adding
that for the previous 20 years she had been in the habit of going to the shop more than
once a week on average and at various times of the day and she rarely found Alex on the

67 Affidavit ofCharles Eric Begg dated 30 November 1926,4, Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
68 Evelyn R. Entwistle. History a/the Gaelic Society a/New Zealand 1881- 1981 (Dunedin: E. R.
Entwistle, 1981),92.
69 Ibid., 2.
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premises.i" Isabella Wishart described her brother as 'a heavy drinker' and 'not a fit
person to have control of the business' .71
The whole situation became increasingly intolerable and must have been stressful for
family and staff alike. An employee at the time remembered the regular rush for the
daily mail that occurred between Alex and Eric Begg (presumably only on those days
when Alex was present).72 On 9 April 1926 the directors, other than Alex, instructed the
company secretary, Charlie Wishart (Isabella's son) to cease countersigning any cheques
drawn by Alex either on his own or the company's behalf. Alex then sacked the General
Manager, Thomas Ritchie, and subsequently suspended the Company Secretary, his
nephew, Charlie Wishart. Both these actions were taken without the knowledge of the
other directors and not approved by them. Alex then attempted to fire Eric, who with the
other directors had issued directives to the branch managers to disregard any instructions
Alex might send them. In July 1926 Thomas Ritchie threatened the company with an
unlawful dismissal suit and was reinstated by the other directors and paid arrears for the
13 weeks since his dismissal by Alex. On 27 August 1926 a writ was issued by the
Company against Alex for the sums of £13,324- 18-4 and £662-10.5 (interest on previous
amount) which included over £500 paid in various amounts to his step-daughter's
husband. On 19 November 1926 Alex confessed judgment for the sum of £ 13,209-17-7,
the balance then owing.
On 20 November 1926 Alex Begg fought back, lodging a Petition for Winding Up of
Charles Begg & Co Ltd under the Companies Act 1908 and citing as a cause a deadlock
in voting rights between the directors. 73 This was not accurate. Alex had his own shares
and was trustee for the shares of his sister, Elizabeth Kerr. However he had failed to
transfer shares to Elizabeth's son on his marriage and had also tried to bully Mary Begg,

70 Affidavit of Mary Jane Begg, 29 November 1926, I, 'Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
71 Affidavit of Isabella Wishart dated 27 November 1926, I,' Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88) Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
72 J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 20 January 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
73 Petition for Winding Up, 19 November 1926, (DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand,
Dunedin.
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through his lawyer, over the shares of Margaret Begg. 74 Margaret had left her shares to
her sisters, Isabella, Mary and Elizabeth or their children, which Alex claimed was in
contravention of his mother's wishes. In her will Margaret Begg had appointed her two
brothers executors but by 1922 Charles was dead and so Alex was the sole executor.
Less than two weeks after Margaret's death he had a letter sent to Mary Begg stating that
Margaret had acted against their mother's wishes and trying to coerce Mary into dividing
her shares and accumulated dividends as well as the family property at Smith Street
(which after Margaret's death was Mary's alone) among the other four branches of the
family in return for a life interest in the house. 75 It is small wonder that Mary Begg
abhorred him!
The Begg family, by now completely alienated from their brother and uncle lodged
various affidavits repudiating Alex's claim that the management of company was in such
discord that it could not be remedied and showing that far from having the best interests
of the company at heart Alex had manipulated the other directors for years.
The case went to the Supreme Court in Dunedin and was reported at length in The

Truth newspaper which fed eagerly onjust this sort of drama.i"

In its account the paper

gave full rein to any musical metaphor it could think of. Headed 'Out of Harmony' the
account gave lurid details of fights in cellars, which 'comprised a few bars in a family
foxtrot that might easily have been featured as Begg's latest jazz hit'. The article said
that Alex had 'a song to sing 0' and that the other directors said Alex 'had struck the
wrong key'. In a final humiliating statement for the Begg family His Honour said (and
the Truth gleefully reported) 'Why doesn't a wealthy company like this settle its
difficulties in private? It is washing dirty linen in public'.
The other directors did not state their case in court, and after four days' adjournment
the case was settled out of court, with Alex leaving the company completely.
74

In 1931

Affidavit of James Kerr, 27 November 1926, 3. 'Petition for Winding Up', (DAAC/D349/2 I246/269

2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.

Letter from J Lang, solicitor, to Mary J Begg dated 11 July 1922 attachment to Affidavit of Mary Jane
Begg dated 29 November 1926, 'Petition for Winding Up', (DAAC/D349/2 I 246/269 2/88), Archives New
Zealand, Dunedin.
76 'Out of Harmony. Discord in the Music Firm of Begg & Co,' New Zealand Truth, 6 January 1927,5.
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after several years of waiting for him to repay the debt his shares were taken in lieu and
distributed amongst the rest of the family.77 His connection with the business and the
family was severed forever and there was never any reconciliation.
As had been desired by the directors other than Alex a new directorate of non-family
members was appointed. It had been the intention of the current directors that Mary
Begg and lsabella Wishart would resign but that Eric would stay on the Board. 78
However in the course of the hearing the judge made it clear that he thought Eric also
should go.
Four new directors were therefore appointed and the articles of association for the
company altered so that sale of shares did not have to be within the family. The directors
appointed were Charles Russell Smith, Herbert E. Wilson, George Ritchie and William
Thompson." Charles Russell Smith, who became the chairman, was a public accountant
and a director of John Reid & Sons. Since 1913 he had acted as trustee for Mary Kellas
(nee Browne), the daughter of Janet Begg. In this capacity he had attended all
shareholders' meetings, inspected balance sheets, auditors' reports and statements of
accounts for each year that he had been trustee. He therefore had a very sound
knowledge of the business and was to remain as chairman of the board for many years. 80
Despite his lack of personal popularity his strong relationships with the banks were very
important to Begg's during the Depression years. Herbert Wilson was also an accountant,
George Ritchie, a merchant and William Thompson a company manager. With the new
directorate in place a new secretary was also appointed - Herbert Marshal!. Although
Eric and Mary Begg had supported Charlie Wishart's reinstatement as Company
Secretary during the difficult time with Alex he was not really suitable for the job and of
course he too was a family member.

Summary of Shares and Capital Charles Begg and Company Limited Original Company No 1908/12
'Stripped Documents', 1909-1932, (DAAB/9055/D95/24d), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
78 'Out of Harmony. Discord in the Music Firm of Begg & Co,' New Zealand Truth, 6 January 1927,5.
79 Charles Begg and Company Limited Original Company No 1908/12 'Stripped Documents', 1909-1932,
(DAAB/9055/D95/24d), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
80 Affidavit of Charles Russell Smith, 2 December 1926,2, 'Petition for Winding Up',
(DAAC/D349/21246/269 2/88), Archives New Zealand, Dunedin.
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The set up of the new company reflected changes that had taken place in the family's
relationship with the business during the previous eighteen years. Contrary to everything
Jessie Begg had striven for the Begg family was not managing it and indeed did not even
have representation on the Board. Although two family members were still employed by
the company the strong Begg presence had gone. With the exacting rules regarding the
sale of shares dispensed with it was now possible for non-family members to be
shareholders, something else of which Jessie Begg would surely have disapproved.
Despite the managerial and shareholding difficulties the company had expanded and
prospered during this period due to the solid foundations established before 1916 which
were able to withstand the rather erratic ten years of Alex's sole management. Although
he had made decisions which were obviously the wrong ones the management on a dayto-day level was sufficiently skilful to ensure that things carried on as before, no doubt
with branch managers doing all they could to further the business in their region,
regardless of the turmoil occurring at Board level. Begg's expansion owed much to the
company's willingness to embrace the new technologies of phonograph, gramophone and
radio with their flow-on benefits. By promoting these technologies Begg's enabled New
Zealand to become part of the global revolution of recorded sound and access the musical
developments of the rest of the world as readily as those in other countries. Although this
applied to all musical genres it was in the area of popular music that the new technology
had the greatest impact. With the introduction of radio the listener could be as up-to-date
as his European cousin when it came to knowledge of popular tunes and artists. As well
as selling the radios by which this could be achieved Begg's also supplied records and
sheet music of popular music. The radio enabled New Zealand to be part of a global
musical world in a way that had not been possible previously. As a public company
Charles Begg & Co Ltd looked poised to develop and expand even further.
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Chapter Five
Eric Begg and the Golden Years
1927 -1948
The years from 1927 when Charles Begg & Co Ltd became a public company until
the death of Eric Begg in 1948 were years of great change and ultimate success for the
business. They were also years of turmoil within New Zealand, incorporating the
Depression of the 1930s and the Second World War. Throughout this period Begg's
continued to keep abreast of developments overseas, nurturing its relationships with
manufacturers and suppliers so it could supply the best of international ideas and
products to the New Zealand market. The firm stayed up-to-date with technological
developments overseas to ensure that the New Zealand customer was able to avail
himself of all the resultant innovations.
The perception of New Zealand's relationship to Britain changed after the First World
War and leading up to the Second as the country became more self-reliant and
independent (of the United Kingdom). During the Second World War New Zealand's
ties with the US increased while those with Britain lessened as New Zealanders'
perception of themselves became less that of Britons abroad and more one of native New
Zealanders. All these changes affected Begg's position in New Zealand with the
company broadening its activities to incorporate the new goods and services which New
Zealand society now desired; these changes in attitude were reflected in music published
by the Company and in its advertising and sponsorship. In contrast to previous years
British and European products did not have the same dominance and those sourced from
North America became very popular. The glamour of Hollywood and the American way
of life was a form oflight relief to the deprivations of depression and war in New
Zealand and Begg's customers were eager to avail themselves of the goods they
associated with it. These years were also a period of increasing awareness of what it
meant to be a New Zealander and Begg's policy of encouraging musical education and
New Zealand composition is a reflection of this. Rather than just continuing to be an
outpost of Empire in the realm of musical education Begg's did everything they could to
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improve the standard and nature of music taught in schools and universities, urging the
music teaching profession to encourage New Zealand music rather than always favouring
that from Europe.
It was during this time of huge upheaval in New Zealand society that Begg's
consolidated and expanded its operations to include electrical and other goods as well as
musical items. At the same time it also made a substantial contribution to New Zealand's
cultural life and encouraged musical activity in all spheres of the community. The
driving force behind the directions and changes Begg's initiated to achieve this came
from Eric Begg who was both General Manager and Chairman of the Board for much of
this time. He was an innovative and inspiring manager committed to developing the
company while at the same time never losing sight of the important place that music held
in New Zealand society and doing all he could to facilitate access to music for all New
Zealanders.
At the beginning of 1927 the new regime of Tom Ritchie as General Manager and the
four non-family directors on the board began their management of the company, with
Eric becoming manager of the Dunedin branch.' In 1932 Eric was appointed a director to
replace George Ritchie, and when in 1933 Tom Ritchie resigned, he was appointed
General Manager. In December 1936 the chairman, Russell Smith, for reasons unknown,
committed suicide and from 1937 Eric was Chairman of the Board of Directors as well as
General Manager. He held these two positions until his death in July 1948 and shaped
and controlled the direction of the company during this time.
Born in 1901 Eric was the only son of Charles Begg, son of the founder of the firm,
and the only Begg grandson. He had enjoyed an affluent up-bringing and was well
educated. In 1924 he married Minnie Aburn, the daughter of Samuel Aburn, owner of a
successful paint and glass business in Dunedin. Eric and Minnie had four children
Charles (Charlie) born 1924, John Kenneth (Ken) born 1927, Bryan born 1929 and
Barbara born 1932.

I Begg's Choir Winners of Firms' Choir Contest, Dunedin Competitions, September, 1927. MS-1226/86.
Hocken Library, Dunedin.
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Charles Eric Begg (1899 -1948)
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As well as being involved in the business Eric was also involved in a number of amateur
musical organizations in Dunedin (member and vice-president of the Dunedin Orphans'
Club, member and vice-president of the Dunedin Philharmonic Society, and president of
the Dunedin Operatic and Dramatic Society) and on boards and committees of several
charities (chairman of the Central Council of Federated Health Camps, chairman of the
Roxburgh Health Camp Committee, member of the Advisory Board of the New Zealand
Federated Health Camps and director of the Young Women's Christian Association) as
well as being a member of the Chamber of Commerce (and President from 1941 to 1942)
and a director ofthe Standard Insurance Company.' This variety of interests underline
his commitment to the musical activities of Dunedin on one hand and the broader desire
to contribute to the well-being of New Zealanders on the other.
Music was an important part of Begg family life. Eric played the piano and violin and
played in Begg's orchestra, the Dunedin Philharmonic Society Orchestra, the Orphans
Club Orchestra and socially. Minnie was a pianist and later took up the cello. She, Eric
and local musicians, the Misses Lillian and Elsie Rattigan played string quartets together.
Their children received plenty of musical education as they all learnt the piano and in
addition Charlie the cornet, Ken the clarinet, Bryan the trombone and Barbara the flute.
Although it was now a public company, members of the Begg family were the major
shareholders and the wider Begg family continued to be involved in the business. Charlie
Wishart, son ofIsabella and grandson of Charles Begg, relieved of the company secretary
role he had had in 1926 henceforth assisted in the piano repair department until his
retirement.

Isabella's daughter Doris married William (Bill) De Ment who was

appointed a director in 1938, a position he held until 1947.3 In 1923 Eric's sister Lorna
married Arthur Goldsmith (Mick) Williamson and he worked in the gramophone
department of the Dunedin branch until being appointed manager in Timaru around

2
3

'Prominent Citizen. Death of Mr C E Begg,' Otago Daily Times, 10 July 1948.
Based on Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Reports 1940 - 1947.
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1934.4 In 1938 he was appointed accountant for the Auckland branch where he
remained until leaving the company after Eric's death.'
Members of the fourth generation were also involved. Eric's three sons all worked in
the business. Charlie became a book-keeper/accountant in Dunedin, later moving to the
Auckland branch, then Nelson, Invercargill and Christchurch. Ken was employed in the
sheet music department from 1948 and eventually ran the wholesale music and musical
instrument division. Bryan was employed for a time in the piano repair department.
Charlie's wife May Coburn worked as a shorthand typist in Head Office where she met
Charlie, marrying him in 1948. Isabella Wishart's grandson, Gordon, worked in the
shop for a time.
Although a keen and successful businessman, Eric coupled this with a firm wish to
foster a love and enjoyment of music in New Zealand.

Writing some thirteen years after

his death, WaIter Sinton, his personal assistant for six years, who later managed and then
owned the Dunedin branch, wrote that Eric Begg had been regarded by some of the great
firms overseas as the greatest 'music man' in the world and that by reason of his
tremendous breadth of vision, his enthusiasm, his drive and his inherent ability this
highly qualified assessment of his capabilities was by no means over-stated."
Eric's 'breadth of vision' for Begg's included not just monetary rewards and
flourishing balance sheets but the nurturing of musical life in New Zealand through the
provision of musical education for all New Zealanders, access to all the developments
and innovations that were enjoyed by the music-loving public overseas, the provision of
opportunities for New Zealanders to hear world-class artists perform live and doing
whatever possible to encourage and stimulate musical activity.
Eric's term as manager of the Dunedin branch from 1927 until 1933 covered the worst
years of the Great Depression, a time of great financial hardship for the country and
difficult trading conditions for the company. With the onset of the Depression sales

4
5
6

Information from Begg family bible.
J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 20 January 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
Letter from WaIter J. Sinton to T. R. Gobby, 3 November 1961. Sinton family archive.
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plummeted and this was no time to expand. In 1933 the founder and owner of the Bristol
Piano Company, David Theomin, died and the company simply closed its doors New
Zealand wide. Begg's biggest rival was no more. The improved economic conditions
after 1935 coincided with Eric's appointment as chairman and the expansion and
diversification which followed were a direct result of his policies.
To further existing business associations and seek out new opportunities for the
business four years after being appointed General Manager Eric undertook a business trip
to Canada, the USA, Britain and Europe. From April to September 1937, accompanied
by his mother Katherine Begg, he visited many of the major music houses throughout the
world, in much the same way his father, Charles, had done thirty years earlier. This trip
differed however as he also took in the USA and Canada and explored the possibility of
agencies for goods other than musical ones. The trip was based around the Philco
Convention (Begg's were the New Zealand agent for Philco, a leading radio company) to
be held in New York, but also took in a trade fair in Paris and meetings with dozens of
representatives from manufacturers and publishers. Before leaving New Zealand Eric
purchased a portable typewriter and over the next few months kept a detailed diary of
who he met and his thoughts on the music trade and the places he visited generally. The
diary makes fascinating reading and gives a picture of the broad nature ofBegg's
business at the time." It also gives an indication of the political situation in countries
such as Germany, where in Leipzig, the publisher Max Hinrichsen (of Peters Editions)
told Eric (after going to his office door, looking up and down the corridor, closing it and
then resuming his seat) that he was 'getting out' as things were becoming too difficult for
Jews in Hitler's Germany." The members of Max's family that remained perished in the
Holocaust. 9
Eric investigated many business opportunities on the trip and managed to secure
several agencies for Begg's as well as reinforcing the strong relationships Begg's had
Charles E. Begg. 'Mr C E Begg's Diary of His Overseas Trip 17 April 1937 to 14 September 1937',
Begg family archive now in Hocken Library, Dunedin (uncatalogued).
8 J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 22 March 2009, Palmerston North, New Zealand.
9 Irene Lawford-Hinrichsen, Music Publishing and Patronage C F Peters: 1800 to the Holocaust (England:
Edition Press, 2000).
7
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Display of Philco Radios, Auckland Branch, Customs Street East, 1936
Courtesy of Auckland Museum
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with their existing suppliers. Always in favour of diversification he was very keen to
acquire agencies for electrical goods such as refrigerators and washing machines and
while in Canada he secured the Connor washing machine agency, which was to be very
successful. Selling electrical goods was becoming more and more the norm for music
dealers as time went on and Eric noted 'Practically all Connor's output in Canada is sold
through music stores, who are most successful here with electrical lines' .10 It was not
only electrical goods that he looked at, there is also mention of toys, typewriters and
other non-musical items. However, a large part of his business activity related to the
music trade. He signed an agency agreement with Sam Fox, music publishers and also
visited all the major publishers in the USA and Britain. In Canada he and his mother
stayed with Mr and Mrs Harris of Harris Publishing Co. He visited countless instrument
manufacturers and toured their factories - Hohner harmonicas and piano accordions,
Besson instruments, Boosey & Hawke's instruments (and music publishing house),
numerous piano manufacturers including Bechstein, Bluthner, Kemble, Marshall & Rose
and Chappells. In what would become a portent of the future he witnessed
demonstrations of television both in the USA (Philco) and England.
Of course the Philco Convention was an important part of the trip and Eric was very
disappointed that although delegates were able to tour the Philco factory they could not
see it in action as the employees were on strike. Mr Krammer ofPhilco had visited New
Zealand in 1934 so relations with the company were already on a personal level, but it
was probably as a result of negotiations and contacts Eric made during the Convention
that it was possible for Begg's to assemble Philco radios at a later date when the Labour
Government imposed import restrictions.
As well as expanding the range of musical goods and other types of products Begg's
sold the business also expanded its physical presence in New Zealand, most importantly
with the opening of a branch in Customs Street East, Auckland in 1928. 11 With this
opening Begg's had achieved nationwide coverage and now had a presence, and were to

10 Charles E. Begg. 'Mr C E Begg's Diary of His Overseas Trip 17 April 1937 to 14 September 1937'.
Begg family archive now in Hocken Library, University ofOtago (uncatalogued).
11 Wise's New Zealand Directory for 1929.
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Display of Brass Instruments, Auckland Branch, Customs East Street, 1936
Courtesy of Auckland Museum
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become a keen competitor, in New Zealand's largest city. As before Begg's continued
to maintain agencies in the smaller cities and towns throughout the country and in 1943
new branches in Hamilton and Palmerston North were opened.l'' Staff numbers
continued to increase to the extent that during World War Two eighty staff members
served overseas, four making 'the ultimate sacrifice'. Most of those who served returned
to Begg's employ after demobbing.l '
Stable management from above undoubtedly had a flow on effect and the management
of the major branches was extremely stable during this period which also contributed to
the business' development and success. Len Travers in Christchurch, Arthur Rendle in
Wellington, Frank Campbell in Auckland, Wray Wilson in Invercargill and Eric Begg
and then James Dixon in Dunedin, were managers for most of this period, although the
management of the smaller branches was less stable. The London office also continued
as before under the management of William Elmer, who agreed to stay on for the
duration of the war and died while still in Begg's employ in 1943, aged 76.
Alex Begg had been in favour of continually expanding the piano factory (a
photograph of factory staff c 1912 shows 20 employees outside the Filleul Street premises,
while one taken c 1926 shows the staff has increased to 42) but Eric felt that this was
unwise and that Begg's should concentrate on importing, rather than manufacturing,
pianos. In this he was supported by the Board and General Manager and in June 1928 the
Filleul Street premises were sold. 14 This, coupled with the downturn in piano sales as a
result of the Depression, led to many redundancies in cabinet makers and French
polishers. IS

As well as no longer making pianos the number of imported pianos was

also substantially reduced. In 1925 (when the factory was still operational) Begg's had
imported 4,392 British made pianos but this had fallen to 14 in 1933. After 1934 things

12 Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for year ended 31 st March 1944, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington.
13 Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ending 31 st March 1946, Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington.
14 This is based on records from the Dunedin City Archives for 11 June 1928 Historical Record CI773 Charles Begg and Co and for same premises for 21 July 1928 Historical Record 1039 for Smith.
15 Information supplied by family of John Connor, French polisher for Begg's in 1929, August 2009.
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improved and the New Zealand Government removed the duty on British-made
instruments which led to 604 British pianos being imported in 1936. 16
The popularity of the radio, like that of the phonograph and gramophone, led to a
reduction in the number of pianos sold as consumers turned to an alternate form of music
making and Eric was very much of the opinion that Begg's should not place too much
emphasis on pianos, but should diversify their interests.
During the Second World War shipments of pianos ceased and Begg's had to rely on
acquiring and reconditioning second-hand pianos to keep their showrooms stocked.
These were acquired privately from members of the public and at auction. There was
still emphasis placed on this original part of the business with Eric urging branch
managers ' You should make regular displays of pianos, even though you have only
secondhand pianos in stock.' 17 Once the war was over the Government did not
immediately issue import licenses and in 1946 the company was still experiencing
difficulty in obtaining licenses to purchase many of their lines from overseas. 18 At the
end of March that year they were advised that several pianos were aboard a ship that had
sailed from England filling one of their orders and the event was so momentous one of
the Wellington newspapers carried a report and photograph ofBert Rayment, Begg's
London manager by this time, with the principals of piano manufacturers Kemble & Co
alongside the pianos packed for export. 19
The advent of the radio, like that of the phonograph and gramophone, changed New
Zealand's leisure life forever. A family could now listen to programmes from all over the
country, and indeed the world, as they sat together around the radio. It provided news
coverage, entertainment, and the opportunity to hear musical performances of all varieties.
Begg's branches quickly developed radio departments (which offered in home
demonstrations) and expanded their gramophone servicing department to provide radio
servicing not only in the town or city that the branch was operated in, but also in country
'Mr Eric Begg in London,' The Pianomaker, July 1937,91.
Letter from C. E. Begg to W. J. Sinton, 10 February 1941,3 Sinton family archive.
18 Annual Report of Charles Begg & Co Ltd for the year ending 31 si March 1946.
19 Undated newspaper cutting from a scrapbook kept in Wellington branch, private collection.
16

17
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areas.

Begg's now held the agency for Philco radios and advertised for businesses

willing to act as their agents for Philco, investing a considerable amount of money in
advertising Philco products.

20

Radios in the branches provided a vital source of news for shoppers when important
events were pending. In Dunedin when the announcement of the war's end came over
the radio playing in the shop, Begg's staff rushed into Princes Street shouting the news
and the shop suddenly became filled with people cheering and celebrating. Three years
later in Nelson, with the delivery of Princess Elizabeth's baby imminent one radio in the
large Philco display at the front of shop was kept running so that when the birth of Prince
Charles was announced the customers and staff could share in the excitement."
The morale of the Dunedin branch, which of course was also head office, had been
affected more than any ofthe others by the strife within the Begg family in the 1920s, but
it continued to operate successfully and was seen by many in the city as the 'hub of the
musical world' .22 The branch already boasted its own Orchestra and Concert Party and in
1927 it ventured an entry in the Dunedin Competitions Firm's Choir section and won. 23
To congratulate the choir the directors had a celebratory photograph of the choir taken
and treated them to dinner at the Savoy Restaurant. 24 The Orchestra and Concert Party
had been formed in 1905 under the baton of Jimmie Himburg and played at all sorts of
community events, such as the opening of the new Town Hall in 1930 for which Begg's
had donated a grand piano?5
Although the choir did not perform for many public occasions the orchestra did and in
some years was very busy indeed - in 1933 they gave 49 performances. One rather
special performance was at the Deep Stream Camp for Unemployed Men which they

Advertisement in New Zealand Truth, 2 October 1930, 22.
Information supplied by Dawn Neal, past Nelson branch employee.
22 Irene Gurr, 'The Community Sing,' Otago Before (August 1995),6.
23 Photograph ofBegg's Choir Winners of Firms' Choir Contest, Dunedin Competitions, September, 1927.
MS-I 226/86. Hocken Library, Dunedin.
24 'Souvenir Programme Begg's At the Savoy October 5th 1927'. MS 1912-44. Hocken Library, Dunedin.
25 City ofDunedin, New Zealand: official opening ofthe Town Hall by His Worship the Mayor, R S Black,
Esq, Saturday, 15th February 1930 at 8pm. (Dunedin: Coulls Somerville Wilke, 1930) 23-24 and Otago
Daily Times, 15 January 1930, 7.
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gave on 6 December 1931, even taking their own piano in a bus.l 6 Jimmie Himburg, the
secretary of the orchestra as well as the conductor described the trip in the diary he kept
as secretary. The group left by car at 2.00pm and snacked on fruit and lollies provided by
Eric Begg for the journey before arriving at the camp around 6.15pm where they
performed under canvas using lamps and candles for light. Before the concert there was
a church service for which they played the hymns and following the rousing reception
given to them by the men after the concert they left for home at 10.00pm. 27 Neither the
choir nor the orchestra and concert party were made up entirely ofBegg's staff members
- family members and 'friends' were also involved. Eric and his mother played for the
orchestra on occasion and Eric's cousin, Doris Wishart sang in the winning choir.
The Community Sing was an important event in Dunedin, particularly during the
Depression. It began in 1918 to chase away war woes and was broadcast over the radio
from the Strand and later the St James Theatre on Friday lunchtime. Three well-known
personalities were involved Demmy (Herbert Desmoulins) who was the Sing leader,
Alfie (Alf Pettit) the pianist and Begg's very own Himmy (Jimmy Himburg) who was
secretary for the Sing, taking the telephone calls promising donations and putting up the
slides with the words on at the Sing. Although not officially connected with the Sing
Begg's supported it in myriad ways

with music, equipment, providing advertising on

the radio and through Jimmie Himburg acting as the Sing's unofficial office. 28
During the Depression the 4ZM radio station began broadcasting from Begg's shop
and on 6 March 1930 the Otago Daily Times reviewed a 'musical recital' given by
Messrs Begg & Co which combined live vocal and instrumental items with ones played
on a gramophone.i" At one stage in the programme a radio was tuned in to station 4ZM,
'Messrs Charles Begg and Co's own transmitting station' and two gramophone selections
were played.i" In 1932 when Dunedin ran a 'Come to Dunedin' week Begg's Orchestra

Yvonne Wilkie. 'A Good Friend to the Men,' Touchstone (October 2003),15.
Begg's Choir and Orchestra Minutes, MSI226-13, Hocken Library, Dunedin.
28 Otago Daily Times, 21 October 1931,4 reference to Begg's providing advertising on 4YA for
Community Sing and reference to a newspaper advertisement for Sing 'c/- Begg's'.
29 Otago Daily Times, 6 March 1930, 16.
30 Otago Daily Times, 6 March 1930, 15.
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27
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gave a programme of music in Begg's Studio which was broadcast on 4ZM. The music
was all by Otago composers and 'the evening was a big success'. Perhaps unsurprisingly
Begg's Orchestra, transmitting over Begg's radio station played three items out of five
which had been published by Begg's - God Defend New Zealand by Woods and
Bracken, the Silver Fern Waltz by Adrian Hope and When Love is True by Hawes.
As in other branches many, indeed most, of the staff were involved in music
themselves and were well known to the musical personalities around the city. During the
war the American soldiers would come in to purchase records, music and instruments and
the renowned singer Gracie Fields came into the shop when she was in New Zealand. No
doubt all this activity increased the attraction of Begg' s for local customers and business
must have improved as a result of this.
Wellington continued to be an important and large branch (in 1949 there was a staff of
71) and in addition to normal retail operations it had the wholesale music and musical
instrument divisions under its umbrella although, no doubt due to its Scottish heritage,
the Dunedin branch handled all Begg's business relating to pipe bands. After a period of
unstable management during the late 1920s and early 1930s Arthur Rendle was made
manager of Wellington in 1934 and at the same time created a company director. He had
previously managed the Christchurch branch, taking over from Horace Thomson and was
succeeded there by Len Travers. 3 1 From 1934 things improved dramatically in
Wellington and in 1944 the company purchased the building adjoining the premises in
Manners Street to give the branch a corner site and additional frontage on Manners
Street." This development never took place and the only use Begg's ever made of the
site was when the wholesale sheet music department moved into the upper storey of the
premises for a time before moving to separate premises in 1961. 33
Initially the Auckland branch, opened in Queen Street East in 1928, had a very limited
range of instruments and electrical goods - not much more than pianos and radios and no
Based on Wise's New Zealand Directory entries and 'Obituary. L C Travers,' Christchurch Press, 8
January 1958, 7.
32 Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ended 31st March 1945.
33 J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 21 May 2009.
31
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sheet music.i" In 1937, however, the company purchased the old Auckland music firm of
Arthur Eady & Co Ltd and with it acquired rights to its premises on the corner of Vulcan
Lane and Queen Street. A new manager was appointed in 1938, Frank Campbell who
had previously worked at the Christchurch branch and before that for the Bristol Piano
Company before it closed down." He also became managing director of Arthur Eady
Ltd (which was liquidated in 1940).36 The Arthur Eady estate still owned the old
premises but with Begg's involvement these were demolished and a substantial new
building erected with the facade covered in cream, coral red and green opaque structural
glass. Begg's leased this building and moved their branch into it. The Auckland branch
not only included music, instruments, records, radios, home appliances, hearing aids and
workshops but an Educational Music Department run by its Director Madame Anne
Smith. 37 The opening of the Vulcan Lane development was aimed to coincide with the
New Zealand Centennial and from this time on the Auckland branch came to equal any
other music business in Auckland.l"
In 1940 the company purchased the established Christchurch music business of
Webley Son & Gofton including the building this company occupied in High Street."
Begg's then substantially altered these premises before moving their Christchurch branch
m.

The new premises were formally opened on 8 October 1941 to coincide with the

eightieth anniversary of Charles Begg's arrival and eighty years of business by the
company. They comprised nearly 19,000 square feet of floor space and the branch was
touted as 'the new Begg's - one of eight Begg's Branches throughout New Zealand, each
of which is a
Wise's New Zealand Directory for 1929.
Obituary ofF Campbell. Accessed on Carolyn and Chris Dow's family tree
http://carolyn57.tribalpages.com/tribe/browse?userid='carolyn57&view=62&sort=0&albumid=4&photoind
ex=36&rand= 151169814. Accessed 11 August 2009.
36 Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for year ended 31 st March 1941.
37 In his diary of London for 20 July 1937 Eric Begg mentions meeting a Miss Smith 'who wanted to come
to New Zealand to give music lecture recitals'. Charles E. Begg. 'Mr C E Begg's Diary of His Overseas
Trip 17 April 1937 to 14 September 1937', Begg family archive now in Hocken Library, University of
Otago (uncatalogued).
34
35

Charles Begg & Co Ltd, Another Milestone in 79 Years ofProgress (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd,
1940).
39 Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ended 31 st March 1941.
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Christchurch Branch 1940
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complete and up-to-date Musical and Electrical Store' .40 Its new concert room was said
to be 'the largest and most lavishly appointed private theatre in New Zealand'. In
addition the branch had a theatre booking office, teaching studios, separate piano,
musical instruments, electric home appliances, sheet music, gramophone records and
Philco radio departments, a fully equipped Radio Repairs and Servicing Department, upto-date audition rooms equipped with electric amplifiers on which records could be
played from electric turntables at the counter, a private room for playing music before
purchase, an electro-medical department (hearing aids, etc) and a lounge."
The London office continued to play a vital part in assisting Begg's New Zealand
operation. After Mr Elmer's death in 1943 the office was most ably managed by his
assistant, Miss Rosenthal and in March 1945 Bert Rayment was sent to take up the role of
London Manager, a post he held until the London office was closed in 1961 after which
(time) he was employed as consultant to MUSICO, the newly created wholesale division
ofBegg's.
Begg's continued to be financially successful. Although remaining records are few
the following results show net profit during the very uncertain trading conditions of
World War Two and beyond.F

Charles Begg & Co Ltd, The House ofBegg's 1861 1941: New Zealand's Leading Musical and
Electrical Centre (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd, 1941).

40

41

42

Ibid.
Based on information obtained from Annual Reports.
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Year

Net Profit

1939

£5,296

1940

£7,785

1941

£4,293

1942

£3,567

1943

£4,089

1944

£4,056

1945

£3,780

1946

£6,449

1947

£15,193

1948

£16,936

Two major subsidiary companies were trading during this period, the Dominion Radio
and Electrical Corporation Ltd (DRECO), which Begg's purchased in February 1940 and
the Russell Import Company Limited which began operations in 1947. 43 With the
advent of the Labour Government in 1935 firms such as Begg's involved in sourcing
goods from overseas found it increasingly difficult to do so. Import licences were
restricted and New Zealand goods protected. For these reasons Begg's decided to
assemble Philco radios themselves in New Zealand and received a license from the
Philco Radio Corporation Inc of America to do this. 44 The policies of the Labour
Government meant that Begg's could not establish a factory of their own but had to

43
44

Based on information obtained from Annual Reports.
Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ended 3\ st March 194\.
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acquire an existing one so in 1940 they purchased the Otahuhu factory of the Dominion
Radio and Electrical Corporation Ltd, retained the existing staff and began assembling
Philco radios for the New Zealand market." Although the factory showed a loss for the
first year of around £500 it became a highly successful venture and of course supplied
much needed stock for Begg's branches.
Year

Net Profit'"

1940

-£500

1941

£378 8s 8d

1942

£ 197 5s 6d

1943

£ 298 Is 9d

1944

£1,191 4s 7d

1945

£1,338

1946

£ 955 2s 4d

1947

£1,151 4s 4d

With the policy of diversification advocated by Eric the company looked for other
products to promote. Although there was a wholesale musical instrument and sheet
music department contained within the Wellington branch it was felt there was a need for
a separate company to handle the importation of non-musical items. The Russell Import
Co Ltd commenced operations in 1947 and took over a substantial portion of the
wholesale activities previously carried out by the Parent Company.V Eric Begg was very
keen on acquiring agencies for New Zealand of overseas manufactured products thus
satisfying increasing demand from the public for labour-saving devices. The Russell
45
46
47

Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ended 31st March 1941.
Based on information obtained from Annual Reports 1940 - 1948.
Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ended 31 st March 1948.
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Import Company handled Schick shavers, Morphy Richards irons and toasters, Connor,
Leonard, Philco and Princess refrigerators, Connor and Princess washing machines,
Princess vacuum cleaners, Hamilton Beach food mixers and many other electrical
products. Begg's by now was advertising itself as 'The Musical and Electrical Centre'.
It also imported lead toys made by Britain's and other toys which were sold during the

war years when all manufactured items were in short supply and shelves needed to be
stocked. On balance it could be said that Begg's did well out of the Labour government's
import substitution polices as they forced the company to diversify and be innovative.
In 1946 Begg's Celebrity Artists Company was launched following 'the established
practice of the larger Music Houses in England and other countries to include Concert
Promotion in their activities' .48 Promotion of artists was not an entirely new venture for
Begg's. Charles Begg had promoted artists while in partnership with Alfred Anderson
and there had been isolated examples of it since then. Eric, very much in favour of
bringing international artists to New Zealand, was behind this new initiative and his
personal assistant Waiter Sinton became manager ofthe new venture.l'' Waiter Sinton
had joined Begg's in Dunedin in 1936 and worked in radio sales before moving to the
musical instrument department. After relieving as manager in Timaru he returned to
Dunedin and was then appointed manager in Palmerston North before returning to
Dunedin where he was made assistant to Eric as well as later managing Begg's Celebrity
Artists.

50

The first artist to visit was the Greek singer Angela Parcells who with her associate
artist and accompanist, Australian pianist Lettie Keyes, toured New Zealand in May and
June 1946, giving a total of eighteen concerts."

Although the concerts were well

received by those who attended audiences were not large and the tour was not a financial
success for Begg's.52

Programme Dominion Tour 1946 Angela Parselles, private archive.
Ibid.
50 Letter from C. E. Begg to W. J Sinton, 10 February 194 I, Sinton family archive.
51 Programme Dominion Tour 1946 Angela Parselles, private archive.
52 J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 25 Mary 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
48
49
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In contrast poor attendances were not a problem with the next tour that ofthe world's
leading baritone, the Australian Peter Dawson.

By 1946 Peter Dawson' s records had

sold 1,200,000 copies and he was extremely popular in New Zealand (he had toured New
Zealand previously). 53

A very down-to-earth person, he had wide appeal and his

rendition of Waltzing Matilda did much to increase the popularity of this song in his
homeland.54
His tour was a resounding success and large audiences paid whole-hearted tribute to
him as he demonstrated what a great singer he was whether in the more formal pieces he
chose for his printed programmes or in the innumerable encores in which he delighted his
listeners with popular numbers which were inextricably associated with his name. 55
While promoting Peter Dawson, Begg's had indicated that their next artist would be a
'popular American singer (male)' but Peter Dawson himself was involved in selecting the
next artists to visit, telegramming his friends Webster Booth and Anne Ziegler, an
English husband and wife duo in 1947 'Why don't you both come out here to Australia
and New Zealand? Fortune awaits you! Contact Charles Begg & Co., New Zealand,.56
The pair contacted Begg's London office and lunched with the London manager Bert
Rayment, which led to arrangements being made and a contract signed on 2 March 1948.
The contract was to encompass 29 recitals and broadcasts in New Zealand and also
included Begg's right to negotiate a tour for the pair in Australia either under their

53 Music Ho, no. 6 July-August 1946, 7.
54 During his tour he and his pianist, Clarence Black went to Eric Begg's home in Musselburgh Rise. In
the course of the evening Peter Dawson mentioned how he was often asked to sing 'Dark-Haired Marie'
(Begg's had published an edition with Dawson's photograph on the cover, by arrangement with Keith
Prowse Ltd, London) but that despite his success with the song (he had recorded it in 1933) he no longer
sang it because of the history behind the composer (Lozanne) ofthe music. A middle-aged woman, she
had had an affair with her eighteen year old chauffeur-handyman who had then bludgeoned to death her
husband in a fit of jealousy. Although both were charged she was acquitted and while he was in prison the
woman had walked into a river and stabbed herself to death.
55 The Dominion, 10 July 1946.
56 Anne Ziegler and Webster Booth, Duet (London: S Paul, 1951), 177.
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Programme for Angela Parselles, appearing for Begg's Celebrity Artists Co., 1946
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management, or someone appointed by them. The Company would provide an
accompanist. 57
The Webster Booth/Anne Ziegler tour of 1949 was incredibly successful.

The

couple already had a huge following in New Zealand due to the influence of radio, they
were good-looking and glamorous (Anne Ziegler's crinoline dresses were worth £1,000)
and their performances were not just a vocal recital but a social interaction with the
audience.

58

They were just what the New Zealand public wanted after years of wartime austerity
(' Anne Ziegler fairly took the women's breath away with a voluminous crinoline frock,
hand-painted with giant roses, with sequin centres'j.i" Their accompanist was Clarence
Black, the same one who had toured with Peter Dawson, but he must have found the two
tours very different. Peter Dawson had experienced the same tour arrangements as
Webster Booth and Anne Ziegler with no complaints. They, however, were horrified at
some of the arrangements made for them, including travel by public bus with a door
fastened with a piece of string and which stopped at farms and houses en route to deliver
the mail and newspapers. After two prolonged bus trips they objected and demanded a
car. This was provided but it was only the first difficulty that was encountered by the
tour manager. Relations between the couple and Waiter Sinton deteriorated to the point
where it was thought advisable to substitute Begg personnel. The substitute was the
piano sales manager in Wellington, Charlie Ashbridge 'who took us over, looked after
and mothered us like two babies' .60 AIthough perhaps not having any higher opinion of
the singers than Waiter Sinton, Charlie Ashbridge could play a part. When the couple
told him in Napier that there was no toilet paper in their bathroom instead of ringing
housekeeping for some he went to the local shops and bought several rolls. Fitting one

Contract between Webster Booth and Charles Begg & Co Ltd dated 2nd March 1948, Sinton family
archive.
58 Ziegler, 199.
59 The Dominion, 2 June 1948.
60 Zieg1er, 20 I.
57
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onto the toilet roll holder he then penned a greeting 'With love from Charles' on the first
'square' .61 Management issues aside, the houses were full and the audiences enthusiastic.
In 1949 Peter Dawson undertook another tour and again this was a great success,
singing opera, oratorio, folk song and ballads for his audiences.Y As these artists
performed in all the towns and cities that Begg's had branches, as well as elsewhere, they
almost became part of Begg' s staff for the period they were in that town. Wellington
staff remembered Anne Ziegler ironing her dresses in the upstairs piano showroom and
Nelson staff the excitement these visits caused."
The popular singer Donald Pears had been booked to be the next touring artist. Just
before he was to leave for New Zealand, however, his dog bit him on his mouth and he
was unable to sing. 64 After Peter Dawson's tour of 1949 there were no more. Eric Begg
had been the driving force behind the venture and with his death management lost interest.
Although the latter tours had been profitable they had involved a lot of organization and
the problems with the management of the Ziegler/Booth tour had highlighted how
important the personality of the tour manager was and the difficulties personality clashes
could create. The Board decided that their efforts would be better spent in concentrating
on other aspects of the business and to discontinue Begg's Celebrity Artists. 65
Encouraging the pursuit of a musical education was of great importance to Eric Begg.
While on his North American and European trip in 1937 he observed the greater
importance placed on music in schools, particularly in the US and Canada, compared to
their New Zealand counterparts. He felt that this flowed through the whole musical
fabric of the country and was the primary reason New Zealand 'suffered from a lack of
good orchestral music' .66 The orchestra created for the 1907 Christchurch Exhibition
had been disbanded when that Exhibition concluded and New Zealand did not get another
61 J.

K. Begg interview with the author, 18 April 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
Agreement between Peter Dawson and Charles Begg & Co Ltd dated 4th May 1949, Sinton family
archive and Evening Post, 18 October 1949.
63 Information supplied by Annette Green, 27 July 2009.
641. K. Begg interview with the author, 18 April 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
65 Ibid.
66 'Music in Schools: A Government Responsibility Mr C E Begg's Impressions Abroad,' Otago Daily
Times, I November 1937 .
62
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until the National Orchestra was established in 1946. Eric felt that the Government,
through the Education Department, should encourage the formation of bands or
orchestras in primary schools and accept the responsibility of obtaining competent
teachers in music. He felt that New Zealand should follow the example of other countries
and offer students the opportunity to learn a musical instrument at school during school
hours. This practice overseas had led to a change in the music publishing world with an
increased demand for 'educational music' of all sorts. These impressions and thoughts
led to him undertake several programme aimed at improving New Zealand's musical
education and bringing it up to the standard he had seen overseas.
In 1939 Begg's employed the music teacher W. R. (Bill) Coulter to organize and run a
'musical army' for them. The army would provide cheap class tuition on selected
musical instruments (guitars, ukuleles, banjoes, mandolins, piano accordions, percussion)
'to enable youngsters and others to learn music on the instruments of their choice at little
cost to themselves' .67 Although other people, including many of Begg's staff, taught
various instruments over the years Bill Coulter remained the driving force in the Army
for the thirty-five years of its existence. At the end of each year there was a concert in
the Dunedin Town Hall with all students participating and receiving an ice-cream from
Begg's at the concert's conclusion. Proceeds from the concerts went to worthy
community causes such as the Spitfire Fund in 1939. 68
The 'army' was open to everyone, young and old, anyone who wanted to learn an
instrument and was hugely popular, especially during its early years. Begg's quickly
recruited members for its Musical Army and by December 1940 there were 561 students
involved in Dunedin. Auckland and Christchurch also had musical armies but they did
not enjoy the longevity of the Dunedin one. 69 The Smith family of Dunedin was typical

'Youthful Talent: Musical Army Movement: Opportunity for Cheap Tuition,' Otago Daily Times, 11
December 1940.
68 Ibid.
69 'Ibid.
67
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Programme for Begg's Musical Army Concert showing First Recital 1939
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of Army members. Mr Smith played the electric steel guitar, Mrs Smith the acoustic
guitar, loan the guitar and ukulele and Noeline the ukulele. The sisters also sang." In
1959 an anniversary concert was held in the Dunedin Town Hall. At that time there were
almost 300 members in Dunedin and between 2,000 and 3,000 pupils had passed through
the Army's ranks."
Although there were some cynics (like the Timaru branch manager, Goffin) who felt
that the Musical Army was just a way for Begg's to sell instruments, the reality was that
many of the pupils already owned their instruments and the Musical Army was a way of
providing good, cheap tuition and an opportunity to perform.

72

Begg's Musical Army

certainly made a musical education more accessible to a wider section of the community
and provided a valuable contribution to the musical life of the cities in which it operated.
In 1943 Eric Begg approached the University of Otago with a view to creating a
scholarship in memory of his grandfather, Charles Begg, the founder of the company,
which the Board hoped would 'assist outstanding students who are studying Music in the
University with a view to teaching this subject in the Secondary Schools of the Dominion,
and we hope your Council will see that as far as possible the Scholarship is awarded to
Students who intend to become Teachers,.73 The company gave £1,000 to found the
Scholarship in Music. It was open to all students who had passed Music 1 in the BA
degree and the recipient must be intending to take Music II and have 'personal qualities
... which would indicate that they would become stimulating teachers of the subject' .74
The scholarship was replaced by prizes in 1966. 75 Benefaction such as this was unusual
in New Zealand at the time and is a strong indication of the non-commercial aspect to
Begg's support of musical education.

Information supplied by Mrs Noeline Ackroyd, July 2009.
Souvenir Programme Begg's Musical Army (of Tuition) 21 st Anniversary Festival Main Town Hall,
Dunedin, Thursday, October, 1959, private archive.
72 In 1959 there were special weekly terms of purchase from 2/6 weekly for the instruments taught.
73 Letter from Chas E Begg, General Manager, Charles Begg & Company Limited to The Registrar,
University ofOtago, Dunedin, 27 May 1943, copy supplied by University ofOtago.
74 The Charles Begg Scholarship in Music Regulations, University of Otago, c 1943.
75 Information received from University ofOtago, 2003.
70
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As part of the furthering of musical education a programme of educational publishing
was undertaken and this is outlined in following chapter 6. All these activities were
undertaken in the knowledge that there would be little, if any, financial gain to Begg's
but they would help stimulate interest in musical education for all New Zealanders and
improve the standard of that education, which was of great importance to Eric Begg.
Sadly there was not time for him to do more.
On 9 July 1948 at the age of forty-nine Eric Begg died of a brain tumour and with him
died the vision he had had for Begg's. There was much he had stilI wanted to do. His
years of leading the business had been innovative and successful. Charles Begg & Co
Ltd was the leading musical and electrical business in New Zealand, well-known and
respected throughout the country. As well as this the company had played an important
role in encouraging musical education in New Zealand, fostering local compositions and
performers and enabling New Zealanders to experience a musical life as varied and broad
as anywhere else in the world. Begg's was an integral part of New Zealand and its name
synonymous with music and music-making. Its staff and management were involved and
respected in the musical communities they served. The tragedy of Eric Begg's early
death was that the path he had set the company on could not continue to be followed. It
was dependant on his devotion to the needs of the business, his capable chairmanship of
the Board and his management of the company. With this combination and his flair and
innovative ideas he had been able to lead the company from a time of trouble, through
economic recession and world war, to a bright and promising future. Although it cannot
be proven it seems highly unlikely that Begg's would have achieved the success it did
during the 1930s and 1940s without Eric's leadership. Doubtless there were other factors
contributing to its success but his individual contribution cannot be underestimated and
the business as it was in 1948 owed much to his entrepreneurship. Unfortunately
without him it was only a matter of time before any hope of achieving the vision he had
for the company was gone.
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Chapter Six
Begg's and the History of Music Publishing
In New Zealand
To chart the progress of music publishing by Begg's is also to chart the progress ofthe
company and in many ways the history of New Zealand. When examining the first
compositions published we can sense the feeling of uniqueness that the colonists had for
their new country which was reflected in such pieces as Zealandia and the Southern

Cross. The links with Britain were still strong at the time of the Boer War and pieces
published during this conflict reflect a very strong feeling that New Zealand was as much
a part of the war as Britain itself. This jingoism had weakened slightly by the time of the
First World War but most compositions published related to New Zealand's place in
Britain's conflict, although some were specifically New Zealand based. By World War
Two the compositions, although still portraying New Zealand's battle as part of a greater
whole, concentrated more on New Zealand's individual role and efforts rather than
implying that New Zealand's battle was merely part of Britain's. Various publishing
initiatives from this time onwards strove to strengthen composition in New Zealand and
increase a sense of national pride in home grown efforts. At the same time there was a
distinct move away from British influenced material as the USA became more important
to New Zealand politically, strategically and socially.
The physical production of the pieces also underwent change. In early times all were
printed either in New Zealand or in London in conjunction with a London publisher. At
the beginning of the 20 th century, by which time Begg's had a London office, and New
Zealand was beginning to act more independently of Britain, pieces were printed in
Germany, with Begg's London office acting for the company in Europe. War intervened
and printing was once more undertaken in New Zealand, but the quality was much
improved from that of earlier publications and was of a simi lar standard to those from
Britain. In copyright issues too Begg's took a more assertive role, copyrighting several
124

of its compositions for the British Empire and later on assigning the overseas rights to
some of its most popular pieces to publishers in other countries.
In more than any other aspect ofBegg's operation, it is the publishing of music that
best illustrates the commitment the company had to New Zealand music and the
contribution it made to many aspects of New Zealand cultural life, not all of it for purely
pecuniary gain.
The programme of publications also mirrors the attitudes of various Begg family
members to this side of the business. From analysing the dates of publications it is easy
to see that Charles and Jessie, their son Charles and his son Eric were all very much in
favour of encouraging local composers and facilitating publication of their works. By
contrast when Alex Begg was in charge virtually no original compositions were
published at all. Appendix K outlines original compositions published by Begg's.
Charles' first venture into music publishing was the song Castles in the Air, which had
been published in Glasgow in 1856 and in Melbourne between 1859 and 1861. Charles'
edition appears to be a copy of the Melbourne one.' The Otago Witness of 3 June 1865
mentions a performance of it so it is possible that Begg's first publication could have
been as early as 1865. With this publication began what was to be a major part of the
Begg business, one which eventually led to Begg's position as the largest publisher of
New Zealand music in the country.
In early 1868 Charles published the Henrietta Waltz by Monsieur Achille Fleury de
Reaisson, a Frenchman who came to Dunedin from Ballarat to lead the orchestra of the
newly opened Princess Theatre and who became very involved in the musical life of
Dunedin.2 Regarding the quality of the printing of the Henrietta Waltz (it was printed in
Dunedin) the North Otago Times commented' It also appears in a guise very creditable to
the publisher, the style in which it is got up being quite worthy of any English
1 The Glasgow cover is quite different to the other two as it has no illustration, just a border, whereas the
Melbourne and Begg ones have the same image of a young child gazing into a fire and seeing soldiers
fighting therein.
2 He was a skilled violinist as well as a conductor.
He led and conducted orchestras and the Provincial
Brass Band, was music director at St Joseph's Cathedral and formed the St Patrick's Society Brass Band.
He also performed as a solo instrumentalist and taught the violin.
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Henrietta Waltz by Monsieur Achille Fleury, 1868
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establishment;' As England was one of the two leading countries for lithography (the
other being Germany) this was praise indeed. The Henrietta Waltz was dedicated to a
well-known musician at the time, Henrietta Bell, who became one of the first two music
teachers at the Otago Girls' High School.
Fleury followed this composition with the Dunedin Polka in 1869, dedicated to the
Duke of Edinburgh, who was visiting New Zealand at the time. No doubt the topical
nature of the piece and its local content helped boost its sales. Fleury's two pieces are
the first original New Zealand compositions published by Begg's and provide a foretaste
of the publishing which was to follow; compositions by local composers, often
containing New Zealand content and written specifically for the community in which
they were to be played.
Apart from Alfred Anderson' s The Sunbeam Galop, mentioned in chapter one, the
other pieces published by Charles Begg were all by the same composer, lames T. May.
May, an Irishman, described himself as a 'professor of Music' and there are references to
his musical activities in New Zealand from 1865 to his death in 1886. 4 His first two
compositions, the Otago Polka and Tui's Song, published in 1870, have New Zealand
themes, as did the slightly later The Southern Cross (1872).5 All pieces were published
jointly by Messrs Cocks and Co., London, and C. Begg, Princes Street, Dunedin. 6

The

Otago Witness gave a detailed account ofthe pieces, including the illustrations used on
the covers. There are no surviving copies but from the critical description of the tui and
the New Zealand forest in the newspaper account it would appear that all the original
artwork and lithography emanated from England, unlike Charles' earlier publications.
By publishing compositions in conjunction with a London publisher it was possible to get
a better finished product with wider sales and it no doubt enhanced Charles' reputation
with composers and musicians in Dunedin.

North Otago Times, 4 February 1868,2.
One example is his role as pianist at a concert held on 17 August 1866 at the Theatre Royal mentioned in
Otago Witness, 26 January 1867.
5 Otago Witness, 25 June 1870, ] 5 and Otago Witness, 18 February 1872,2.
"Utago Witness, 25 June 1870, 15.
3

4
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In the early 1880s, after Charles' death, Begg's published May's The Mountain Steam

Caprice for the pianoforte (1881), Les Brillants Valses pour piano (1882) and Zealandia
(Maori Land): Fantasiafor the Pianoforte (1882). These were all produced in
conjunction with another London publisher, Weekes & Co.
The quality of the cover design, music setting and printing of pieces published varied
greatly. Although several of May's compositions were printed in England this was
unusual, most of the publications during the early part of the business were printed in
New Zealand or Australia. Due to the opening of the London office in 1904 and the high
quality of the lithography produced in Germany a substantial amount of Begg's
publications from 1908 to 1914 were printed there. Liepzig was the centre of music
publishing in Europe and Begg's used Oppenheimer Bros and G. H. Roder, both of
Leipzig, for several of their pieces. The covers of these publications are delicate and
beautifully coloured, often being printed in two versions - one monochromatic and one
fully coloured. They are much more sophisticated than those produced in New Zealand
at the time. The First World War put an end to printing music in Germany and some
pieces which had earlier been printed there were now printed in England.
Sheet music was a luxury item in the 19th century with prices around 3 shillings per
piece. This was in line with the original cost of printed music imported from Britain
although this sometimes had a surcharge added to the original cover price. The
publication of any original composition must have carried an element of risk, even
though its local nature would have helped sales to some extent. It is very difficult to
gauge how many copies were published of any piece, but generally print runs cannot
have been large. In an advertisement in the Hawera & Normanby Star E. Dixon & Co
(Begg's agent) published a letter from Begg's which stated that for the first edition of
Raymond Hope's Golden Shadows the 1000 copies printed had sold out in five weeks
and another 500 copies had been ordered for reprint." Golden Shadows ran to at least 28
editions and one can assume that for most editions there would have been a reprint so this
is several thousand copies of this one piece. In an advertisement in May 1914 Begg's

7

Hawera & Normany Star, 24 June 1910,7.
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Wellington said that the second edition of Raymond Hope's Autumn Memories had been
published following the sell out of the first which comprised 3000 copies." However it
must be borne in mind that Golden Shadows and Autumn Memories were incredibly
popular, and most ofBegg's other publications never ran to more than one edition.
The vast majority ofBegg's publishing was single songs or piano solos ranging from a
single folded sheet to seven or eight pages. As well as publishing single sheets, they also
published albums of music, the first example being their 'Ouida' Musical Folio No 1 for
Christmas 1891. The Ouida name linked the album to a piano sold by Begg's from 1887,
for which they had the sole New Zealand agency and for which they had won an award at
the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition in 1889-1890. 9 Although most of the
album's songs were popular overseas compositions, the book did include a song with
words by Thomas Bracken, The Tramp ofthe Fire Brigade. The first 'Ouida' Musical

Folio ran to at least two editions. In 1893 Begg's followed this success with the 'Ouida'
Musical Folio No 2 which contained fifteen songs and duets. Both albums were
reasonably priced at one shilling and they received very favourable reviews in the local
newspapers, with the Tuapeka Times claiming that the album showed 'that Messrs Begg
and Co are determined to maintain the large measure of popularity they enjoy among the
musical public"."
Begg's early composers were usually people heavily involved in the musical life of
New Zealand. They had often had successful musical careers elsewhere and usually did
not stay in New Zealand for more than a few years. Because of their backgrounds and
their prominence in Dunedin's musical society they achieved a certain star quality which
no doubt helped music sales. They were people such as Charles Sykes who came to New
Zealand in 1862 and was appointed organist at St Joseph's Roman Catholic Church, Herr
Schott who arrived from Melbourne around 1875 and in 1876 formed an Orchestral
Society in Dunedin, and Charles H. Russell who had been organist at the Catholic Church
in Los Angeles before coming to New Zealand around 1870. Signor Carmini Morley

8Evening Post, 30 May 1914,2.
90tago Witness, 23 December 1887,26 first advertisement for Ouida pianos appears.
10 Tuapeka Times, 5 July 1893,4.
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came to New Zealand in 1876 with the Simonsen Royal English, Italian and OperaBouffe Company and decided to settle, later forming his own opera company. I I His pupil,
George Clutsam, born in Australia but raised and trained in New Zealand before leaving
for London in 1888, was one composer who achieved considerable success after leaving
New Zealand. 12 In 1879 Begg's published Clutsam' s compostion La Pluie de Printemps
dedicated to Signor Carmini Morley, his teacher. 13 The cover shows a picture of the
young prodigy holding a copy of Mozart' s piano sonatas and includes a banner
proclaiming his extreme youth 'age 10 years'. There is some confusion over dates for
Clutsam was born in 1866 and therefore would have been 12 when the music was
publicised in the Otago Witness on 4 January 1879. Perhaps the truth was slightly
stretched in aid of publicity! Whatever the truth the Dunedin public continued to
embrace young George."
As the country and the company became more established composers were more
likely New Zealand born, or settled in New Zealand permanently. New Zealand themed
writings of all types were very popular at this time, musical compositions included (see
Appendix I, Compositions with New Zealand Theme). Begg's had already published
several of these pieces by 1879 when they published the Zealandia Waltz composed by
their Oamaru tuner and agent M. A. Jones. The Otago Witness appealed to the patriotic
people of Dunedin with the following: 'Lovers of music ought to encourage Colonial
talent by creating for the waltz an extensive sale'. 15 Although most composers only had
one piece published there were some who had music published regularly and often they
were not committed exclusively to one publisher. There are several instances where a
composer who published with Begg's had different pieces published in London and there
were also those composers who published with several New Zealand firms, no doubt as a

11 Adrienne Simpson (ed), Opera in New Zealand: Aspects of History and Performance (Wellington:
Witham Press, 1990),23.
12 The Otago Witness for 29 March 1879 refers to the Clutsams having been 'in and out of musical circles'
in Dunedin for the past nine years.
130tago Witness, 4 January 1879, 18. 'Dramatic and Musical'.
14 Otago Witness, 4 January 1879, 18. 'Dramatic and Musical'.
150tago Witness, 22 March 1879, 11. 'Dramatic and Musical'.
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result of competition (between the various firms). There are also several instances where
Begg's and the Dresden Pianoforte Company published editions of the same piece.l"
Composers were involved in a wide range of occupations and musical activities in
New Zealand society. They included the Presbyterian minister who with his wife (1. and
M. Robertson of Timaru) wrote two of those sentimental songs of which the Victorians
were so fond, Tired Mother and The Scottish Emigrant, in 1892. A fellow music dealer
Marie Alexander, who had a music shop in Stratford, wrote the words for a song of her
husband's composition, When Twilight O'er the Sea, published in 1901. A prolific
composer for Begg's in the pre and early World War One period was Adolphe Weniger, a
furrier who lived in Wellington. l7 Although a seller of fur pelts seems an unlikely
occupation for a composer Weniger had published overseas before coming to New
Zealand and also published with several other publishers in New Zealand.
There were a number of music teachers among the composers, such as Arthur Barth
who was born and studied in London, performing at the Royal Albert Hall and the Crystal
Palace, before coming to Dunedin in 1881, where he became organist for Knox Church,
conductor of the Choral Society and the Liedertafel, as well as having a substantial
teaching practice, the Barth School of Music. A prominent music teacher in Ashburton,
Llewellyn Owen published with several other composers in London and overseas as well
as Begg's. Another teacher/composer was Annette Wilson, a well-known pianist in
Dunedin. Begg's published at least two of her pieces around 1888 and arranged for the
London Music Publishing Company to purchase other compositions by Miss Wilson
through them. 18 These were probably to be published in conjunction with Begg's but no
evidence of these joint publications exists.
One of Begg's most prolific composers remains a mysterious figure. All of the known
compositions of the enigmatic Seaton Rivers were published by Begg's and printed in
Germany - Intermezzo in A for pianoforte (1908), Nocturne in E-jlat for pianoforte

(1908), Only Pretence: scherzo for piano (1908), The Red Carnation: Morceau de Salon
Frederick Leech and Francis H. Valpy All Hail Zealandia (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co, cI902).
Wises New Zealand Directory for 1912.
18 New Zealand Musical Monthly, (February 1888), 6.
16

17
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(1907), White Lilac: Morceau de Salon for piano (1908) and Willows: Morceau de Salon

(1908). Unlike most other composers of multiple compositions Seaton Rivers seems to
have been published by Begg's alone. Nothing is known of Seaton Rivers, which one
assumes is a pseudonym, other than he, or perhaps she, had two to three years of intense
creativity, all of the pieces were for solo piano and nothing was composed after 1908.
Begg's most significant publishing phenomenon was Adrian Hope, whose real name
was lames (Jim) Brown. Before publishing with Begg's he had already published several
compositions, most of them under the pseudonym Raymond Hope. In 1907 Begg's
published his Silver Fern Waltz under the new pseudonym of Adrian Hope which they
then used for all pieces of his they published. The Silver Fern Waltz was extremely
popular, running to at least 14 editions with arrangements for other instruments and
instrumental groups also being published. In total Begg's published nine of Adrian
Hope's compositions, eight of them waltzes: Autumn Memories (1913), Buds and

Blossoms [1910], Cupid's Whisper (1910), Dawn ofSpring (1913), Garden ofMemory
(1911), Golden Shadows (1909), Radiant Morn (1910), Silver Fern (1907) and one march,

Spirit ofNapoleon (1914). Much later Adrian Hope seemed to bear a grudge against
Begg's, writing to the Director of Broadcasting that Begg's had changed his name to
Adrian when he had been ill 'about 20 years ago' and that he had always preferred
Raymond. He also felt that Begg's had exploited him only paying him five shillings for
the Silver Fern Waltz and ten shillings for Golden Shadows, the most popular of his
compositions that they published."
Overseas compositions were very popular and from the 1880's Begg's began
publishing them to meet local demand, and no doubt because of their financial return.i"
Appendix K lists overseas compositions published by Begg's. These compositions were
sometimes printed in a format to appeal to the local community such as Begg's edition of
Beethoven's Funeral March which had the slogan 'As performed by the Dunedin
Garrison Band' across the cover. During the period when Alex Begg was sole manger
David Murray, Golden Shadows: An Introduction to Raymond Hope (unpublished article).
Jingle Bells originally published by White, Smith & Co in the US in 1880; Funeral March by Beethoven
(the same edition was also published by the Dresden) [1888] Tarantelle in A Flat for Piano by Stephen
Helier [1880].
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(1916 - 1926) reprints of overseas compositions were almost the only publishing the
company undertook, which given his management style probably means they were much
easier to arrange and more assured of sales than original compositions. During the First
World War however there were no overseas compositions published at all which may
have been due to difficulties with getting the plates from overseas, or simply a lack of
desire on Begg's part to undertake this type of publishing, instead concentrating on the
original publications written in support of the war. The period between the wars saw
resumption of publication of overseas compositions - in particular a series from the USA
entitled Pearls and Diamonds which was a number of easy piano solos.
The onset of the Second World War meant that continuing access to overseas
publications was difficult. Begg's publishing programme had increased substantially
since the First World War and this time they entered into a large scale operation to
publish overseas pieces by arrangement with publishers in the United States, Canada and
Britain. It is difficult to assess how many of these publications there were but they
certainly number in the hundreds." The Annual Report for the year ended 31 st March
1945 stated that the company had substantially extended its music publishing activities
during the year and now held agencies with reprinting rights for several overseas
publishers, with the music printing of New Zealand tradesmen being fully up to overseas
standards.V Walter Sinton, as assistant to the General Manager, handled the negotiations
for publication of these reprints and the original compositions published.
Special occasions often gave rise to Begg's publishing initiatives. An early example
of this is The Moa March composed by Thomas E. Bulch, a prolific Australian composer
who was heavily involved in the band movement and composed many pieces for brass
bands. In 1896 he came to New Zealand to judge the sixth annual band contest in
Dunedin and wrote The Moa March for the march contest at the competition. Begg's
published it in conjunction with Reynolds & Co of London. The first time (Mr) Bulch
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Information from David Dell of the Sheet Music Archive of New Zealand.
Charles Begg & Co Ltd Annual Report for the year ended 31 st March 1945.
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heard it played was in Dunedin the night before the contest, when he heard one of the
competing bands playing it on their march to the hotel from the railway station?3
The 1925-1926 New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition was a major event in
Dunedin and Begg's published several items to mark the occasion, a specially published
souvenir edition of God Defend New Zealand given to the choir for the opening
ceremony, Dunedin! The Exhibition Fox Trot (music by Dave Burt and Tom Anson and
words by George Wycherley) and the New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition Festival

March written by the American J. S. Zamenick, with words by Chas G Smeaton. Begg's
were New Zealand agents for the Sam Fox Publishing Company who published
Zamenick's works and this composition was commissioned especially for the Exhibition,
with the Band of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders playing it as their opening
number in the evening ceremony on the first day of the Exhibition. 24
In 1940 New Zealand celebrated its centennial and a competition was run for a march
to mark the occasion which Begg's undertook to publish in arrangements for piano,
orchestra, band, and military band?5 A. H. Pettitt (Alf) of Dunedin won the competition,
but sitting around the fire one evening Eric Begg remarked to his family that the march
really should have words befitting the stirring nature of the occasion it was celebrating.
And so, although the words were never credited to him, he wrote the words for the

Centennial March which Begg's published in 1940.26
The company published a large number of compositions with New Zealand material
(see Appendix I, Compositions with New Zealand Theme), particularly prior to 1900 and
during the Second World War. The concept of Zeal andia or Maoriland was very popular
th

in the late 19 century and Begg's published pieces with such titles as Zealandia

Fantasia, Zealandia Waltz, Hinemoa Waltzes and Uta Mai: Valse Zealandes. During the
Second World War an increased awareness among New Zealanders of (New Zealand's)
Otago Witness, 29 October 1896, 54.
New Zealand and South Seas International Exhibition, Dunedin, opening ceremony: official souvenir
programme.
25 William Renwick (ed.), Creating a National Spirit: Celebrating New Zealand's Centennial (Wellington:
Victoria University Press, 2004), 236.
26 J. K. Begg, interview with the author, 31 July 2009, Wellington, New Zealand.
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Rimutaka Waltz by Charles Woodley [1912]
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growing independence from Britain combined with patriotic fervor to produce such
pieces such as Maori Battalion March, The Kiwis on Parade, New Zealand, Timaru

March and New Zealand Centennial March.
Undoubtedly one of the most well-known ofBegg's publications is On the Ball,
written by E. W. Seeker of Palmerston North and published by Begg's in 1895. E. W.
Seeker was captain of the Manawatu rugby team, which was due to travel to Wanganui
for the final representative game of the season. He prepared for the match by composing
a song to cheer his team-mates which they sung going to and from the game and which
he dedicated to Andrew D. Thomson, the Wanganui captain, 'an old opponent and good
friend'. On the Ball was an immediate success and came to be sung at rugby matches
around the country and the world. It was used on two early international rugby tours the 'Natives' 1888-1889 tour of Australia and Britain, and the 'Originals' 1905-1906
British tour. 27 It went on to be published in many editions over the next decades.
Another well known song was Blue Smoke written by Ruru Karaitiana, a Maori soldier
who later recalled' We were on the troopship Aquitania in 1940 off the coast of Africa
when a friend drew my attention to some passing smoke. He put the song in my lap. It
was a natural.,28 Ruru Karaitiana could not read or write music and although he
composed the tune (without notating it) and wrote the words for the chorus it was Begg's
personnel who supplied the verse (Waiter Sinton) and piano arrangement (George
Winchester, manager of Begg's wholesale music division in Wellington). 29 The author
Patricia Grace remembers being taken by her mother to Begg's Wellington branch and
hearing Ruru playing and singing the piece on the piano, presumably to publicise it.30
Ruru got a little carried away with the success of Blue Smoke and went up and down New
Zealand charging all sorts of things to his royalty account - greatly exceeding any

Allan Thomas 'On the Ball: New Zealand's Rugby Song,' Patterson, Brad (ed.) Sport, Society &
Culture in New Zealand (Wellington: Stout Research Centre, Victoria University of Wellington, 1999),
116.
28 Gordon Spittle, 'Karaitiana, Rangi Ruru Wangana', Dictionary ofNew Zealand biography.
www.dnzb.govt.n7J Accessed 6 June 2008.
29 M. Gardiner, interview with the author, 25 May 2008, Dunedin, New Zealand.
30 Patricia Grace, Tu: a novel (Auckland: Penguin Books, 2004), 287.
27
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royalties he was ever likely to receive, which caused enormous problems for Begg's.31
Begg's also published other compositions by Ruru (Let's Talk it Over and Ain 't It a

Shame).
In 1937 Begg's bought the Auckland business of Arthur Eady Ltd which included the
copyright of several major New Zealand compositions. Prior to 1937 Begg's and Arthur
Eady's had been the largest publishers of compositions in New Zealand and with their
acquisition of the Eady business Begg's consolidated their position as the pre-eminent
New Zealand publisher. Among the copyrights held by Arthur Eady was a series of
books of Maori songs. 32 Fortuitously Begg's printers Coulls Somerville Wilkie had
plates of beautifully executed portraits of Maori, some by C. F. Goldie, which were
incorporated in the covers. These books were extremely popular and when the director
of the ZM radio station visited the USA he presented one to the very popular singer
Deanna Durbin.f
Another popular, but as it transpired highly problematic, acquisition from Arthur
Eadys was Haere Ra or Now is the Hour. Eady's had acquired the copyright for this
when it purchased Robertsons Music Store Limited in 1934. Robertsons and then Arthur
Eady's had published the piece with the composer and lyricist credited as a Maori woman,
Maewa Kaihau. The Australian publishers, W. H. Paling Ltd contacted Arthur Eady's
asserting that the music was identical to Swiss Cradle Song by the Australian Scott
Clement and this debate was inherited by Begg's on their purchase of Arthur Eady's. A
protracted correspondence followed between Begg's and Palings relating to royalties not
only from the sheet music but also the gramophone recordings of Haera Ra. Whilst
Begg's acknowledged that the music was definitely not a traditional Maori tune (as
claimed by Mrs Kaihau) but identical to Swiss Cradle Song and therefore not theirs to
copyright, they also asserted that it was a combination of tune and Maori lyrics which had
led to the song's popularity and thus it was resolved that Begg's would have no rights

Letter from M. Begg to C. Gleeson 22 July 2003.
Famous Maori Songs, Ten Maori Songs and Songs ofthe Maori People
33 Waiter Sinton 'Entertainment in Dunedin, series of articles from the Evening Star (Dunedin) MS1226/111, Hocken Library, Dunedin shows a photograph of this.
31
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On the Ball: A Football Song by E. W. Seeke r (Second Editio n), 1895
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over the music, but would retain the rights over the words. Haere Ra continued to be
tremendously popular and was later recorded by Gracie Fields and Bing Crosby.

34

The Nikau Waltz was another of Arthur Eady's publications that Begg's took over and
it ran to 16 editions. Begg's entered into an agreement with the London publishers Keith
Prowse, assigning the copyright for all countries in the world other than New Zealand
and Australia to them, although they still had certain rights regarding performances.
In 1876 Begg's first became associated with God Defend New Zealand, which was to
become New Zealand's national anthem 100 years later. The words were written as a
poem by Thomas Bracken and were published in The Saturday Advertiser in July 1875.
In July 1876 Bracken offered the words of the poem as the subject for a patriotic hymn
and a prize was offered for the most suitable musical arrangement. The competition was
won by a teacher, John Woods of Lawrence, and the first major public performance was
at the Queen's Theatre, Dunedin in December 1876. Around this time the Saturday

Advertiser approached Begg's regarding publication ofthe anthem. They accepted the
offer but it was some months before they sent the manuscript to Melbourne (presumably
to de Gruchy & Co, lithographers who printed two other pieces for Begg's around this
time).

Advertisements by Begg's appearing in the Saturday Advertiser from 2 June

until 4 August 1877 announced its imminent arrival 'by next Melbourne boat'. However
when the music finally arrived it was unsatisfactory to both Begg's and the Saturday

Advertiser and so the Advertiser relinquished the idea of publishing it. Correspondence
in the Saturday Advertiser refers to differences between Mr Woods and George Browne
and at this stage the connection with God Defend New Zealand ceased."
At the beginning of the First World War that Begg's became involved with God

Defend New Zealand again. By this time Thomas Bracken had assigned his copyright in
the piece to John Woods. On 4 September 1914, shortly after the outbreak of war,
Begg's wrote to John Woods seeking permission to publish God Defend New Zealand
and Woods agreed although there was no formal assignment of copyright at this time.
Correspondence relating to Haere Ra. 81-D22-03 and 81-022-05. Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington.
35 Heenan.
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Begg's then published their editions which appeared throughout the world. 36 In 1924
Woods claimed that he had never assigned the copyright to Begg's, only given them
permission to publish, but in October 1925 he accepted £5.00 for assignment of the
copyright." Over the next fifteen years Begg's published many different editions and
various arrangements.
In the planning for the Centennial the National Centennial Committee decided that

God Defend New Zealand should be recommended to the Government for adoption as the
national song for the centennial celcbrations" This led to a flurry of correspondence and
a challenge by the outspoken music critic L. D. Austin to the Committee's choice, saying
that the Anthem was 'poor' and unworthy of being a national song." Eric Begg wrote a
letter to the Evening Star arguing that the anthem had been recognized and played in
most countries of the world and several gramophone recordings had been made of it. He
stated that God Defend New Zealand had been included in collections of national
anthems published overseas as New Zealand's National Anthem and that 'your
contributor casts in our opinion unworthy aspersions on the musical merit of 'God
Defend New Zealand'. It is quite easy to criticize the national anthem of any country
musically' he added.l"
A. E. Heenan, secretary of the National Centennial Committee then tried to coerce
Begg's into gifting the rights to the nation as a Centennial gift."' Eric Begg declined,
outlining the expense and work Begg's had put in to having had band, orchestral and
choral arrangements made and distributed to various organizations and societies with no
recompense. A raft of correspondence occurred until eventually Eric Begg agreed to sell
the copyright to the Government for the sum of £100 in February 1940 although Begg's
retained the right to publish it.

36Heenan, 53.
37 Receipt from John W Woods to Chas Begg & Co Ltd dated 2 nd October 1925. Archives New Zealand lA

3444.
38 Heenan,
39 Evening Star, L. D. Austin 'Thoughts About Music.' 13 December 1938.
40 Evening Star. 16 December 1938.
41 Heenan, 66.
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Our Territorials: A Chorus March Song by H. S. Ribbands and A. R. Don, [1914
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The Boer War and the two World Wars all inspired bursts of patriotic compositions and
Begg's published many of these (see Appendix E, Wartime Compositions). It is
interesting to note how the perception of New Zealand's involvement changes from the
pieces published in the Boer War and the earlier part of World War One which position
New Zealand as very much part of the battle which Britain is undertaking, to those of the
Second World War which are much more focussed on New Zealand's role.
During the first half of the First World War Begg's also published a compilation
called British Army Songs, a jingoistic collecti on of songs from the Empire and its allies.
In another patriotic move Begg's gave all proceeds of the sales for Keep On Keepin ' On,
a song set to 'John Bull's advice to those who cannot go to the front' to the War Relief
Fund, for which the Prime Minister expressed the Government's appreciation.Y
The publishing of original New Zealand compositions was of great interest to Eric
Begg and this area of the company's business was substantially expanded during the
period of his management.

In 1943, in a letter to the editor of the high-brow New

Zealand music journal Music Ho, Eric Begg wrote of his desire to help local composers
wherever possible, but lamented the difficulty of making a commercial success of
publishing in New Zealand because of the high cost of publishing and the lack of support
from musicians for whom the music was published. He urged the Music Teachers'
Association to recommend to their members two New Zealand works a year which the
teachers would then purchase."
In 1943 the Charles Begg Music Composers' Contest was introduced 'to encourage
Musical Composition in New Zealand, and the teaching and performing of New Zealand
Music' .44 Begg's were seeking compositions of the kind Eric Begg had spoken of in
1937 - educational pieces. The conditions for the competition stipulated that the
compositions must be original ones for the piano, of at least moderate difficulty, but not
more than Grade 5 level and at least two or three movements. There was a cash prize of
Evening Post. 20 July 1915,4.
Music Ho vol. 4, no. 3 (November-December 1945),2.
44 Information leaflet on "The Charles Begg Third Annual Music Composers' Contest" (1945) in scrapbook
kept in Wellington branch, private archive.
42
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10 guineas for the winning composition and Begg's undertook to publish the winning
composition and pay the composer a royalty of 10% on the retail price of all copies sold
and 50% of all performing and other fees earned.Y The number of entries was not large
(in 1948 there were 42) but the emphasis was very much on giving composers an
opportunity to practice their craft and, if successful, have their work published. 46

Charles Begg Music Composers' Contest Winners
Year

Composer

Title

1st

1943

Ernest Jenner

Flower Fancies

2nd

1944

Ernest lenner

Two Outdoor Sketches

3rd

1945

Henry Shirley

Ballad Unsung

4th

1946

Henry Shirley

Moon Silver

5

1947

L. D. Austin

Romance

6th

1948

A. R. Tremain

Two Bagatelles

6th

1948

Ernest Jenner

Summer Impressions

th

The winning compositions were published with a very distinctive New Zealand cover
featuring a tiki, kiwi and fern leaves as well as a grand piano and harp as part of a series
titled The Lyric Collection ofPiano Compositions by New Zealand Composers. The
series also included Henry Shirley's entry in the first competition, Patricia Dances, of
which the judge Dr Galway had said 'This is an excellent composition, well deserving of
publication and would become exceedingly popular' .47 He was proved correct as
Patricia Dances sold nearly 2,000 copies." However not all winning compositions were
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Ibid.
The Dominion, 5 April 1949.
Henry Shirley, Just a Bloody Piano Player (Auckland: Price Publications, (971) ,175.
Shirley, 175.
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so popular. In Wellington the staff in the sheet music department noticed that the only
person who ever purchased a copy of his Romance was L. D. Austin himself, which they
assumed was for his pupils to play.49
As well as the Charles Begg Composers' Contest Begg's also supported a Composers'
Contest conducted by the Australasian Performing Right Association Limited (ARA) in
1943. The winning composition was Romance by Claude M. Haydon and in a letter
accompanying copies sent to 500 New Zealand music teachers Eric Begg urged them to
support such publications by buying as many copies as possible and using it as a teaching

piece."
Begg's also published other educational music. In 1939 they published The School
Percussion Band Progressive Course specially compiledfor NZ Schools written by

Madame Anne Smith, director of their Educational Music Department in their Auckland
branch. In her introduction she wrote 'Special thanks are due to Mr Charles Eric Begg
for his encouraging interest and valued suggestions, and for his inspiring help and vision
in furthering the progress of musical education in the Dominion' .5l
The Jewish composer and pianist Paul Schramm and his wife Diny came to New
Zealand in 1937, escaping Hitler's Germany.Y They settled in Wellington and became
very influential teachers. Paul Schramm continued to compose and in 1939 Begg's
published his Music for Home 53 - five piano pieces with the piano student in mind.
Begg's also published Schramm's Valse Sentimentale. 54 Kennedy Black was a wellrespected music teacher at Gore High School and then Southland Boys' College and
Begg's published two collections of songs for secondary school singing he had arranged
- The Lyric Collection ofSongs [1942] and The Second Lyric Collection ofSongs

Annette Green, email information sent 27 July 2009..
Letter from Chas E Begg, dated 2 nd December 1943, private archive.
5! Smith, 3.
52 Ross Somerville, Slightly Jazzed. Paul Schramm 1892
1953. (Wellington: National Library of New
Zealand, 1992), 10.
53 Paul Schramm, Music for Home (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd, 1939).
54 Paul Schramm, Valse Sentimentale (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd, 1945).
49
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[1945].55 In addition to these musical items Begg's also published two histories of music.
The first of these, published in 1944, was Music and the Stage in New Zealand: The

Record ofa Century ofEntertainment by Maurice Hurst. Margaret Campbell' s Music in
Dunedin: An Historical Account ofDunedin 's Musicians and Musical Societies from the
Founding ofthe Province in 1848 published in 1945 gave a comprehensive survey of
Dunedin's musical history and was based on a MA thesis completed through the
University of Otago. Both these texts have been used extensively by researchers into
New Zealand's musical and theatrical history and reinforce the commitment of Begg's to
educational publications.
With Eric Begg's death in 1948 the publication of educational music died also. He
had been the driving force behind it and after his untimely death the Board decided that
this side of the business was non-profitable and therefore not worth continuing. The
Composers' Contest (an initiative he felt very strongly about) was immediately
discontinued.
In his editorial for Music Ho's November-December issue in 1945, Owen Jensen
wrote 'the two firms who have done most in this (music publishing) field are Arthur Eady,
of Auckland, and Charles Begg & Co'. 56 This was undoubtedly the case and from 1937,
with the purchase of Arthur Eady, Begg's was by far the largest publisher of music in
New Zealand. Even today, almost forty years after they closed their doors no company
has come close to publishing the number of New Zealand compositions as Begg's did.
The issue of quantity aside Begg's publishing portfolio is of great interest in the way it
charts New Zealand history while at the same time reflecting the development of New
Zealand music.

We can learn a great deal about the ideological and social changes that

occurred by looking at the composers' backgrounds, the subject matter of their
compositions and the developments that took place in the printing and retailing of their
music. What began as very much a colonial enterprise developed to the extent that

Kennedy Black, The Lyric Collection ofSongs (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd, c1942) and Kennedy
Black, The Second Lyric Collection ofSongs (Dunedin: Charles Begg & Co Ltd, c1945).
56 Jensen, Owen. 'Music Publishing in New Zealand,' Music Ho vol. 4, no. 3 (November-December 1945),
I.
55
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Begg's publications were being published and promoted overseas in the same way that
overseas ones were promoted in New Zealand.
Begg's publishing activities, although financially not a huge part of the business, nor
often particularly profitable, are a microcosm of the way that the company operated in
New Zealand. They reflect the way that from the beginning of its history Begg's was
firmly embedded in the New Zealand cultural environment and while facilitating musical
ideas and products from overseas, also strove to encourage and support those at home.
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Conclusion: Music Making Money?
By the time the Begg's shops were sold off in the early 1970s and the company
disbanded the name Begg was synonymous with music in New Zealand and the business
had long standing associations with every aspect of New Zealand's music making.
Obviously this is no longer the case but, undoubtedly, the company holds a unique place
in New Zealand's cultural history. This research was aimed at ascertaining the exact
nature of Begg' s unique place and attempted to establish whether the business operated
purely for pecuniary gain, or ifthere was also a genuine desire on Begg's part to act as a
conduit for the transfer of culture from Europe to New Zealand. Was the company 'just
in it for the money' or was it a 'purveyor of culture'? What became clear from an early
stage was that it is not just a question of whether Begg's were simply one thing or the
other. The issue was much more complex than this.
The two defining criteria need more exploration before a conclusion can be reached.
The first is relatively straight forward. Were they or were they not retailers selling goods
for financial gain to provide a living out of profits thus earned? Obviously they were
retailers selling the public a variety of musical goods. That these goods enhanced the
cultural life of New Zealand is apparent. Therefore Begg's were operating for profit by
means of selling culture in a variety of forms. They were providing the goods by which
musicians of all skill levels could play and enjoy music. The extensive piano business
they operated from 1861 enabled customers to purchase a small slice of that culture they
had left behind, and for some to aspire to a level of cultural exposure that they would not
have been able to achieve in the 'Old Country'. With the advent of the phonograph,
gramophone and later the radio Begg's put their customers in touch with music from all
over the world and enabled them to feel that they were a part of a global musical culture.
These later inventions also enabled Begg's to reach the non-playing public as everyone
could enjoy music from a gramophone or radio. With the sale and promotion of all these
items Begg's as a firm was both financially motivated but also facilitated a transfer of
culture. The success of these developments, however, meant financial gain for Begg's
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and allowed them to follow a policy of expansion reflecting the success of their business.
The financial rewards from supplying culture were indisputable.
Determining what constitutes the 'purveying of culture' is more complicated than this
and needs to be examined more closely. For Begg's to be a purveyor of culture, as well
as a seller of culture there also had to be a desire on their part to make a conscious effort
to facilitate access to the culture of Europe, regardless of whether or not they would
benefit financially. Were they motivated in part by this desire or did all their
contributions to New Zealand music stem solely from a desire to increase profitability?
Begg's were big supporters of music in the community. Charles Begg was one of the
organizers of the first brass band in Dunedin and also assisted with the formation of the
first orchestra in the city. He donated prizes for musical competitions and encouraged
local composition by publishing various composers' works. The only aspect of this that
would have had direct financial benefit for him was music publishing but the run of
pieces published were so small that profits would have been negligible. Although his
activities in all these areas would have benefitted his business it appears that he was keen
that the musical life of Dunedin be as vibrant as that of the towns the colonists had left
behind. Doubtless his activities in Dunedin's musical world would have had some
positive flow on effect for his business but there was definitely an element beyond the
financial aspect. He was obviously aware ofthe desire of the local population to stay in
touch with what was happening in Europe and to have been eager to assist them in being
able to do this.
These activities were continued after his death and in many cases they were
considerably extended. Begg's support for the brass band movement was increased
markedly in the late 19th century and they offered numerous prizes for band competitions.
Their publishing portfolio expanded substantially in the latter part of the 19th and early
part of the

zo" century and by 1948 they were publishers not only of New Zealand music

but published a huge number of pieces in conjunction with overseas publishers.

Prior to

1937 they were one of the two largest publishers of New Zealand music and after that
date the largest. No other firm has ever come anywhere close to them in this respect.
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Begg's supported local musical competitions organised by various musical societies
throughout New Zealand in the form of promotion, advertising and prizes. Their shops
acted as box offices for all types of entertainment, not purely musical. They acted as an
informal meeting place for the professional and amateur musicians in a town. Begg's
brought artists from overseas to entertain the New Zealand public and during the
Depression provided a strong level of support for the 'Community Sing' in Dunedin even
though it was of no financial benefit to them. Some of the branches had their own
performing groups which provided the local community with musical entertainment for
no cost and they donated countless prizes for competitions and events of every type of
musical genre.
From the 1860s Begg's had links with Australia and Europe, importing pianos, other
instruments and music, seeing themselves very much as a conduit for the transfer of this
musical culture. With the opening of the London office in 1904 this involvement reached
a new level and with their representative now resident in Europe they were able to access
new developments and ideas more easily and rapidly. With the occasion of Charles
Begg's trip to Australia, the UK and Europe from 1905 to 1906 Begg's showed more
than ever that they saw themselves as a business which was part of a global movement
and not just operating in isolation many thousands of miles away from what New Zealand
(and the rest of the world) viewed as the centre of culture. They were not content just to
be provided with goods from Europe but actively sourced the particular items they
wanted, no doubt in part reacting to demand from New Zealand customers, but in
addition providing New Zealand customers with things they were unaware of and which
Begg's felt would enhance the musical life of New Zealand (as well as being profitable
presumably). From this time on they actively sought to be part of the European cultural
scene and make as much of this culture as possible available to New Zealanders. The
personal links between Begg's management and overseas suppliers continued after
Charles Begg's death with Thomas Ritchie visiting the US, Canada and the UK in 1920
and Eric Begg doing the same in 1937.
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Various Begg family members and managers were keen to develop the 'purveyor of
culture' aspect of the business, none more so than Eric Begg. Eric was eager to promote
and develop music in New Zealand and introduced many initiatives to do this. The
composers' competition, extensive educational publishing portfolio, Begg's Celebrity
Artists and other programmes were introduced by him to enable New Zealand to enjoy
the rich musical culture he had observed overseas. As well as this his almost aggressive
pursuit of agencies for the company ensured that the New Zealand public were kept
abreast of overseas developments and were up with the rest of the world in terms of
taking advantage of innovations and technology. The provision of a music teaching
scholarship at the University of Otago was another initiative he introduced to promote
higher standards of music in New Zealand and facilitate the spread of ideas from Europe.
From 1927 until Eric's death in 1948 Begg's actively sought to make avai lable to New
Zealanders all that was best in the musical culture of Europe during this time, even as
they battled the effects of depression and world war. That these initiatives were not
financially motivated can be seen by the fact that the Board discontinued most of them
after Eric's death, deeming them insufficiently profitable to continue.
Like so many family businesses the passing of management from the founding
generation to the next was not a particularly smooth one and without the legal action and
appointment of an independent Board in 1927 the business may not have survived their
internal squabbles. Fortunately for the company and the Begg family the subsequent
generation provided a manager who could lead the company very successfully for the
next 20 years. Although by 1948 members of the Begg family were not the only
shareholders their combined shareholding was still significant. With the family's noninvolvement at managerial level subsequent to 1948 and their reduced shareholding after
this time the nature of the business changed completely and became totally money driven.
It could thus be concluded that it was the more personal relationship of management with
the business which resulted in its non-profitable activities and a desire to provide a
cultural link between Europe and New Zealand which was far from completely
mercenary.
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Thus I believe that it can be claimed that Begg's did have a genuine desire to act as a
conduit for the transfer of European culture to New Zealand and that this desire was
strongest after 1927 when Eric Begg was involved in the management of the company.
Begg's were not merely 'in it for the money' but wished to help bring the musical culture
of Europe to New Zealand. There is no way a monetary value can be placed on culture, it
is something that benefits all who experience it and enhances a society's development. In
its early days Begg's supported that European culture which the settlers knew and wanted
to retain, importing the instruments and music this required. At the same time they
encouraged purely New Zealand developments, manufacturing pianos, publishing music
and supporting local musical endeavours. As New Zealand developed as an independent
nation Begg's enabled the New Zealand public to access the best of European culture and
technological innovations while at the same time enhancing the special nature of New
Zealand music. I believe that they succeeded in this, making New Zealand's musical
history more vibrant and rich than it would have been had Charles and Jessie Begg not
stepped ashore at Port Chalmers on 8 October 1861. In all aspects of New Zealand's
musical life Begg's played a vital role and made a significant contribution and thus it can
truly be said that 'the story of music in New Zealand is the history of Begg' s.'
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Postscript

Initially Begg's continued to flourish with the new General Manager, Frank Campbell,
continuing on the path Eric had set. When he retired in 1958 Trevor Gobby, who had
managed DRECO since 1948, was appointed General Manager. Additional branches
were opened in Whangarei, South Dunedin, Tokoroa, Ashburton, Greymouth, Gore,
Wanganui and Blenheim during the 1950s. In 1963 the wholesale importing division of
the company (renamed the Musical Import Company Limited, or MUSICO) was moved
out of the Wellington premises and set up as a subsidiary company in Petone. With the
advent of television in New Zealand in the 1960s DRECO began assembling television
sets and company profits soared.
In 1965 the Board appointed Charlie Pearson, now manager of DRECO, as Chief
Executive Officer over (Trevor) Gobby. From this point on the fortunes of the company
dipped. A combination of poor Board leadership and Pearson's management practices
led to an ill-conceived policy of expansion (which increased the number of branches to
33 by 1968) and a series of disastrous investments in companies totally unrelated to
Begg's core business. As the company spiraled downwards the final death knell of the
shops was sounded with the purchase of Frank Wiseman Ltd, an Auckland based sports
dealer. With this acquisition the Begg's shops really 'lost their way' in terms of meeting
customers' needs. In 1970 the company decided to quit retail and the shops were offered
for sale to staff, usually the current manager. Many managers took the opportunity of
going into business on their own account but very few were successful. The remnants of
the company, now named Atlas Majestic Ltd, were bought by Ceramco in the early 1980s.
This included MUSICO which continued to flourish and was sold by Ceramco to an
independent businessman in 1988. It continues to import musical instruments and music
today.
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Appendix A
Agencies
Date Established

Agent
John T Gwynne

Location
Palmerston

1880

Ashburton
Invercargill

1882
1881

Reefton
Milton

1891
1893

H. J. Weeks
Erskine &
Whitmore
W. H. Inglis
F. G. Johnstone

Gore
Balclutha

1893
1893

Eastwood & Co
William Burley

Greymouth

1893

M. Nieman

Lawrence

1894

M. Neimann

Alexandra

1894

Henry Symes

Kaitangata
Gisborne
Hawera

1895
1897
1899

Carson & Co
Chrisp and Son
James Grace & Co

Foxton

1900

S. P. Burr

f---

Business
Tobacconist,
newspaper agent and
stationer'
Music store owner"
Stationers and
booksellers"
Dealer"
Cabinetmaker and
upholsterer'
Drapers"
Cabinetmaker and
general merchant
Watchmaker and
jeweller"
Watchmaker and
jeweller"
Auctioneer, valuator
and general
commission agent'"
Not known I I
Musical warehouse':'
Sewing and knitting
machine sellers 13
Grocer!"

North Otago Times, 10 December 1880,3.
V. T. Hanson, Tradewhere? A Historical Business Directory ofCentral Ashburton 1878-1910
(Ashburton: Ashburton Historical Museum and Historical Society Inc, 2008),49.
3 Southland Times 27 April 1955, 13 article on new Begg's shop opening in Invercargill has copy of
advertisement for Erskine & Whitmore as Begg's agents.
4 West Coast Times 11 July 1893, 3.
5 Stones' Directory for Otago and Southland 1893.
6 Stones' Directory for Otago and Southland 1893.
7 Stones' Directory for Otago and Southland 1893.
8 Grey River Argus 18 September 1893,2. An advertisement appeared for Begg's 'or apply to our
representative ... who will shortly open a Branch establishment here' .
9 Tuapeka Times 31 January 1894.
10 Stone's Directory for Otago and Southland 1894.
II Clutha Leader 1 March 1895, 5.
12
Poverty Bay Herald, 29 June 1897,3.
13
Hawera & Normanby Star, 13 September 1899,2.
14 Manawatu Herald 28 July 1900, 3.
I

2
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Mataura
Palmerston North

1900
1901

Co-operative
lames Grace & Co

Napier

1903

Lockyer's

Wanganui

1905

Dannevirke
Blenheim

1907
1910

Masterton

1910

O'Hara's Musical
Warehouse
G. Steventon
Quartly's Music
Warehouse
Not known

Not known'?
Sewing and knitting
machine sellers 16
Piano, Organ and
Music Warehouse 1?
Music shop "
Not known"
Musical warehouse'"
Not knowrr"

Mataura Ensign 31 May 1900.
Photograph showing the Imperial Troops visiting Palmerston North, 1901. Palmerston North Library
Archives Sq304.
17 Cyclopedia Company. 'Music Dealers' The Cyclopaedia ofNew Zealand, Volume 6 Taranaki, Hawke 's
Bay and Wellington Provincial Districts (Wellington: Cyclopaedia Company, 1908) 362.
18 Stone's Wellington, Hawke's Bay and Taranaki Directory for 1905.
19 Bush Advocate 15 June 1907,5.
20 Evening Post 11 October 1911, 1.
21 This is based on an article in Evening Post 16 February 1910 'Masterton Show: Charles Begg and Co.,
Ltd' which states 'Music lovers will be pleased to know that the well-known firm of Messrs Charles Begg
and Co Ltd are opening an agency in Masterton.', 4.
15
16
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Appendix B
Managers of Charles Begg & Co
1
1861 - 1948
General
1861- 1874
1875 - 1880
1880 - 1885
1885 - 1892
1892 - 1896
1896 - 1900

Charles Begg
G. 1. Browne
Mr Ackroyd
D.Wishart
W. Nicolson
A. M. and C. Begg (joint managers)

Managing Directors
1875 - 1897 Jessie Begg
1900 - 1926 A. M. Begg

General Managers
1927 - 1933 T. Ritchie
1933 - 1948 C. E. Begg

Ashburton (opened 1918, closed 1925 - under overall management of Timaru
branch)
1923 - 1925 H. S. Moore

Auckland (opened 1928)
1936 - 1938 T. L. Beaney
1938 - 1948 F. A. Campbell

Begg's Celebrity Artists (established 1946)
1947 - 1948 - W. J. Sinton

Christchurch (opened 1922)
1922 - 1927 H. Thompson
1928 - 1933 C. A. Rendle
1933 - 1948 L. C. Travers

DRECO (purchased 1940)
1940 - 1948 W.1. Blackwell

I This list is based on information gathered from directories, newspaper advertisements and Charles Begg
& Co Ltd publications. Unfortunately in some instances it was not possible to ascertain who the manager
was in a particular branch at a particular time.
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Dunedin
1900
1916
1927
1933

-

1916 C. Begg
1926 T. Ritchie
1933 C. E. Begg
1948 J.Dixon

Hamilton (opened 1943)
1943 - 1943 C. H. Ashbridge
1943 - 1948 A. C. Clarke

Invercargill (opened 1900)
1901 - 1902 1. C. Allan
1902 - 1905 G. A. Carr
1905 - 1912 F. F. Thomas
1916 - 1922 1. Bewley
1923 - 1935 A. R. Willis
1936 - at least 1943 T. Wray Wilson

London (opened 1904)
1904 - 1943 W. A. Elmer
1945 - 1948 A. E. Rayment

Nelson (opened 1910)
1910 1913 1936 1941 1943 1948 -

1912 -A. L. Desgranges
1933 - W. T. Brundell
at least 1937 W. Gould
I. J. Robinson
W. McKane
L. E. West

Oamaru (opened 1909)
1909 -19111. F. Himburg
1911 - 1916 H. W. Tidman
1917 - 1918 C. B. Kerr
1918 - 1923 W. Walters
1924 - 1927 H. W. Parker
1937 - 1942 A. Nye
1941 - 1941 A. R. Bolton (acting)
1943 - R. J. Hine

Palmerston North (opened 1943)
1943 - 1943 W. J. Sinton
1943 - 1944 A. E. Rayment
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1945 - 1948 1. K. Robertson
1948 - 1948 - 1.Clark

Rangiora (opened 1924, closed 1926 - under overall management of Timaru
branch)
1924 - 1926

B. J. Lamb

Russell Import Co. (began trading 1947)
1947 - 1948 W. L. Young

Timaru (opened 1885)
1885 1924 1935 1938 1941 1942 1945 1946 -

1924
1933
1938
1941
1942
1945
1945
1948

W. J. Huggins
H. S. Moore
A. G. Williamson
E. W. McComish
W.1. Sinton (acting)
E. W. McComish
W. 1. Sinton (acting)
1. D. Goffin

Waimate (opened 1907, closed 1911- under overall management of Timaru
branch)
1907 - 1909 G. Lupton (representative)
1910 - 1911 H. S. Moore (representative)

Wellington (opened 1897)
1897-1911
1911 - 1922
1923 - 1927
1928 - 1933
1933 - 1953

S.Cimino
S. H. Homer
H. Payne
A. Cartwright
C. A .Rendle
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Appendix C
Directors and Company Secretaries
Charles Begg & Company Limited
Directors
Begg, Alexander Milne
Begg, Charles
Begg, Charles Eric
Begg, Jessie
Begg, Margaret
Begg, Mary
De Ment, William G.
Reid, John
Rendle, C. A.
Ritchie, George
Skinner, John S.
Smith, Russel! C.
Thomson, Wil!iam
Wilson, Herbert E.
Wishart, Isabella

1904 - 1926
1904 - 1916
1922 - 1926; 1932 - 1948 (Chairman from 1937)
1904 - 1913
1904 - 1922
1904 - 1926
1938-1946
1904 - 1907 (Chairman)
1933 - 1951
1926 - 1931
1947 - 1953 (Chairman from 1948)
1926 - 1936 (Chairman)
1926 - 1947
1926 - 1933
1922 - 1926

Company Secretaries
W. Nicolson
D. Ross
C.B.Kerr
W. Rushton
C. A. Wishart
H. D. Marshal!
A. T. C. Jackson

1889
1901
1905 - 1917
1918
1926
1927 - 1946
1947 - 1968
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Appendix D
Piano Brands Sold by Begg's
(as identified from advertisements)
Brand Name
Allison
Ascherl
Aucher
Bechstein
Bentley
Bergman
Bluthner
Boards
Braemar
Brinsmead
British Pianoforte Co
Broadwood & Sons
Brock
C Bechstein
Cark Ecke
Carl Ronisch
Challen
Chappell
Collard & Collard
Eavestaff
Ehrbar
Erard
Esdaile
Exhibition
Fred Thurmer
Fritz Kuhla
Gerhard
Gh Schwecten
Gors & Kallmann
Gourlay*
Hansen
Heyl
Hopkinson
Howard
Ibach
J & J Hopkinson
J B Cramer & Co
Jesse French

Origin
British
French
German
British
German

British
British
British
British
German
German
German
British
British
British
British
Austrian
French

German
German
German
German
German
British
American
German
British
British
British

Date First Advertised

1880
1887
1880
1887
1948
1933
1887
1878
1933
1875
1925
1865
1933
1903
1887
1882
1880
1877
1864
1893
1880
1871
1886
1889
1903
1905
1880
1897
1893
1929
1887
1887
1933
1936
1880
1865
1905
1921
178

John Broadwood
Joseph Kirkman
Kelly
Kemble & Co
Kirkman & Son
Lipp and Son
Marshall & Rose
Ment Brothers
Monington and Weston
Munt Brother
Murphy
Neumeyer
Newman&Co
Osborne
Ouida
Pianola
Pleyel
Pull & Field
R Tietze
Ralph Allison
Roenisch
Geo Rogers & Son
Ronisch
Rosener
Rud
Sames
Sandon and Steedmen
Schiedmayer & Soehne
Schwechten
Soelme
Sohn
Soufleto
Square
Squire & Longson
Strohmenger
Thurmer
Urban
W??ramm
Waddington and Sons
Wagner
Waldemar
Ward
Welmar
Wm Jackson

British
British
British
British
German
British
British
British

French
British
German
British
German
British
German
German
German
British
German
German
German
German
French
British
British
German

British
German
German
British
British

1871
1871
1880
1936
1865
1877
1936
1893
1903
1903
1880
1880
1905
1936
1887
1922
1917
1897
1905
1866
1880
1927
1880
1887
1882
1895
1893
1880
1880
1903
1882
1880
1936
1940
1880
1902
1887
1887
1925
1880
1897
1878
1948
1940
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In addition the following are listed in the Charles Begg Piano Stock Book 1914-1919
held at the Hocken Library, University ofOtago. (MS-1226/011): Ascherberg,
Beauchamp, Beethoven, Bell, Besbich, Bohm, Bord, O. Carpenter, Clarendon, Cough &
Arren, Collinson, Cramer, Cudby, Ecke, Fitzsimmons and Sharp, Foster, Harmun, Hicks,
Howell, Hugo Steffens, J. Browne, Joseph Wallis, B. Justin, Justin Thoms, Krichner,
Krauss, Krumbach, Kuhla, Letiner, Loberg, Malcolm, Meissner, Moore and Moore,
Renardi, Rencarde, Rowlands, Schudnays, Schweetstein, Steffens, Tucker, W. White and
Co, Weimar, Weissner, P. Wolf.
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Appendix E
Brands of Other Instruments Sold By Begg's
Brand
Adamson
Ajax
Alexandre
Arthur 0 Windsor
Banks and Son
Bauer
Bell Brand and
Black Diamond
Besson
Besson & Co
Blake
Boosey & Hawkes
Boosey
Buescher
Cathedral
Chapelain
Christophe
Colaro Ltd
Conn
D'lsanto
Dallape
De Meglio
Deagan
Deans & Beverley
Deans
Dolling
Eitieene
Estey
G Houghton & Sons
Gem
Gibson
Glen
Hammond
Harmony

Instrument(s)
Patent Sol Fa
Harmoniums
Drums
Harmoniums
Banjos
Harmoniums/organs
Strings
Drums
Brass
Organs
Various instruments
Band instruments
Band Instruments
Strings
Clarinets
Harmoniums
Saxophones and
Band Instruments
Mandolins
Piano Accordions
Various
Xylophones
Drums
Instruments fittings
Violins
Harmoniums
Organs
Banjos
Organs
Guitars, ukuleles,
mandolins, strings
Bagpipes
Electric organs
Guitars, ukuleles

Date First
Advertised

Country of Origin

1893
1936
1892
1936
1936
1892
1936
1936
1892
1886
1936
1895
1936
1941
1904
1886
1925
1940

England
France
England

USA
England
England
USA
England
England
USA
France
France
England
USA

1903
1940
1903
1936
1940
1936
1906
1886
1901
1936
1890
1940

USA

1904
1937
1940

Scotland
USA
USA

Italy
Italy
Italy
USA
England
England
Germany
France
USA
England
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Henderson
Hohner

Hohner
Houghton
Hutcheon
Invincible
J R Toms
KG Lawrie
Kampfee
KimbaIIs
Kohlert
Lawrie
Loring
Lyric

MacDougaII
Martin
Mason & Hamlin
Moody and Sankey
Morton
Needham
Palace
Positive Pipe Organ
Premier
Robertson
Ross
Smith
Henry Starck

Story & Clark
Thow
Trutone
Ugenio Degani
V Kolherts Sohne
W W KimbaII Co
Windsor

Bagpipes
Piano accordions,
accordions and mouth
organs
Ocarinas
Stringed instruments
Bagpipes
Organs
Violin strings
Strings
Organs
Clarinets, oboes
Bagpipes and pipe
fittings
Organs
Recorders, percussion
band instruments,
strings
Chanters
Woodwind
Harmoniums/organs
Organs
Bassoons
Harmoniurns/organs
Organ
Organ
Drums
Bagpipes and pipe
fittings
Bagpipes
Organs/harmoniums
Bagpipes and
chanters, flageolets,
flutes, piccolos
Organs
Bagpipes
Instrument fittings
Violins
Woodwind
Organs
Stringed instruments,
drums, etc

1904
1936

Scotland
Germany

1904
1936
1904
1887
1903
1925
1936
1886
1904
1936

Germany
Scotland
England
Scotland
USA
Germany
Scotland

1886
1940

USA

1904
1936
1892
1875
1904
1892
1885
1907
1940
1936

Scotland
USA
USA
England
USA
USA
Canada
England
Scotland

1886
1892
1903

England
USA
England

1892
1904
1936
1903
1903
1897
1936

USA
Scotland
Italy
Bohemia
USA
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Appendix F
Phonograph, Gramophone and Radio Brands Sold by Begg's

Name

Machine

Date of First
Advertisement

Aeolian-Vocalion

Phonograph

1921

Cecil

Zonophone

1910

Cheney

Gramophone

1922

Cinch

Gramophone

1911

Colombia

Graphophone

1907

Columbia

Gramophone

1930

Edison

Phonograph

1907

Gramophone Company

Gramophone

1910

Gramophone Grand

Gramophone

1909

His Masters Voice

Gramophone

1910

His Masters Voice

Gramophones and
Lyricphones

1917

Jewel Phonoparts Co

Gramophone parts

1925

Me Lagan

Gramophone

1922

Philco

Gramophone

1930

Philco Radio

Radio

1932

Vocalion

Records

1921
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Appendix G
Electrical Goods Sold by Begg's

Name
Atlas
Connor
Hamilton Beach
Leonard
Morphy-Richards
Neeco
Orion
Osram
Philco
Philcophone

Princess
Princess

Princess
Princess
Princess
Shick
Speedee
Western Electric
Audiphone

Product
Electric ranges
Electric washing and
ironing machines
Food mixers
Refrigerators
Irons
Electric ranges
Electric ranges
Electric globes
Refrigerators
Inter-office
communication
systems
Infra-red ray health
lamps, clocks
Irons, toasters, table
and bedside lamps,
jugs, kettles, fires
Vacuum cleaners
Refrigerators
Hotplates, immersion
heaters
Electric shavers
Electric ranges
Hearing aids

Date of first
advertisement

1941
1941
1940
1936
1941
1941
1941
1941
1940
1940
1941
1940
1940
1940
1940
1941
1941
1940
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Charles (m)
(1825-1874)

Janet (m) (1) George Junior Browne
(1856-1886)
(c1850-1880)

William
(1858-1859)

Charles
(1861-1864)

Margaret Hunter
(1863-1922)

Jessie Milne
(1832-1914)

MaryJane
(1865-1945)

Elizabeth Warwick (m) James Kerr
(1869-1918)
(1869-1945)

Alexander Milne (m) (1) Emily Jane Hodder
(1873-1940)

I

Mary
(1879-1960)

Jessie Milne
(1903-1990)

8 Children

(m) (2) Laura Kemp
(1876-1930)
(2) David Wishart (m) Isabella
(c1850-1921)
(1859-1929)

I

,
William
Balfour
(1888-)

,
Jessie
Margaret
(18891953)

,
Isabella
MacKay
(18911919)

,
Robert
Milne
(1894-)

I
David
Reid
(-1974)

m) (3) Christina Marshal!
(1903-)

,
Charles
Alexander
(1898-1975)

,

,

Doris Lambeth
Jeffrey
(1899-1979)
Begg
(m)
(1901William De Ment 1992)
(1884-1969)

Gordon
(1929-1979)

I

George Cottrel!
(adopted)

A)

-<
-I

a;
CD

Bertha
(19041904)
Charles
(m) Katherine Anne Kerr Fraser
(1873-1916)
(1874-1961)

I

,

Charles Eric (m) Minnie Abum
(1899-1948)
(1901-1968)

Name in bold denotes worked in the business

"TI

3

,

,
,

to

CD
CC
CC

I

,

Lorna Isobel (m) Arthur Williamson
(1901-1981)
(1989-1980)

,

»

"'C
"'C
CD

:::s

c-

x"
::I:

......

eo
c.n

Charles Murray
b. 1924

John Kenneth
b. 1927

Bryan Donald
b. 1929

Barbara Mary
b. 1932

Appendix I
c omposr'fIons WIith N ew Z ea Ian d Tb erne
Title
Dunedin Polka
Otago Polka
Tui's Song
Zealandia Fantasiafor the
Pianoforte
The Moa March
In a New Zealand Forest:
Four Musical Sketches
Fern Leaves
Zealandia Waltz
Sons ofthe Colonies
The Grand Old Flag
All Hail Zealandia
The Long White Cloud
The Kiwis on Parade
Maori Battalion March
There 'll Always Be New
Zealand
New Zealand Jubilee March
Hinemoa Waltzes
Silver Fern Waltz
Mataura Valley Polka
Mataura Waltz
Wakitapu Waltz
Uta Mai. Valse Zealandes
Rimutaka Waltz
Haere Ra
The Akaroa Waltz
City ofHamilton March
New Zealand Centennial
march
Nikau Waltz
A Song ofOtago University
New Zealand
Timaru March
God Defend New Zealand
New Zealand and South Seas
Exhibition Festival march
Dunedin! The Exhibition
Foxtrot

1869
1870
1870
1882

Composer
Achille Fleury de Reaisson
James T. May
James T. May
James T. May

Lyricist
N/A
N/A
James T. May
N/A

1896
1925

Thomas E. Bulch
J. C. Easton

N/A
N/A

1876
1879
1900

Charles H. Russell
M. A. Jones
W. E. Whiteley
Frederick Leech
Frederick Leech
H.S.B. Ribbands
Murray Russell
Anania Amohau
Ross Parker and Hughie
Charles
Annette Wilson
Annette Wilson
Adrian Hope
G. Brett
H. W. Stewart
J. Allan
A. E. Crozier
Charles Woodley
Clement Scott
H. L. Harston
P. De Rose
A. H. Pettitt

N/A
N/A
W. E. Whiteley
Vincent Pyke
Francis H. Valpy
Chas L. James
Murray Russell
Anania Amohau
Ross Parker and
Hughie Charles
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Kaihau Maewa
N/A
N/A
C. E. Begg

1925

D. W. Quill
V. E. Galway
Kennedy Black
A. H. Pettitt
John Woods
J. S. Zamenick

N/A
D. W. Carmalt-Jones
L. Weatherley
N/A
Thomas Bracken
Chas G. Smeaton

1925

Dave Burt and Tom Anson

George Wycherley

Date

1902
1917
[1942]
[1940]
[1940]
1887
1888
1907
[1880]
[1890]
[1888]
1912
1912
1940
[1937]
[1947]
1939
1940
[1939]
1942
[1944]
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Appendix J
Wartime Compositions
Title
Sons ofthe Colonies
The Grand Old Flag
All Hail Zealandia
Britons All: A Territorial Camp
Song
Our Territorials
Keep On Keepin ' On
We Shall Get There in Time
When the Boys Come Home
Don't Wear Your Heart Away:
A Goodbye March Song
The Red Triangle Song
There's Only One Way Home
Boys It's Through Berlin
The Army Nurses' Song
The Day We Meet Again
England's Rainbow
Go To It

Heroes ofthe Air
King ofthe Blue. A Song ofthe
Nation
The Kiwis on parade
Maori Battalion Marching Song
The New Zealand Boys are
Marching
Pilot ofAll Guard Our Airmen
Toni:<ht
Sasha from Russia. The Victory
Song ofthe Century
There '11 Always Be New
Zealand
The V Song

1902
1914

Composer
W. E. Whiteley
Frederick Leech
Frederick Leech
Frank Crowther

Lyricist
W. E. Whitley
Vincent Pyke
Frederick Leech
Bert Royal

1914
1915
1915
1916
1916

H. S. B. Ribbands
Hampton Woods
A. R. Don
G. B. Laidlaw
Earl Melville

A. R. Don
Hampton Woods
H.S.B. Ribbands
G. H. Wycherley
Earl Melville

1917
1918

W. and M. Dunlop
Barrie Marschel

W. and M. Dunlop
Frank E. Crowther

[1942]
[1944]
[1941]
[1940]

Sgt A. Amohau
Burt Rankin
Mrs Eric Paterson
Ronnie Hill

[1940]
[1940]

M. Tarrant
Peter Dawson

Sgt A. Amohau
Burt Rankin
Sybil Baker
Peter Dion
Titherage
M. Tarrant
Rita Holmes

[1942]
[1940]
[1940]

Murray Russell
Corporal Anania
Amohau
Beverley H. Lane

Murray Russell
Corporal Anania
Amohau
Beverley H. Lane

[1940]

Peter Dawson

Peter Dawson

[ 1944]

Sam Stern

Sam Stern

[ 1940]

Ross Parker

Hughie Charles

[1941]

Clive and Lyn
Christie

Clive and Lyn
Christie

Date
1900
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Appendix K
Original Music Publications

Title

n

Date

Ly..cist

Aint' it a Shame

[1950]

Akaroa Waltz, The

[1937]

'l..hr~trm

[1902]

[Leech, Fredk

All Hail Zealandia and God Save the King

1

Army Nurses Song, The

[1942]

Au Revoir Honolulu

[1925]

Autumn Memories

[1913]

l(

Rum

A rn"h"l1

H. L.

Where Printed
New Zealand

Rum

INot identified

IN/A

New Zealand

IValpy, Francis H

Sgt A.

A rn"h"l1

Sgt A
Vince

Vince
!Hope, Adrian

INot identified
'H "

New Zealand

IN/A

Leipzig and hngland

Ballad Unsung

[1945]

[Henry, Shirley

N/A

N(

BamDance

[1890]

[Jones, Frederick W.

N/A

[Not identified

Belle Etoile (Beautiful Star) Valse

[1915]

N/A

Germany

'0'

Best Spot is New Zealand, The

[1950]

Skipper, Francis

Skipper, Francis

INot

Blond Sailor, The

[1945]

!Pfeil, J.

!T

New Zealand

Blue Smoke

New Zealand

[1947]

Rum

Bouton d'Innocence. Suite de Valse

1912

Adolphe

Britons All : Territorial Camp Song

1914

'0'

Crowther, Frank

Buds and Blossoms Waltz

[1913]

I

Castles in the Air

[1870]

:Anon

Chaplet of Memories A, For Piano 1908-1909

1908

New Zealand

Royle, Bert

Hope, Adrian

I

N(

IN/A

T ,p;tnl"

N/A
James

Germany

[Not identified
INot identified

Various

Not

City of Hamilton March

[1947]

IDe Rose, P.

!N/A

Clair de Lune. Foxtrot

[1930]

IFinlay, H. J.

[Finlay, H J

Coeurs D'Amour. Suite De Valse Pour Piano

[1915]

Weniger, Ado1phe

IN/A

Come to the Fairy Dell

[1876]

Schott, Herr

!Wa1ker, P (Esq)

Country Scenes

[1940]

IJenner, Emest

N/A

Cupid's Whisper. Waltz

[1910]

i

Hope, Adrian

N/A

l leinzio

Curl-i-cues

[1955]

iMiles, Walter E.

,N/A

!,Not identified

Dawn of Spring Waltz

[1913]

!Hope, Adrian

IN/A

,T s-iricio
-r- -c»

Day We Meet Again, The

[1944]

iR"nkin Burt

!N,

Don't Wear Your Heart Away

[1916]

lRankin, Burt
!l\,f~h,;l1~ Earl
!

,.

Gpnn"n\i

.. "

Australia

NI identified

Earl
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Germany

Germany

Zealand

Not identified
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Original Music Publications

Title
Dorothy Perkins Waltz

Date

r,

[1914]

Lewis, Phyllis M.

Dunedin! The Exhibition Foxtrot

Ly..cist
N/A
'J,-,,,,-,,,,"-,,,GA

[Burt, Dave & Anson, T.

Dunedin Polka

[1866]

'I Fleury, A.

IN/A

England's Rainbow

[1941]

IBaker, Sybil

,.

Famous Maori Songs

1940

Fantasia in C Minor

[1920]

Flower Fancies

[1944]

Flower of the Sky

[1936]

For You Alone

1Nl identified
I,Not identified

~.V'VVH, Eric

New Zealand

(Mrs)

New Zealand
Hans

lJenner, Ernest

.

IN/A

Not

N/A

,N(

Moody, Elaine

Jack

New Zealand

Geehl, Henry E.

O'Reilly, P J

INot identified
IPnctbnt1 and Leipzig, Germany

Garden of Memory The. Waltz

[1911]

,Hope, Adrian

N/A

Garland of Flowers The. Celebrated Dirge

[1915]

N/A

God Defend New Zealand

[1920]

I
IWoods, John

God Moves in a Mysterious Way

[1905]

Iselin, E.

Golden Fleece, The

Where Printed
1O'1"nl1 and Leipzig, Germany

'F

1886

New Zealand
Thomas

Willeby

Not identified

Cowper

N( identified

IN/A

N( identified
T ",n7,ct

Germany

Golden Moll. Waltz

[1913]

Cowley, John

N/A

Golden Shadows Waltz

[1909]

Hope, Adrian

N/A

Leech, Fredk

Pyke, Vincent

INot identified
iT"

**Grand Old Flag (The)

I~,

Gratitude

[1946]

Smith, Wynne

Smith, Wynne

Haere Ra

[1940]

IK",hm' Maewa

IK"ihm Maewa

""nl1

,7,,1.

[1865]

IFleury, Achille

IN/A

Heroes of the Air

[1940]

ITarrant, M.

[Tarrant, M

iHill, Alfred

IHill, Alfred

Hullo New World. Songs from the Musical Play

I'll Be Thinking of You

1939
:

I

[1944]

[1950]

,5,

,11.

Nancie

,5,

rl

11mp,l1m New Zealand

Henrietta Waltz

Home Little Maori Home

New Zealand
New Zealand and Auckland, New

.11

New Zealand

Nancie

N

Zealand

Ni

Zealand

Kelly, Douglas

Kelly, Douglas

iNew Zealand

I'll Think on Thee: song

[1872]

,May, James T.

MrsHemans

INot identified

I'm In Love With You. Modem Waltz. Jazz Waltz

[1943]

ide Crewe, Bert

de Crewe, Bert

INot

Ianthe: romance for the piano

[1872]

[May, James T.

IN/A

[Not identified
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Original Music Publications

Title
In A New Zealand Forest. Four Musical Sketches
Intermezzo in A. For Pianoforte

I

Jeanell. Waltz
Jingle Bells

I

Keep On Keepin' On
King of the Blue. A Song of the Nation

~

Date

I

Kiwis on Parade, The

IN/A

i

[1908]

[Rivers, Seaton

iN/A

IT .eirizio. r.Prtn<,""

[1911]

Billows, WaIter

N/A

:1886

New Zealand

lnnpc

New Zealand

I

Woods, Hampton

I

Holmes, Rita

[1942]

.Murray, Russell

[1948]
[1943]

Liedertafel March

Woods, Hampton

Mnrrav

Peter

,NI identified

Russell

I,Not identified

Clutsam, George

iN/A

INot identified

May, James T

iN/A

Not

IK"r"iti"n" Rum

lv.

I

Let's Talk It Over

bon, ian

lnnf>c

1915

I

Rum

I, Smay, Hans

NI 'Zealand

[cI885]

!Morris, vvuueun

N/A

Inmprlin New Zealand

[1917]

Chas L. (Sgt)

H S B (Ptd)

[1875]

J!
IT' ,

Lyric Collection of Songs

[1942]

I

Maori Battalion Marching Song. Ake!Ake! Kia Kaha E!

[1940]

i

Maori Lovers' Lullaby

[1940]

[Perrin, Ivan

Perrin, Ivan

[Barth, Arthur J.

N/A

Marcia in F for the pianoforte

1892

,New Zealand

Black, Kennedy (arr)
a~Ah"" Anania

a~Ah""

[1880]

Brett, G.

N/A

Mataura Waltz

[1890]

i

Stewart, H.

!N/A

Missa Simplex. In D Major

[1944]

!Griffiths, Vemon

'.

'. Buleh, T. E.

[1947]

Moon Silver

[1946]

!Shirley, Henry
May, James T.
Schramm, Paul

N/A

Music for Home. Five Piano Pieces

I

1939

Australia
lnnpnm New Zealand
~

New Zealand

[Not identified
nnNl

New Zealand

New Zealand

IN/A

Moonlight and You. Clair de Lune et Toi

I

New Zealand

!Not identified

•'H'

Mountain Stream (The)

Anania

N

IBarth, Arthur J.

Mataura Valley Polka

1896

New Zealand
Australia

Long, Thomas B

March of New Zealand, The. National Song

Moa March, The

New Zealand

<;;:tr<lnk-< Alan

Loving Eyes Are On Me Beaming

I

~.nl1HmC

,White, C. A.

[1940]

Little White Dove
Long White Cloud, The

Where Printed

[Easton, J. C.

La Pluie de Printemps
Les Brillantes Valses pour Piano

Lyricist

[1925]

George
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'H'

NI

Zealand

N/A

1Nl

Zealand

N/A

1Nl identified

Geo

Australia

Appendix K
Original Music Publications

Title

Date

New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition Festival March

r.

I

[1925]

ISmeaton, Chas

IUSA and New Zealand

Lane, Beverley

.
[Lane, Beverley

INot identified

,

New Zealand Boys Are Marching, The.

[1940]

!

New Zealand Centennial March

[1939]

[Petitt A H.

New Zealand

[1942]

Black, Kennedy

New Zealand Jubilee March
Nikau Waltz
Nocturne in Eb. For Pianoforte

I

i

IWilson, AE.
!Quill, D. W.

[1908]

IRivers, Seaton

IN/A
IN/A
iN/A
IKaihau, Maewa

[1928]

IKaihau, Maewa

[1876]

!Morley, Carmini

lllnprtm New Zealand
New Zealand
,T pin7io

[1908]

[Rivers, Seaton

!NIA

[1895]

'Seeker, E W

Seeker, E W

Otago Polka

[1870]

[May, James T.

IN/A

Ouida Musical Folio No 2

I

1891
1893

i

'Various

[1936]

Roy

Our Territorials

[1914]

IDon, A R.

Patricia Dances

[1944]

Shirley, Henry

Petite Perle. Little Pearl. Suite de Valse

[1915]

,

Pilot of All. Guard Our Airmen Tonight

[1940]

I
·ngmC"n Peter

Radiant Morn, The.

[1910]

!

~

~",.

i -,

New Zealand

..

New Zealand

iNot identified

Our Fathers Build This House of God

n

New Zelaand

~

[Various

Germany

lr .pin7io Germany

Only Pretence. Scherzo for Piano
On the Ball. A Football Song

Ouida Musical Folio No I (2nd ed)

New Zealand

L

1887

o Love of Mine.

Australia

Begg, C Eric

[1940]

Now Is the Hour. Haere Ra
Romance

Where Printed

Ly••"."'.

,

J. S.

Herron, E S

.Great Britain

HSB

Adolphe

N/A
'N/A

INot identified

!

Peter

Hope, Adrian

New Zealand

lNot identified
lr .pin7io Germany
Not identified

N/A

T.pin7io Germany

i

l"nprtm New Zealand

Queen's Drive. March

[1900]

i

Red Carnation, The. Morceau de Salon. For Pianoforte

[1907]

IRivers, Seaton

N/A

T,pin7io Germany

Red Triangle, The

[1917]

in"n]"n William and M.

in"n]"n William

iNot identified

Rimutaka Waltz

[1912]

in

iN/A

iPno]~nr1

Roaming

[1928]

I

de Lautour, B A

I

dl -J' Charles

wauace, George

iWall ace, George

191
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Title

L:I,IIIL;I;'I
.e.

~

Date

Romance

[1945]

Romance. Pianoforte solo

[1943]

l-hwlron

[1948]

James, Neville

Roses and Wine

i

Sasha from Russia. The Victory Song ofthe Century

[1944]

Say Au Revoir but Not Goodbye

[1900]

Where Printed

_!

!Austin, Louis Daly

N/A

[New Zealand

Claude M.

!N/A

New Zealand

[James, Neville

New Zealand

Stem, Sam
",,,,,,,,r!,, Harry

Stem, Sam
A.
Harry

New Zealand

l(

v.

School Percussion Band Progressive Course (The)

Smith, Anne

N/A

N(

Scottish Emigrant, The

[1892]

~

~

Second Lyric Collection of Songs

c1935

Seven Promises

[1955]

Shearers' Jamboree, The
!

Silver Fern Waltz

!

,,',

Brother

nlln"rlin

New Zealand

!Not identified

i

[Anon

New Zealand

i

Tutin, Eric

Tutin, Eric

!Not identified

[1907]

IHope, Adrian

IN/A
!N/A

T"imio- Germany and England

Carmalt-Jones D W

N(

[Russell, Charles H.
[1939]
!

J&M

New Zealand

[1946]

Silvery Spray (The)
Song of Otago University, A
~s of the Colonies

J.&M.

!Black, Kennedy arr

n merf m

in"lw"" V.E.

1900

W.M.

Australia
WE

New Zealand

!

N( identified

Southern Cross, The

[1872]

May, James T.

Spanish Dance, A

[1922]

,~"thhlln

[1914]

!

Stray Thought, A Reverie.

[1910]

[Legarde Eugene

!N/A

IT ,,;m;o- Germany and England

Summer Dreams

[1909]

[Burry, Frederick

!N/A

T"in7ioGermany
-x-

Summer Impressions

[1950]

[Jenner, Ernest

IN/A

New Zealand

Spirit of Napoleon March

!

Sunbeam Galop, The
I

Sunny Days. Schottische

!

Sunshine and Tempest. Grand Descriptive Fantasia

Great Britain

-0'

!N/A

Not identified

Smith, W. G.

!N/A

T,,;n7;0- Germany

[1875]

Sykes, Charles

N/A

Alfred

[1910]
[1948]

!Gibson, Ethel F

[1901]

I

Sweet Thoughts of Thee Valse

i

[1890]

[1874]

Sweet December
Sweet Marie

,j:;'no-bnrl

N/A

Hope, Adrian

Sunshine of My Soul, The
!

N/ A
iN/A

i

F. G.

1891

Louis A

~

Louis A

IGibson, Ethel F

[New Zealand
[ r-c

Moore, Raymon

[Fahey, W. H.

IN/A
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Title

Date

----_._---

~~----~~.. .
Tarantelle in Ab for Piano. Opus 85. _.
me ..
Hanover edition

[1880]

Kuiti and 1 Must Go Back Today

Composer

Lyricist
N/A

Heller, Stephen

1962

Not identified

[1910]
There's Only One Way Home Boys. It's Through Berlin
March

[1918]

Marschel, Barrie

I

N/A

Leipzig, Germany

Marshcel, Barrie

Wellington, New Zealand

[1944]

Tired Mother

Where Printed

------

London, England

Not identified

1892

Toys on Parade

[1950]

Melecii, A.

Tui's Song

[1870]

May, James T.

Not identified

Tremain, A. RonaldN/A

Not identified

Two Bagatelles

1949

Two Outdoor Sketches

[1945]

Jenner, Emest

Utua MaL Valse Zelandes

[1912]

Crozier. A. E Satherley

Valse Sentimentale. For Piano Solo. Simplified Version

[1945]

Schramm, Paul

V Song, The
:-:-::--:------:-

Vanity Fair March, The
Wait A Little While
Waiata

0

Te Iwi Maori

Waiting By the River. Slow Fox Trot
For You
Wakatipu Valse, The
Shall Get There in Time
a Great Big Smile and Sing a Song
When Love is True

[1943]
1939
-~ . ..
11~441

Christie, Clive & Lyn

'Christie, Clive & Lyn

Christchurch, New Zealand

Easton.J. C.

N/A

London, England

Stafford, David

,Millins, J T

lNew Zealand

,ie James Philpot arr

'Not identified

Hemi
Peter

Dawson, Peter

;New Zealand
-----

L1~)jJ

Summers, Joan

,

f18851

N/A

'Dunedin, New Zealand

rI9151

Ribbands, H S B

[1933]

Jos Geo

Gilbert, Jos Geo

rI9321

Sidney G.

Campbell, E W

Not identified

the Boys Come Home

rI9161

When Twilight O'er the Sea

rI9011

Alexander, Albert

Alexander, Marie

'Not identified

~n Wil~~e Think of Me?

11 ~7~ I

•Russell, Charles H.

MrsHemans

Not identified

[1908]

Rivers, Seaton

N/A

White Lilac. Morceau de Salon for Piano

Wycherley, G A

G. B.

1

----~._---~--
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Title

I

White Wings Waltz
Willows. Morceau de salon
Winsome. Waltz
Zealandia (Maori Land) Fantasia for the Pianoforte
Zealandia Waltz

Date

i

i

[1908]

I

Rivers, Seaton

[1910]

i

Talbot, Frank

i

~

N/A
N/A
N/A
IN/A
IN/A

(May, lames T.

i

[1879]

...

T n_:~:~'"
'

A. E.

[1888]
,

c

[Jones, M. A.

194

Where Printed

.~

~

New Zealand

T pin7icr

Germany and England

T p;n7icr

Germany

Not identified
N(

Appendix L
Overseas Music Published by Begg's

Title

Date

Lyricist

i

By
SamFox ~

with
Co, Cleveland

Aloha Sunset Land (song)

1946' loane Kawelo

J. R. Shannon

Andante Cantabile from 5th

1943 !P. ~

N/A

Apple Blossoms

1906 Leona Lacoste

N/A

Army, the Navy and the Air Force (The)

1938 ,H. Darweski and E.Lockton

Autumn Splendor: Waltz for the Piano

1943 i Waiter Rolfe

IN/A

SamFox.

1916

!N/A

!J B Cramer & Co, London

1931 i V. Young, W. King, & E. van Ahstyne

iH"vpn ~'H

i

The Celebrated from the Tales ofHoffman
Beautiful Love
Beautiful Love

Young, W. King, E. & van Ahstyne

1931

,

Begg's Army Navy and Air Force Album

[Various

Birthday of a King (The)

IW.H.

Waltz

H"vpn

[i1

Gould & Bolttler, London

Various

Sam Fox I

1932 [Ernest

Celebrated Waltzes
Child's Prayer, A

,

Child's Primer, A
China Doll Parade
,

Christmas Carols

Harris Co Ltd, Canada & Eng
Harris Co, London

!Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London
SamFox~

r.

TT _-,

!N/A

HUJ

Bossey & Hawkes Sydney

193711. S. Zamecnik

N/A

SamFox

1942! Karl Schulte

If

!N/A

B. Grun
Mille, A. Noel, R.

.

I

FredkLowe

•Co, Cleveland

SamFox.
i

Co, Wisconsin
Co, Cleveland

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Sam Fox I
~

Dr Charles E. Allum

Co, Cleveland

& Co Ltd, Regent St

Elkin & Co, London

Edgar Barratt
,brnest

.

I Co, Cleveland

!Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

1947 !A. 1. Lerner

Cuddle Up - Snuggle Up Old Sweetheart of Mine

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

[SamFox P

19<;0 iM

Cuckoo Waltz

i

N/A

19421A.

. T"Tnpnt\

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

1931 I Waiter Rolfe

Come Back My Love

't

I

T.anra T.evcesrer

Come Hither with Your Zither

Gardens and Staines Morris

Cleveland

1939,raT i nayer

!N/A

Manual (The)

LO,

!N/A

1925 .• ,,,"u,,",,,,"" A. WilIiams

Complete Scale and

Cleveland

!W H Paling & Co Ltd, Australia
,~.

Cinderella Valse Ballet

Come to Me Bend to Me

r-«

Cleveland

Music Corp
.~

H'

.Percy Weinrich

1940! Ernest

LO,

Ip~n1p

1929 !Helen Dallam
i [1922]

Celebrated Series of Pianoforte Studies: 40 First Studies

TT'

PAMrrl

'Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

1940 1. Hughes and F. Lake

Blindman's Buff
By a Garden Gate

Coronach (A

'T

Harris Music Co, Canada

Paul Duval

Bless 'Em All (The Service Song)

ir",mh-"

,~

,

,Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

'-'

1920 1. E. Jonasson

i

1943 R. Morgan, C.Chester
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Alan Stranks

iKeith

Prowse & Co Ltd, London

!Victory Music Publishing Co

Appendix L
Overseas Music Published by Begg's

Title

Date

Lyricist

By

i

Curl-i-cues :

1945 IWaiter E. Miles

N/A

SamFox.

Dance of the Robins for the piano

1931[Jessie L. Deppen

N/A

Sam Fox;:

DanseNegre

[1908] [Cyril Scott

Dark Haired Marie
Day We Meet Again (The)

i

Dear Little Isle I Love

Boo Rankin

Dicky Bird Hop (The birdies on the

tree)

1926

.wvv

~"U11\OY

[1922] 1 neoaer Oesten
I 1960 Neil Grant

Dream Came Saymg HellO, A (When You Said
Eclipse Pianoforte Tutor

1932
Dance (The)

Empire Book of Favourite Songs (The)
Fairy Ballet

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

ISonny Miller

'Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Leslie Sarony

IKeith Prowse &

Co Ltd, London

i

James S Kerr,

Robert Gilbert

Sam Fox I

[T[

coo-cc

·Co, Cleveland

N/A

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

N/A

Beal, Suttard & Co Ltd, London

A «nrt~r1

A«nrt~r1

Harris Music Co, Canada
~ Cleveland

SamFox~

IN/A

IRobert Vollsted

Fireflies on Parade: A Novelette for the Piano

'i

vaienune Hemery

TT

1929 IEdward Dale

Famous Jolly Brothers (The)

1

Andy Stewart

1942 Robert Sto1z
F: nesr

•Co, Cleveland
Elkin & Co, London

N/A

i

Donald Where's Your Troosers?

·Co, Cleveland

[Burt Rankin

1943

Doll's Dream

Elves Caprice:

N/A
'I Edward Lockton

1932 "T.(w"nnp

with

IT .i<hnnn"

& Connor

IBritish Standard Music Co, London

Flying Squadron March, The

1925 i Theron Bennett
1937 I,Herman A. Hummel

iN/A
N/A

SamFox.
',SamFox.

Fool with a Dream, A

1943

Sonny Miller

iKeith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

For You Alone
Fun and Frolic
Fur Elise

T ~nMrr1

P. J. O'Reilly

H. E. Geehl

ItroiICkyRollicky Wind

Gould & Bolttler, London

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

1939 William Cobum
I

Co, Cleveland
·Co, Cleveland

,r

Paul Duval

H:;U\Ol1"l\.

Harris Co, London

1962 i Dr William Lovelock (ed)

Give Me the Moon Over London
Go To It!

1946 i J. Matthews and T. Shand
[1940] ,Ronnie Hill & Peter Dion ~'

Go West Young Man Go West
Got any Gum Chum?
v. 01'11111:' valse

Hear My Song Violetta (Hor mein lied v roietta)

1

i

Ronnie Hill & Peter

Itn i K

Evans

p,th

Prowse & Co Ltd, London
Music Co, New York

Jack Edwards & Lew Garfield
~

1944

iKeith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

R. Butler, A. de Bear

1938 Waiter Rolfe

i Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

SamFox.

1937 Othmar Klose and RudolfLuckesch

Hear My Song Violetta (Hor mein lied Violetta)
•
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Co, Cleveland

Harry S. repper ~I:,Ilg)

B Feldman & Co, London and

Omar Klose (orig)

Dix Ltd, London

Appendix L
Overseas Music Published by Begg's

Title

Date

Lyricist
L. White,

and M. S. Breen

with

By

Heaven in Hawaii

1940

Herds May Safely Graze

1945 IJ. S. Bach Emest

Here's to the Gordons

1954 I Robert Wilson, Andy Garden

I

Harold Stewart

[James S Kerr,

Hiking Song, The

1957 I Alex Mackenzie

I

Alex Rankin

I

James S Kerr, . TI,,~onw

Hold Your Hats On

1942 I Richard Addinsell

I, Sonny Miller

I

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Hundred Best Short Classics for the Pianoforte (The)

1927 Cuthbert Whitemore (ed)

IN/A

"

i

1922 'G""ftr"" O'Hara

i,

As for music

Publications Ltd, London

IN/A

..r 'WOl ~Ull ~

Publications Ltd, London

,R. G. Stott

[Sam Fox ,

[Alan Stranks

i,Albert W.

t>.

.u,

l,

1920 Albert W. V

Is it Too Late?

1946 I L. Towers and M. White

Jeanie with the Light Brown Hair

1943 ',S. Foster

i

Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring
Joharm Strauss' Famous Waltzes

"Towers and White

,
,

Juggler for the Piano (The)

,"v~v,w" Harris Music Co, Canada
.~

N/A

1931lJ. S. Bach, Hyra Hess

IN/A

,

Let Him Go Let Him Tarry
Let's Get Together

Hams Music Co, Canada

I

Harris Co, London
Sam Fox ,

Co, Cleveland

[Sam Fox P

Co, Cleveland

1953 IUlIve uungan
iSybil F. Patridge

1943 S. Yradier
"

I

Harris Music Co, Canada

1935 [John Vine
1941

~

NU'

. Press, London

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

i

1936 IRbn"h" Ebert Seaver

LaPaloma

Harris Music Co, Canada

".~vu'

.Oxford T'

1931iJohann Strauss
[Paul Duval

Just for To-Day: sacred song

Merrin Music Ltd, London

1

"

1943J. S. Bach

Joy of Spring (The)

& Co Ltd, Regent St

0+011-

iA. Melecci
)"~1T1no

Edwin Ashdown Ltd, London

,~

In a Persian Market

Jenny Lind Waltz

.Co, Cleveland

Merrin Music Ltd, London

1

1946 ,Hans May

In A Monastry Garden

Alfred Music Co Inc, New York

I

U'v'~VH ~

IJ. Barr and P. Lynn

I Wish I Had My Time to Spend Again

I'll Change My Heart

Jesu Joy of Man's

I

iKeith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

IJ. Francis Harford et als (selected by)

Hundred Bets Short Songs: in four books
1 Love a Little Cottage

"

,1 "''''DUll

O'Hara

~

Publications Ltd, London

John W. Bratton

SamFox ~

Alan Stranks

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Co, Cleveland

Little White Horse Polka

1945 !Hans May

Lou'siana Lullaby, The

1941 IJ. Owens, T.

Marigold: a novelette novelty for the piano

19271HIlly Mayerl

Sam Fox I

Co, Cleveland

Marionette for the Piano

1914 !Felix Amdt

Sam Fox I

LO,

Mary's Little Music Box

L. Killen

Evans

I

Kennedy

197

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Cleveland

,Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London
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Overseas Music Published by Begg's

Title

May Day, A

,

Date

Lyricist

with

By

IN/A

'[1922] IF, G. Rathbun

11. J. Paderewski

Menuet in G Op 14 No 1

.

Edwin Ashdown Ltd, London

Menuet in G Op 14 No 2
Moon Shadows: waltz caprice for the piano
Mother Mine
My Favourite Piano Album

19451Walter Rolfe

Sam Fox I

19451 Gerry Mason

iMerrin Music Ltd, London

IMyRomany

~ '''U''l1'',," Harris Music Co, Canada

Stanford King

,

IGerhard Froboess

Never Never Land (ooh-Ia)
Nights or

GerryMason

Merrin Music Ltd, London

,Ralph Beecher

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

19461 Howard Lee

I

Never Never Land (ooh-la)

I

' Nicrhto\

1925 IJ. S. Zamecnik

,

Nola
None but the Lonely Heart

1915!,Felix Arndt
,

1943

P

1938itteller Nicnous

Northern Lights of Old Aberdeen (The)

1952 i, Mel and Mary Webb

SamFox.

eo, Cleveland

[Sunny Skylar

Sam Fox I

Co, Cleveland

' Harris Music Co, Canada

N/A

;~

••

1938!Walter Rolfe

On Wings of Song

Harris Music Co, Canada

lJames S Kerr, : ,1,lOcrO"

'Marie Louka

i

Old Time Minstrel Show Clog Dance

Sy Cromwell

1Harry D. Kerr
iN/A

North South East & West
Ocean Spray

ce, Cleveland

w~u~" Harris & Co, London

' Co, Cleveland

SamFox

1943 '; Felix Mendelssohn

,'lIOUlOl1",,"

Harris Music Co, Canada

"

One Love

19561George Posford

IEric Maschwitz

One Love I Know

1946 I George Kenneth

IGeorge Kenneth

Our Back Street is

1942',R. Morgan, C. Chester

Out ofthe Dusk to You
Pastelles : Valse Caprice for the Piano

,

i
!

1922

lore f-h-

I

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

'WJ

Music Co Ltd, London

11

"The Victory Music •

Lee

1944 Walter E. Miles

Co

Arthur J. Lamb

Sam Fox I

Co, Cleveland

N/A

Sam Fox:'

'Co, Cleveland

Pianos on Parade

1940,Boris Berlin

Gordon V~'

[Polly for the piano

1926]J. S. Zamecnik

Sam Fox I

•Co, Cleveland

SamFox.

Co, Cleveland

Sam Fox P

Co, Cleveland

Bayley&

London

[Prayer Perfect Song, The
Remember Mother's Day
Remembrance

1916!Ervine J. Stenson
,

i

James W.Riley

1949!Harry Akst and Solly

'lVUU',,";

19121CarlReber

Rendez-vous

1894 lw. Aletter

IN/A

Rhythm of the Jeep (The)

1943 I Frank Baron

I

198

Vera Baron

,Ltd, Canada

& Co Ltd, London
I

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Appendix L
Overseas Music Published by Begg's

Title

~

Date 1

!

Robin's Return (The)
i

10'::;L1 in

Rosemary Skating Waltz

1

193911 o"'¥o~~o London

,,'

N/A

" ,.;o

1943 Morgan,

Scotland the Brave

1952 'Marion

O'Connor
~,

~

'hin"

u

lY3Y

1943 1,F. Schubert

The Victory Music Pub Co, London

iLIIH rianiey

James S Ken, x.nasgow

Andy Stewart

'James S Ken,

'I

various

Selected Piano Solos
Serenade

Pty Ltd, Sydney have c/r
Harris Co

I

Safely Home

with

1Century Music Pub Co, New York

1T.""nrl"r Fisher

Romanza

Scottish Soldier (A) (Green Hills or i yrou

By a

Lyricist

: Pty Ltd, Sydney

"

Harris Music Co, Canada

Serenade

Sergeant Major's

0

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London
The Victory Music •

1943 R. Morgan, C. Chester, D. O'Connor

The

Silent Prayer, A

MarieLouka

Skating

i[1922]

So Deep is the Night l rrsresse:

1<OU<OllV''>

,Sonny Miller

Dech (ed)

IN/A

Hellemann

IN/A

,M"7"rt/1 i1

. or

Co,Ln

Harris & Co, London

'N/A

Cecil B. Klein

1934 1Mario Melfi (arr)

Sonata in C K545
(A): ,
Song to
Chopin

1Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

by
1945

IN/A
N/A

1943 A. Dvorak

Songs My Mother Taught Me
Sparklets for the Piano

Walter E. Miles

Starlight Serenade

S. Miller, F. S. Tysh

1941 HansMay

icoc

. uay (A)
Sur la Glace a Sweet Briar :

1<pnnpr!"

1941 i roicnarc Evans

Sergeant Sally is Coming Home on Leave

Waltz

Hplpn

I.

W H Paling & Co Ltd, Australia

•••

w~U~"' Harris Music Co, Canada

Co, Cleveland

SamFox

iKeith Prowse & Co Ltd,

Dallam

SamFox.

1910 Caroline H. Crawford

IN/A

I

London

Co, Cleveland

The B F Wood Music Co

!The Strauss-Miller Music Co Ltd, Ln

Sweetheart we'll never grow old

1946 'Jack Denby and Muriel Watson

Take Command of My Heart
Theme from Concerto No 1

19441G. Howe, R. Sawyer, W. Liverman
.,
1943,P. ~

Theme from the Cornish

1944' Hubert Bath

Theme from the Warsaw Concerto

1942 iRichard Addinsell

iN/A
N/A
iN/A

There But For You Go I

1947F. Loewe

,Lerner,AJ

There's a Harvest Moon Tonight

1946,1. Denby, M. Watson, S. Miller

Strauss-Miller Music Co Ltd

1939R. Parker and H. Charles

Allan & Co and Irwin Dash Ltd

There'll Always be an England

I.

[As for music

'i
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i

La Casa del Rio Music Publications, Ohio
Harris Music Co, Canada

1Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London
'Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London
SamFox

Co, Cleveland

Appendix L
Overseas Music Published by Begg's
Title

----------

Date

Composer

Lyricist

By arrangement with
-~----~-

Toys on Parade

A. Melecci

Frederick Harris Music Co, Canada

Thunder Storm (The)

Helen Dallam

Sam Fox Publishing Co, Cleveland

---'-

--

Turn Your Money in Your Pocket Whenever You See a New Moon

1940 Clarrie Brown

V Song (The)

1941 Clive and Lyn Christie

---"'----

Wagon Wheels of Time go Rolling By (The)
-----

WaIter Rolfe Second Piano Book (The)

iClarrie Brown

c.

The Victory Music Publishing Co, Ln

1944 R. Morgan, C. Chester, D. O'Connor

Water -Wagtail (Bergeronnette) for the Pianoforte

1910 Cyril Scott

N/A

E1kin & Co, London

Wear a Great Big Smile and Sing a Song

1933 Jos Geo Gilbert

Jos Geo Gilbert

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

Wedding of the Rose (The)

1911 Leon Jessel

N/A

British Standard Music Co, London

When I Gets to \Vhere I'm Going

1945 J. Edwards, D. Leonard, S. Braverman

Windmill's Turning (The)

1938 Jan van Laar (Sur)

!Noe1 and Hardy

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

With Dainty Grace

1929 Edward Dale

IN/A

Sam Fox Publishing Co, Cleveland

World Outside (The) : Theme from the Warsaw Concerto

1942 Richard Addinsell

iCar1 Sigman

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

You Will Return to Vienna

1945 Hans May

Alan Stranks

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

You're Lovely to Hold

1943 Ivor Carmeli

Douglas Furber

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London

--

---

The Victory Music Publishing Co, Ln
--

-~----

Edwards Music Co, New York
-~------~-

f---

--

----

Sam Fox Publishing Co, Cleveland

WaItz Without a Word, A

~---------------------

--------

- - - - - - - - - _..- - - -

iN/A

WaIter Ro1fe

Keith Prowse & Co Ltd, London
"Published by arrangement"

---

1944 R. Morgan, C. Chester, D. O'Connor D
[1910]

--- -----

~----"--~----

---~

----~---

~~

~-

--"-----

_._---~-~-
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